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ABSTRACT 
The writer of this paper has made an inquiry into 
the determinants of the spatial differences in the distri-
bution of malnutrition in six states of India, examined its 
consequences, and has suggested some measures. 
In Chapter I, the writer has defined the term malnu-
trition, recognized the problem and formulated the argument 
to study this phenomenon. 
In Chapter II, he has investigated the causes of the 
spatial differences in the distribution of malnutrition. 
Its important causes are total cereal intake, milk and milk 
products intake, wheat and millets intake per consumption 
unit. But the most important underlying cause is the family 
income per month. In general, the higher the family income 
per month, the lesser the degree of malnutrition in the case 
of the study area. 
In Chapter III, the important consequences of malnu-
trition on human resources and underdevelopment have been 
examined. It has serious effects on physical growth, aging 
and mortality. Some of its consequences are also reflected 
in many diseases like kwashiorkor, goitre, karatomalacia, 
beri-beri, pellagra, and scurvy. It can also cause retar-
ii 
iil 
dation in language skills and brain dwarfing. Its conse-
quences on underdevelopment are equally serious. This re-
sults in low productivity per capita, and affects the qual-
ity of labour by leading to apathy and absenteeism. 
In Chapter IV, the writer has suggested both produc-
tive and protective measures such as increasing food produc-
tion, distribution of vitamin tablets, skimmed milk and es-
tablishing government canteens to overcome the problem of 
malnutrition. Besides all this, the writer suggests that 
people should be made aware of this problem and their image 
should be changed. The safe way for this in a democratic 
welfare state is through the education of the masses. 
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PREFACE 
"Half of the world's population is undernourished or 
i 
malnourished." According to Cedric Day, 
Well-fed and well-nourished people comprise only a min-
ority of mankind, and at least half the people in the 
world—that is, more than 1,500 million of the total 
population of over 3>000 million do not have enough to 
eat and that upwards of 500 million suffer hunger 
throughout their lives.2 
The worst part of this problem is reflected by the 
two-thirds of the world's children who live in under-
developed countries or developing countries, and for most of 
them, malnutrition during their early years is a fact of 
existence. 
Important consequences of malnutrition are reflected 
in smaller body size, various diseases, high mortality rates 
and brain dwarfing in those areas where malnutrition is 
prevalent. These are the more evident consequences of mal-
nutrition. Besides these, there are other bad effects of 
malnutrition on the human race as well as on the economic 
development of these underdeveloped areas. Therefore, mal-
nutrition is not only leading to the erosion and deterior-
ation of human resources, but also of natural resources, 
because a hungry stomach" is not only unable to work effi-
vi 
vii 
ciently, but develops also an apathy towards life and his 
environment. 
Writing in 1950, Lord Boyd-Orr, the first Director 
General of FAO, concluded that 
a lifetime of malnutrition and actual hunger was the lot 
of two-thirds of mankind. Since Boyd-Orr's statement 
referred to the world as a whole, it followed that his 
estimate of the proportion of people in India who did 
not get enough of the right type of food to eat was even 
higher than two-thirds.3 
According to Fansworth (1959)? however, the percentage of 
k 
hungry people in India must have been small. In between 
the two extremes are the estimates made by Sir John Megaw 
(1933)? and the Famine Enquiry Commission (19k5). Sir 
John estimated that hO per cent of the Indian population did 
not receive enough food and placed the incidence, of hunger 
and malnutrition at 60 per cent. The Commission wrote that 
some 30 per cent of India's people did not get enough food 
to eat even in normal times. 
This condition of malnutrition or starvation or 
undernourishment is not only the sad fate of have-not na-
tions, but there are some unfortunate ones even in the afflu 
ent society who suffer from this disease of malnutrition. 
Quoting from the article, "Starvation in an Affluent Soci-
ety", this fact becomes more clear. 
This time the sub-committee which I serve as chairman, 
was walking along the dusty, sun-scarred country roads 
of the Mississippi Delta. Here in ramshackle homes of 
one or two rooms holding families of eight and ten, we 
encountered children who were not sent to school by 
their mothers because they had no shoes. Later on, 
vi.ii 
doctors suggested to us a more shocking reason--"bloated 
stomachs, chronic sores of upper lips, and extreme „ 
lethargy—all tragic evidence of serious malnutrition."' 
In the same article Senator Clark points out that hunger, 
malnutrition and slow starvation are not only confined to 
the Deep South, but there is widespread hunger and malnutri-
tion in all the Negro ghettos, north and south. These mal-
nourished people, or hungry stomachs, are potential recruits 
for riots. 
Since undernourishment is one of the most important 
problems facing mankind today, especially in the under-
developed countries of the world, the writer deems that it 
is not only desirable to study this problem and investigate 
its causes and look into its consequences, but there is a 
dire necessity for comprehensive and detailed study of such 
a phenomenon. At an International Conference on Malnutri-
tion, Learning and Behaviour, at M.I.T., March, 19&8, more 
than 500 medical, biological and social scientists from 
thirty-seven countries reviewed the evidence and emphasized 
the urgent need for better understanding of malnutrition in 
man. Present knowledge of malnutrition impels public action 
and concern. 
Geographers have not contributed their due share in 
studying the problem of malnutrition and undernourishment. 
Therefore, the writer of this paper, being a student of geo-
graphy and a man from the underdeveloped country, considers 
this investigation worth pursuing. He would also like to 
IX 
bring to the attention of other students and teachers of the 
discipline of geography how the problem of undernourishment 
or malnutrition is affecting the problem of underdevelopment 
which again is a neglected field which offers an open chal-
lenge to geographers, but here geographers have feared to 
tread and have not done much work. As a prominent geogra-
pher puts it, "The distribution of underdevelopment or what 
might be called economic problems presents a fascinating 
o 
prospect for geographic analysis." 
In the following pages the writer would like to 
study the problem of malnutrition in India and its effects 
on underdevelopment. He hopes that the results of this 
study can be applicable to some other areas, and therefore 
this study is not only a research endeavour, but something 
more which can be useful to the people of other under-
developed areas wherever this problem of malnutrition is 
raising its ugly head in this human world. 
X 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Before I actually start writing about the problem of 
malnutrition or undernutrition in India, I would like to 
justify how this problem is geographical, and then add a few 
words regarding methodology and approach to this problem. 
The main concern of the geographer is spatial dif-
ferences (or similarities) and spatial analysis; and second-
ly, the phenomena under study should be mapable. The prob-
lem at hand fulfills these conditions. 
The writer in this problem would like to investigate 
the causes of spatial differences (or similarities) in the 
distribution of malnutrition in India, and then look into 
the consequences and remedies of the problem. The writer of 
this paper selected six regions as samples for his study. 
Those six regions are: (a) Punjab, (b) Madhya Pradesh, 
(c) West Bengal, (d) Himachal Pradesh, (e) Utter Pradesh, 
and (f) Kerala. They are also shown in Fig. 1. The justi-
fication for picking those six regions is as follows: 
(1) Unfortunately, owing to lack of data on this problem, 
the writer has to use those states or regions as samples 
or case studies. 
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(2) The whole area of India would be too large and compli-
cated for this problem at hand to deal with for a Mas-
ter's thesis; therefore, sampling has to be resorted to. 
(3) The six case studies or samples have a fair spread over 
all the area of the country. 
(k) These six states have different locations. 
(5) Language-wise they are different. 
(6) They have some degree of difference in religious beliefs. 
(7) These six states represent a good portion of the total 
population of the country. 
First of all, the writer has tried to recognize the 
problem of spatial differences or similarities in the distri-
bution of malnutrition, in terms of caloric intake. So he 
has mapped the phenomena and looked for spatial differences 
in the distribution of malnutrition. As soon as those dif-
ferences were recognized the writer of this paper wanted to 
know if those differences were statistically significant. To 
find this out, he had to run some statistical tests and the 
first one he preferred was an Anovar (Analysis of Variance 
Test), but he could not run this test, since the two prere-
quisites for this test were not satisfied by the data. These 
prerequisites for Anovar include: (1) data that has to be 
normally distributed, and (2) the variables have to be homo-
geneous. To test the normality of the data, Ogive or cumu-
lative frequency curve and Kolomogorov-Smirnov tables were 
used. After checking the normal distribution of the data, 
h 
the homogeneity of the variables in the data was tested 
through Bartlett's test of homogeneity. The data was nor-
mally distributed, but the variables were not homogeneous 
and therefore he could not use the test of analysis of vari-
ance. The only reason that the writer preferred to use the 
test of analysis of variance is that Anovar is a more reli-
able test. 
Next the writer had to use some non-parametric test 
which does not demand those prerequisites. So he decided to 
use the chi-square and Kruskul-Wallis test. They both 
showed that there are significant differences in the distri-
bution of malnutrition in those sample states of India. As 
soon as this was established, he thought it proper to formu-
late an argument for this paper, and the argument is this: 
Why are there spatial differences in the distribution of 
malnutrition in those sample states, or in more simple 
words, why is malnutrition distributed as it is in those 
regions? 
To investigate the causes or processes behind this 
phenomenon, the writer looked into both physical and cul-
tural variables and it was thought that there was no need to 
include the physical variables as the states like Himachal 
Pradesh and Rajasthan, where the physical environment is 
more difficult, have a higher calorie intake than Kerala 
where the physical environment does not impose so much of an 
obstacle on the activities of man. Using his own discretion, 
5 
the writer selected ten variables out of a list of thirty 
which he thought were more significant ones and then sub-
jected those to some statistical tests like simple regres-
sion analysis, step-wise multiple-regression analysis, and 
correlation matrix analysis with the help of Quicktran 1050, 
a Fortran terminal, and I.B.M. 360 to reach the conclusion 
which variables of that group show high and significant 
statistical correlation to caloric intake. In other words, 
here the main purpose is to find out which of those proposed 
causes show significantly high correlation. The next step 
was to prove that those proposed causes are also real causes. 
In other words, there is not only significant statistical 
correlation among those variables and malnutrition, but 
there is also a mechanistic cause and effect relationship. 
After this, the writer will examine the consequences 
and suggest some solutions to overcome this problem. 
Definition of the Term Malnutrition 
Malnutrition carries different connotations to dif-
ferent people. To some, malnutrition means undernourishment, 
while to others it means starvation. Some confuse malnutri-
tion with hunger while others consider malnutrition as 
undernutrition. The writer would like to define the term 
malnutrition in the following pages and differentiate it 
from the other similar terms. 
6 
Malnutrition 
The word malnutrition might best be reserved to in-
dicate the state of ill-health of a population or of any 
group of people in so far as that condition is caused 
either by malnourishment or undernourishment. It is 
thus, to an extent, a medical term or a term for public 
health purposes. The students of public health are 
showing a tendency to use that term in such a sense more 
consistently. The existence of malnutrition is revealed 
in various morbid conditions and it is measurable in 
terms of indices which are medical, anthropological, or 
biostatistical (such as height, weight, and special 
diseases, etc. ).l 
Malnouri shment 
Refers to an actual condition of diets in which not 
the quantity, but the quality of the food stuff is also 
involved. According to the present knowledge, a diet 
must supply some 30 or more nutrients in order to pro-
vide the proteins of high quality, as well as energy 
yielding food. A population is malnourished, even if it 
is able to use and is in the habit of using a quantity 
of energy yielding food stuffs, but if the people are 
either unable or unaccustomed to maintain a balanced 
diet including all the proper nutritive elements in cor-
rect proportion, is still suffering from malnourish-
ment . 2 
Undernouri shment 
"Expresses a dietary condition largely among the 
working people in which there is an actual insufficiency 
both in quantity and in quality of nutritive elements needed 
for health and well-being."-^ 
Since an undernourished person is also malnourished, 
therefore an undernourished person is very likely suffering 
from malnutrition. In this paper the writer will use the 
term malnutrition synonymously with undernourishment or 
undernutrition which is measured in terms of caloric intake 
: 
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According to a recent study on the consumption of 
food by people in different states of India, 
the average caloric intake in Punjab and Madhya Pradesh 
is 3,300 calories each, per adult person per day. In 
West Bengal, Himachal Pradesh, and Utter Pradesh, the 
average comes to 3,100, 3,000, and 3,000 respectively. 
Kerala has a daily caloric intake of 1,800 per adult and 
is the lowest in the list.k 
The nutrition experts have fixed a minimum caloric require-
ment or allowance between 2,^00-3,900 per adult male per-
son. The report of nutrition work of 196k reveals that "in 
general, the diet in all states continues to be deficient 
especially in respect to protective foods such as milk and 
milk products, flesh foods, vegetables and fruits." It 
also indicates that there are deficiencies in vitamins and 
minerals in the diet of Indian people. 
Since the malnutrition report of 196k shows that 
there is diet deficiency in all the states, and vitamins and 
mineral deficiencies also, it established the fact that 
there is malnutrition or undernutrition in all the states of 
India, but the degree of malnutrition varies as indicated by 
the caloric intake in some of the states which have been 
surveyed, and these states are used as samples for this 
study. Map 2 shows the spatial distribution of calorie 
intake per person in the study area. 
Bar Graph 3 shows the spatial differences in con-
sumption of various food items in the study area. It can be 
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easily concluded from this bar graph that the major portion 
of diet is comprised of cereals, and a very small quantity 
comprises of animal protein. This is a common pattern in 
all the study area and probably also true for the rest of 
India. 
Bar Graph k shows the average daily consumption com-
parisons over a period of time. Here, in addition to the 
consumption of cereals, the intake of other food stuffs has 
also gone down. This is probably due to continuous and 
faster increase in Indian population as compared to the slow 
rate of increase in food production. Table 1 gives a gen-
eral picture for the whole of India in terms of major foods 
available and needed from the point of view of minimum and 
medium levels of nutritional targets. It gives the result-
ing caloric value under each case, i.e., available, minimum 
target and medium target. This table indicates that the 
present diet for the whole of India is grossly inadequate 
compared to even the minimum target. There is a large defi-
cit in animal products and fruits and vegetables, and the 
availability of those per person is only two-thirds of what 
is nutritionally desirable. The inadequacy of the Indian 
diet is further illustrated when the available diet is com-
pared to the medium target. 
Comparing the diet available per capita for India 
with more developed countries, the poverty of Indian diet 
looks more frightening. In Bar Graph 5 consumption levels 
11 
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TABLE 1 
PER CAPITA QUANTITIES OF MAJOR FOOD GROUPS 
AVAILABLE AND NEEDED TO MEET NUTRITIONAL 
TARGETS TOGETHER WITH THE RESULTING 
VALUES 
LEVELS 
OF 
Item 
Cereals 
Starchy Roots 
Sugar 
Pulses and Nuts 
Fruits and Vegetables 
Meat 
Fish 
Eggs 
Milk and Milk Products 
Fats and Oils 
Calories 
Animal Protein (g) 
Vegetable Protein (g) 
Fats (g) 
Calcium (mg) 
Iron (mg) 
Vitamin A (I.U.) 
Thiamine (mg) 
Riboflavin (mg) 
Niacin (mg) 
Ascorbic Acid (mg) 
Per Cent Calories from 
OF CALORIC AND NUTRIENT 
AND OTHER INDICATORS 
THE 
Cereals, Starchy Roots, 
and Sugar 
Percentage of Calories 
Protein 
QUALITY OF 
Available 
375 
30 
45 
65 
80 
4 
7 
1 
140 
11 
1,970 
6.4 
44.9 
27.8 
446 
15 
1,432 
1.3 
.6 
7.3 
26 
79 
from 
Percentage of Animal to 
Total Proteins 
Source: Sukhatme, op. 
10.4 
12.4 
DIET 
Needed 
Minimum 
Target 
(Grams) 
403 
46 
50 
104 
137 
7 
17 
2 
201 
18 
2,370 
10.0 
55.6 
41.4 
611 
18 
2,287 
1.6 
.8 
9.1 
43 
69 
11.1 
15.2 
cit.. D. 124. 
Medium 
Target 
(Per Day) 
375 
46 
56 
95 
158 
10 
32 
5 
277 
20 
2,380 
15.0 
51.9 
47.6 
716 
18 
2,656 
1.5 
.9 
9.0 
48 
66 
11.3 
22.4 
TABLE 2 
COMPOSITION OF AVERAGE REGIONAL DIETS: CALORIES 
DERIVED FROM MAJOR FOOD GROUPS 
(PER CAPITA PER DAY AT RETAIL LEVEL) 
India Group I Group I Group II World 
Excluding 
India 
Food Groups 
Cereals 
Starchy Roots 
Sugar 
Pulses and 
Nuts 
Fruits and 
Vegetables 
Meat 
Fish • 
Eggs 
Milk 
Fats and Oils 
Total 
Calories 
1,32^ 
28 
158 
20*f 
30 
6 
h 
1 
118 
97 
1,970 
% 
67.2 
l.k 
8.0 
10.3 
1.5 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
6.0 
h.9 
100 
Calories 
1,387 
226 
93 
158 
7k 
76 
20 
7 
h3 
105 
2,190 
% 
63A 
10.3 
»f.2 
7.2 
3A 
3.5 
0.9 
0.3 
2.0 
lf.8 
100 
Calories 
1,376 
186 
106 
167 
65 
62 
17 
6 
58 
103 
2,150 
% 
6if.l 
8.7 
M 
7.8 
3.0 
2.9 
0.8 
0.3 
2.7 
h.8 
100 
Calories 
1,168 
227 
3^ 9 
62 
118 
322 
26 
^3 
3^5 
399 
3,000 
% 
38.2 
7A 
11. »f 
2.0 
3.9 
10.5 
0.9 
l.h 
11.3 
13.0 
100 
Calories 
1,317 
198 
179 
135 
81 
l*fO 
20 
17 
Ikh 
192 
2,^20 
% 
5^.3 
8.2 
7 ^ 
5-6 
3.3 
5.8 
0.8 
0.7 
6.0 
7.9 
100 
Source: Sukhatme, op. cit., p. 80. 
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of India with other countries of the world are compared. It 
will be seen that the rich countries, i.e., Group II, not 
only consume larger quantities of starchy food and sugar, 
but five times higher the quantity of protective foods, 
i.e., animal products, fruits and vegetables and fats and 
oils. The consumption of meat and eggs in India is extreme-
ly low as compared to the intake of those in rich countries. 
Actually consumption of eggs is thirty-three times less, 
meat thirty-eight times less, and consumption of fish five 
times less as compared to consumption standards in the de-
veloped countries. Table 2 tells the same story as in Bar 
Graph 5, "but in a little different manner. It can be seen 
from this table that an Indian receives over 65 per cent of 
caloric intake from cereals as compared to 38.2 per cent in 
the case of advanced countries and 0.3 per cent of caloric 
intake from meat and 6 per cent from milk as compared to 
10.5 per cent and 11.3 per cent respectively in the case of 
rich countries. 
According to the FAO Study No. *f, the Group I coun-
tries, where India stands, the total protein intake per cap-
ita is fifty-eight grams and out of it nine grams are com-
prised of animal protein as compared to the total protein 
intake of ninety grams and out of it forty-four grams is 
animal protein in the case of rich countries. But a person 
in India "consumes 51 grams of total protein with only 6 
grams derived from animal sources.'" In the case of fats, 
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according to the same study, No. *+, Group I countries con-
sume thirty-nine grams of fats per capita as compared to 106 
grams in the case of Group II countries, i.e., rich coun-
tries. But for India this fat consumption is lower than 
even the intake for underdeveloped countries, and it is 
o 
standing at "27 grams per capita per day". 
The Pie Graphs 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 give a comparative 
view of daily per capita food consumption for five countries 
in 19!+8-1+9. These reveal that even in those years India was 
at the bottom of the ladder in terms of caloric intake, al-
though the picture has changed a little since then in terms 
of caloric allowances, but the position of India is still 
the same. Consumption of all other items has gone up except 
meat and fruits and vegetables. The low consumption of meat 
in India at this time as compared to 191+8-1+9 may be ac-
counted for by the presence of a greater number of Muslims 
in India at that time, and low consumption of fruits and 
vegetables at this time as compared to 19Lf8-lf9 may be due to 
a higher demand for land for cultivation of staple food 
crops with the increased population. 
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CHAPTER II 
INVESTIGATION INTO THE CAUSES OF MALNUTRITION 
In this chapter, the main purpose of the writer is 
to investigate the processes or causes behind the differ-
ences in the spatial distribution of malnutrition in the 
study area. 
The main causes of the spatial differences in the 
distribution of malnutrition are: monthly income per family, 
total cereal intake, milk and milk products intake, wheat 
intake, and millets intake per consumption unit. The writer 
has concluded that family income per month is the most im-
portant underlying cause that explains the areal differences 
in the distribution of malnutrition. 
The writer has isolated thirty likely causes and re-
duced the number of those first to ten by simple grouping 
and his judgment, and then to five through the help of stat-
istical techniques such as simple regression analysis, step-
wise multiple regression analysis, and a simple correlation 
matrix. The reason for selecting those five variables is 
that there is a significant statistical correlation among 
those variables or causes and the spatial distribution of 
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malnutrition. The writer here is actually proposing some 
causes underlying the spatial distribution of malnutrition, 
and then attempting to prove that the assumed causes are 
also the real causes. In other words, there is not only a 
statistical correlation among those causes and malnutrition, 
but also a mechanistic cause and effect relationship. 
To explain the processes behind the spatial distri-
bution of the phenomenon of malnutrition, the following 
variables for each state under study were considered first. 
The reason for choosing these variables is that they not 
only show some relationship to spatial distribution of mal-
nutrition, but also offer an explanation for the spatial 
differences of this phenomenon. 
(1) Per capita calorie intake. 
(2) Average per capita income in Rupees. 
(3) Average family size. 
(k) Density of population per square mile. 
(5) Production of cow's milk. 
(6) Production of buffalo's milk. 
(7) Production of goat's milk. 
(8) Number of cattle and buffaloes used for work only. 
(9) Number of poultry. 
(10) Number of literate persons per 1,000. 
(11) Number of females per 1,000 males. 
.(12) Rural population in each state. 
(13) Urban population in each state. 
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(ik) Land revenue per head. 
(15) Area of each state in square miles. 
(16) Percentage of scheduled castes in each state. 
(17) Sectoral composition of income within each state. 
(18) Average size of the holding. 
(19) Average yield of rice. 
(20) Average yield of maize. 
(21) Average yield of wheat. 
(22) Average yield of millets. 
(23) Percentage of non-workers (unemployed). 
(2*f) Percentage distribution of cultivators (state-wise). 
(25) Percentage distribution of agricultural labourers. 
(26) Percentage distribution of workers in intermediate in-
dustrial categories (mining, quarrying, livestock, 
forestry, fishing, hunting, plantations, orchards, and 
allied activities). 
(27) State-wise distribution of population engaged in con-
struction work. 
(28) State-wise distribution of population engaged in trade 
and commerce in India (in i960). 
(29) State-wise distribution of population in transport. 
(30) Monthly capacity of roller flour mills (in thousand 
tons). 
Further justification for selecting these variables 
is as follows: 
Family income per month in most cases is the deter-
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mining factor that indicates how much a person can spend on 
food and on different items of food. 
The average size of the family will affect the cal-
orie intake per person especially in the case of India, 
where sufficient food is difficult to provide for large 
families. 
Density of population per square mile will have some 
effects on calorie intake in an underdeveloped country such 
as India. Owing to already low calorie intake, a high den-
sity would lead to further poor diets. 
The number of poultry, cattle and buffaloes used 
only for work are important factors. The production of 
goat's milk, buffalo's milk and cow's milk will determine 
the quality of the diet in the case of India where the ma-
jority of the population is vegetarian. 
The number of literate persons per thousand will 
also reflect the calorie intake. First, a literate person 
knows more about proper diet than the illiterate person. 
Secondly, a literate person would be more flexible in his 
eating habits and he may try different types of diets. The 
number of females per thousand males will also affect the 
food intake as the females would eat less than men, and they 
are more rigid in their food habits. Besides all this, 
Indian women are not earning members of the family in most 
cases. 
The rural and urban population in each state will 
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reflect the food intake also. People in the urban centres 
have a higher buying power as compared to the ones in the 
rural areas. Rural persons will also be more biased about 
certain types of food or certain elements in the diet. 
Land revenue per head would reflect the quality of 
the land and hence the production potential. The higher the 
land revenue a person pays, the better the quality of his 
land. It is possible that a person who pays a higher land 
revenue has more land in his possession, and this also will 
affect the production of food crops. 
The area of the state would determine the land per 
capita, which in turn would affect production. The percen-
tage of scheduled castes in each state would indicate the 
buying capacity of the people because under this class are 
included the people from the lowest strata of society. 
The sectoral composition of income within each state 
will reflect the source of income of different sections of 
the population, and it has a similar effect on calorie in-
take as per capita income. 
The size of the holding will influence the effi-
ciency and productivity of the farmer. This will also af-
fect food production, which will be reflected in calorie in-
take. 
The average yields of rice, wheat, maize and millets 
would reflect the degree of malnutrition, as in different 
areas these are the staple food crops. Where rice is the 
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staple diet, the probability is that the degree of malnutri-
tion will be higher. 
The percentage of non-workers (unemployed), cultiva-
tors, and workers engaged in different occupations would 
give an idea about the income levels of those groups and it 
would affect the calorie intake, and their level of living. 
The monthly capacity of roller flour mills will give 
an indication about the wheat consumption in the area of 
case studies, and reflect the degree of malnutrition. 
Out of the list.of these thirty variables, the fol-
lowing variables were picked from each sample (region or 
state) of the study area. 
The writer thinks that not only the following group 
of variables explains more about the spatial distribution of 
malnutrition, but they seem to have close correlation with 
its spatial distribution. To select these variables, the 
writer has used a simple grouping method and his discretion. 
Here he has grouped some variables and then picked the most 
representative out of the whole group as follows. 
The rural population in each state, the urban popu-
lation in each state, and the density of population per 
square mile were lumped into one group, and the density of 
population per square mile was picked from this group. 
From the production of cow's milk, goat's milk and 
buffalo's milk, cow's milk was chosen. The average yields 
of rice, maize, millets and the capacity of roller flour 
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mills were grouped as one and the average yields of rice was 
selected as a representative of this group. In this way, 
the percentage distribution of cultivators, agricultural 
labourers, workers in other categories, the percentage of 
untouchables and non-workers (unemployed) in each state were 
grouped together and the latter were selected. The non-
workers would reflect the inability of those who do not have 
enough money to purchase sufficient food. 
The area of each state, and the average size of the 
holding was considered as one group, and the latter was 
chosen, since it will affect the production potential and 
the efficiency of the farming. 
Land revenue per head, number of females per thou-
sand males and the size of the family were kept separate. 
Land revenue per head will not only reflect the potential 
capacity of the soil, but also the income of the farmer. 
The number of females per thousand males will give some idea 
about the income because if there is a higher number of fe-
males per thousand males, the income will be low as the 
Indian female does not supplement her family income like its 
Western counterpart. The size of the family will also af-
fect the calorie intake. In India where there is already a 
shortage of food a large family may not get enough calorie 
intake. 
Last of all, the calorie intake per capita was se-
lected to measure the degree of malnutrition. 
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(1) Per capita calorie intake. 
(2) Density of population per square mile. 
(3) Average size of the holding. 
(k) Land revenue per head. 
(5) Annual income per capita in rupees. 
(6) Number of females per 1,000 males. 
(7) Production of cow's milk. 
(8) Average family size. 
(9) Average yields of rice in quintals per hectare. 
(10) Percentage of non-workers (unemployed). 
All these variables and their respective values for 
each sample state are shown in Table 3« These were sub-
jected to step-wise multiple regression analysis through 
1050 Quicktran—a terminal of Fortran computer—and the 
results are listed in the Appendix. The reason for subject-
ing these variables to this test was to find out whether 
there is any significant statistical correlation among these 
variables and the spatial distribution of malnutrition. It 
showed that the following variables out of the whole group 
are the most important ones: 
(1) Family size. 
(2) Rice yields in quintals per hectare. 
(3) Annual income per capita in rupees. 
(*+) Density of population per square mile. 
o 
All these variables taken together gave the r value 
(multiple-correlation coefficient) as 1.00, and in a statis-
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TABLE 3 
SELECTED VARIABLES WITH THEIR RESPECTIVE VALUES FOR 
EACH STATE 
Punjab M.P, West H.P. 
Bengal 
U.P. Kerala 
B D E F 
Calorie intake 
per person 
Density of popu-
lation per 
square mile 
Average size of 
the holding in 
acres 
Land revenue per 
head in rupees 
Annual average in-
come per capita 
in rupees 
No. of females 
per 1,000 males 
Production of 
cow1s milk in 
000's tons 
Average size of 
the family 
Yields of rice in 
quintels per 
hectare 
Percentage of non-
workers (unem-
ployed) 
3300 3300 3100 3000 3000 1800 
»+31 189 1032 12*f 69*f 1127 
11.8 13.9 ^-7 7-5 5.3 2.1+ 
1.57 I.87 .70 1.62 1.12 O.67 
277 216 295 255 178 228 
86U- 953 878 923 909 1022 
761 537 599 39 1680 166 
6.03 5.78 5-7^ 5-53 5.51 5-10 
10.5 8.3 10.9 10.2 8.1 13.5 
65.0 k7.7 66.8 57 60.9 66.7 
_,2 
tical sense they were a very significant group of variables. 
Simply, these variables show a perfect statistical correla-
tion with the spatial differences in the distribution of 
malnutrition in the study area. 
Family size, according to this test, stood out as a 
significant variable alone as its multiple correlation coef-
ficient was quite high and statistically significant at the 
.05 level, as shown in Table *+. (The results of all these 
tests would be considered at the .05 level. [1] This was 
already decided to be free from bias. [2] Another reason is 
that the data is somewhat weak, and there could be a possi-
bility of error in the measurements.) 
To test the validity of these variables further in 
explanation of the problem of malnutrition in the study area 
of India, the writer ran a simple regression analysis test 
with the same data which was used for step-wise multiple re-
gression analysis on the 1050 Quicktran terminal. The re-
sults of this test are shown in Table 5? and the conclusions 
of this test are charted in Table 6. According to this 
analysis, the number of females per 1,000 males and the size 
of the family are significant variables. 
For further investigation about the validity of 
those variables which were selected through step-wise mul-
tiple regression analysis test and through simple regression 
analysis test, the writer ran a simple matrix analysis test 
through an I.B.M. 360 computer. The results of this test 
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FOR MULTIPLE CORRELATION 
p 
significance of r (multiple-corre" 
n, V • 
= no. of independent variables on 
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= number 
COEFFICIENT 
Lation coeffi-
which y de-
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= .90^ -1 
= .950 
K 
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'
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ables (K + 1) 
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TABLE 5 
CALCULATED r-VALUE FOR THE SELECTED VARIABLES 
AT STATE LEVEL 
r - value (coefficient 
Name of Variables of correlation) 
Average calorie intake per person 
and density of population per 
square mile -0.6^ -0 
Average calorie intake per person 
and average size of the holding 
in acres O.729 
Average calorie intake per person and 
land revenue per head in rupees 0.650 
Average calorie intake per person 
and annual average income per 
capita in rupees 0.203 
Average calorie intake per person 
and number of females per 1,000 
males -0.813 
Average calorie intake per person 
and production of cow's milk 0.3^5 
Average calorie intake per person 
and average size of the family 0.90^ 
Average calorie intake per person 
and yields of rice in quintals 
per hectare -O.78I 
Calorie intake per person and 
number of non-workers (unem-
ployed) as a percentage of the 
total population O.Mfl 
TABLE 6 
TO TEST THE SIGNIFICANCE OF r VALUE 
V 
(Degrees of r tabled at 
Freedom) K r cal. .05 level Conclusions 
k 2 -0.6^-0 0.811* Insignificant 
0.729 ' 
0.650 ' 
OA16 ' 
-0.813 * 
0.3^5 
0.90*f ' 
-0.781 ' 
O.M+l ' 
Insignificant 
Insignificant 
Insignificant 
Significant 
Insignificant 
Significant 
Insignificant 
Insignificant 
*Source: Neville and Kennedy, Basic Statistical Methods 
for Engineers and Scientists, pp. 205 and 31^. 
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are shown in Table 7> and the conclusions are depicted in 
Table 8. 
This simple matrix analysis showed significant rela-
tionships between calorie intake and family size, calorie 
intake and females per 1,000 males, land revenue and density 
of population, size of the holding and land revenue. 
All these tests up to this point showed a positive 
significant correlation at the .05 level between calorie in-
take per person and family size. It means that with an in-
crease in family size, calorie intake per capita goes up (or 
there is less malnutrition). There was a negative correla-
tion between calorie intake per capita and the number of fe-
males per 1,000 males. In other words, with an increase in 
the number of females, calorie intake goes down (more malnu-
trition). The correlation between density and land revenue 
was also negative, i.e., with an increase in density of 
population land revenue was decreasing. There was also a 
significant negative correlation between the family size and 
the number of females per 1,000 males. In other words, as 
the family size increases, the number of females per 1,000 
males decreases and vice versa. All the significant posi-
tive correlations are marked in red x' s and the significant 
negative ones in green x's in Table 7« There was not a sig-
nificant correlation between caloric intake per person and 
income per capita at the state level according to this test, 
but income was picked up as an important factor in the case 
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TABLE 7 
CORRELATION MATRIX OF THE SELECTED VARIABLES 
AT STATE LEVEL 
V a r i a b l e s 
1 C a l o r i e i n -
t a k e 
2 D e n s i t y 
3 S ize of t h e 
h o l d i n g 
k Land revenue 
5 Income per 
c a p i t a 
6 No. of f e -
males per 
1,000 males 
7 P r o d u c t i o n 
of cow's milk 
i n each s t a t e 
8 Family s i z e 
9 Y i e l d s of 
r i c e 
10 Pe rcen t age 
of non-
workers 
C a l o r i e 
I n t a k e 
1 
1 
-0.6395 
O.7291 
O.6505 
0 . 2 0 3 ^ 
-O.8126 
0.3kk6 
0.90^1 
-O.7812 
-O.Mfl l 
Dens i t y 
2 
-O.6395 
1 
-0.7953 
-0 .9712 
O.O89I 
0.2397 
0.1121 
-0.1+856 
0.6159 
0 .771 
Size 
of the 
Holding 
3 
O.7291 
-0.7953 
1 
0.9038 
0.0508 
-0.32^-2 
0.0086 
0.76^8 
-0.5736 
-0.6877 
Land 
Revenue 
k 
0.6505 
-0 .9712 
O.9038 
1 
- 0 . 1 1 8 1 
-0 .2157 
-0 .0576 
O.56OI 
-0 .6232 
-O.796O 
Income 
Per 
Capi ta 
5 
0.2031+ 
0.0891 
0.0508 
-0 .1181 
1 
- 0 . ^ 6 2 
0.5057 
0.^390 
OA386 
0 .^26^ 
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V a r i a b l e s 
1 C a l o r i e i n -
t a k e 
2 D e n s i t y 
3 S i z e of t h e 
h o l d i n g 
k Land r e v e n u e 
5 Income p e r 
c a p i t a 
6 No. of f e -
m a l e s p e r 
1 , 0 0 0 m a l e s 
7 P r o d u c t i o n 
of c o w ' s m i l k 
i n e a c h s t a t e 
8 F a m i l y s i z e 
9 Y i e l d s of 
r i c e 
10 P e r c e n t a g e 
of n o n -
w o r k e r s 
TABLE 
No. of 
F e m a l e s 
P e r 1 , 0 0 0 
M a l e s 
6 
- 0 . 8 1 2 6 
0 . 2 3 9 7 
-0.32*f2 
- O . 2 1 5 7 
-0 . L f662 
1 
-0 .*+l88 
- O . 8 2 6 3 
0 . ¥ f l 6 
-0.l5kl 
7—Continued 
P r o d u c t i o n 
of Cow's 
Milk 
7 
O ^ 1 ^ 
0.1121 
0.0086 
-0 .0576 
-0 .5057 
-0.1+188 
1 
0.2330 
-O.6167 
0.0555 
Family 
Size 
8 
0.90^1 
- 0 . ^ 5 6 
0.76^+8 
0.5601 
OA390 
-0.8263X 
0.2330 
1 
-O.5072 
-0.201+7 
Yie lds 
of 
Rice 
9 
-O.7812 
O.6159 
-0 .5736 
-O.6232 
O.V386 
O.tf^fllf 
-O.6167 
-0 .5072 
1 
O.679I 
Percen-
tage 
of Non-
workers 
10 
-O.Mfll 
0.7771 
-0 .6877 
-O.7960 
0.^20^ 
-0.l5kl 
0.0555 
-0 .20^7 
O.6791 
1 
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TO 
Names of the Variables 
Calorie intake per 
capita and density 
per square mile 
Calorie intake per 
capita and average 
size of the holding 
Calorie intake per 
capita and land 
revenue per head 
in rupees 
Calorie intake per 
capita and average 
annual income per 
capita in rupees 
Calorie intake per 
capita and number 
of females per 
1,000 males 
Calorie intake per 
capita and produc-
tion of cow's milk 
Calorie intake per 
capita and average 
size of the family 
Calorie intake per 
capita and yields 
of rice per hectare 
Calorie intake per 
capita and number 
of non-workers 
Density per square 
mile, average size 
of the holding 
TABLE 
TEST THE 
Y K 
k 2 • 
it ii 
ii it 
ti it 
it II 
II ii 
it ti 
II it 
it ii 
ii ti 
8 
r VALUE 
r cal 
-0.6395 
0.7291 
0.6505 
0.203^ 
-0.8126 
0 . 3 ^ 
0.90^1 
-0.7812 
-O.Mfll 
-0.7953 
r tabled at 
.05 level 
0 .811* 
it 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
ti 
11 
11 
Con-
clusion 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
s. 
N.S. 
S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
IfO 
TABLE 
Names of the Variables 
Density per square 
mile, land revenue 
per head 
Density per square 
mile and average 
annual income per 
capita 
Density per square 
mile and no. of 
females per 1,000 
males 
Density per square 
mile and produc-
tion of cow's milk 
Density per square 
mile and average 
size of the family 
Density per square 
mile and yields of 
rice 
Density per square 
mile and percentage 
of non-workers 
Average size of the 
holding and land 
revenue per head 
Average size of the 
holding and annual 
income per capita 
Average size of the 
holding and no. of 
females per 1,000 
males 
V 
k 
II 
II 
11 
II 
II 
II 
II 
11 
II 
8-
K 
2 
II 
ti 
it 
it 
ti 
it 
II 
it 
n 
Continued 
r cal 
-0.9712 
0.0891 
0.2397 
0.1121 
-OA856 
O.6159 
O.7771 
O.9038 
0.0508 
-0.32^2 
r tabled at 
.05 level 
0 .811* 
ti 
it 
11 
11 
n 
it 
ti 
it 
11 
Con-
clusion 
S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
TABLE 8--Continued 
r tabled at Con-
Names of the Variables K r cal .05 level elusion 
Average size of the 
holding and produc-
tion of cow's milk k 2 0.0086 0.811* N.S. 
Average size of the 
holding and family 
size " •' 0.76>+8 " N.S. 
Average size of the 
holding and yields 
of rice per hectare " " -O.5736 " N.S. 
Average size of the 
holding and percen-
tage of non-workers " " -O.6877 " N.S. 
Land revenue per head 
and annual income 
per capita " " -0.1l8l " N.S. 
Land revenue per head 
and no. of females 
per 1,000 males " " -0.2157 " N.S. 
Land revenue per head 
and production of 
cow's milk " " -O.0576 " N.S. 
Land revenue per head 
and s ize of family " " O.5601 " N.S. 
Land revenue per head 
and yields " " -0.6232 " N.S. 
Land revenue per head 
and percentage of 
non-workers " " -O.7960 " N.S. 
Annual income per 
capita and no. of 
females per 1,000 
males « " -0.1+662 " N.S. 
1+2 
TABLE 
Names of the Variables 
Annual income per 
capita and produc-
tion of cow's milk k 
Annual income per 
capita and family 
size " 
Annual income per 
capita and yields 
of rice per hectare " 
Annual income per 
capita and percen-
tage of non-workers " 
No. of females per 
1,000 males " 
No. of females per 
1,000 males " 
No. of females per 
1,000 males " 
No. of females per 
1,000 male s " 
Production of cow's 
milk and family size " 
Production of cow's 
milk and yield of 
rice per hectare " 
Production of cow's 
milk and percentage 
of non-workers " 
Family size and yield 
of rice per hectare " 
Family size and per-
centage of non-
workers " 
8—Continued 
K r cal 
2 -0.5057 
" OA390 
OA386 
" 0.k2Ch 
" -0.^188 
" -O.8263 
11 0.1+1+11+ 
" -0.151+1 
" 0.2330 
" -O.6167 
» 0.0555 
" -0.5072 
" -0.20^7 
r tabled at 
.05 level 
0.811* 
Con-
clusion 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
s. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
>t-3 
TABLE 8--Continued 
Names of the Variables 
Yields of rice per hec-
tare and percentage^ 
of non-workers k 
K 
2 
r cal 
O.6791 
r tabled at 
.05 level 
0.811* 
Con-
clusion 
N.S. 
N.S.—not significant cal = calculated 
S.—significant 
•Source: Neville and Kennedy, op. cit., p. 31*+• 
kk 
of the step-wise multiple regression analysis test. Density 
of population does not show any significant correlation with 
calorie intake per capita, as picked up by the step-wise 
multiple regression analysis test at the state level. 
Now the next thing is to test whether these two 
variables—i.e., family size and number of females per 1,000 
males—show a significant correlation at the village level. 
Here again the writer would like to point out that due to 
somewhat weak data, the conclusions may not be very sound. 
The writer could not get the data for the number of females 
per 1,000 males at the village level, so he is using the 
number of females per family and is also using monthly in-
come per family instead of annual per capita income. 
The test at the village level does not show any sig-
nificant correlation between calorie intake per capita and 
family size. It also does not reveal any significant r 
value between calorie intake and the number of females in a 
family. The results of this test are shown in Table 9 and 
the conclusions are coded in Table 10 at the .05 level of 
significance and in Table 11 at the .01 level of signifi-
cance. (Here it was decided to take the conclusions at the 
.01 level of significance, although the .05 level of signi-
ficance would be preferred.) 
In the case of this test at the village level, some 
other variables have come out as statistically significant. 
Therefore, instead of family size and the number of females 
k5 
TABLE 9 
CORRELATION MATRIX OF SELECTED VARIABLES AT 
Name 
of t h e 
V a r i a b l e 
1 
C a l o r i e 
i n t a k e 
2 
Average 
fami ly 
s i z e 
1 
C a l o r i e 
I n t a k e 
1 
O.139I+6 
3 
Income per 
f ami ly 0.37883 
Rice con-
sumption 
5 
Milk 
6 
Meat 
7 
Wheat 
8 
M i l l e t s 
9 
T o t a l 
c e r e a l s 
10 
No. of 
males 
11 
No. of 
females 
0.06112 
0.37279 
0.09031 
0.21H61 
0.25835 
0.52033 
0.03773 
0 . Ql+858 
2 
Average 
Family 
S ize 
0.139l+6 
1 
0 .35890 
-O.1738I 
0.27062 
0.09699 
0.085^3 
0.03933 
-0.0990 l+ 
0.69291 
O.6788O 
3 
Income 
Per 
Family 
0.37883 
0.35890 
1 
-0 .20817 
0.3^03!+ 
0.17308 
0.2^199 
0.15957 
0.15809 
O.17936 
0.19232 
k 
Rice 
Consump-
t i o n 
0 . 0 6 l l 2 
-9 .17381 
-0 .20817 
1 
-O.35672 
0.11577 
-OA3971 
-0 .37381 
0.31082 
-0 .08888 
- 0 . Ql+573 
VILLAGE 
5 
Milk 
0.37279 
0.27062 
0 .3^03^ 
-0 .35672 
1 
- 0 . 5 9 8 1 
OA5672 
-O.O6198 
-0 .029¥+ 
0.21+919 
0.23332 
LEVEL 
6 
Meat 
0.09031 
0.09699 
0.17308 
0.11577 
-O.0598I 
1 
-0 .12559 
-0.l!+066 
-0.12V+9 
0.01600 
0.01022 
i+6 
TABLE 9—Continued 
Name 
of t h e 
V a r i a b l e 
1 
C a l o r i e 
i n t a k e 
2 
Average 
f ami ly 
s i z e 
3 
Income per 
f ami ly 
1+ 
Rice con-
sumption 
5 
Milk 
6 
Meat 
7 
Wheat 
8 
M i l l e t s 
9 
T o t a l 
c e r e a l s 
10 
No. of 
males 
11 
No. of 
f emales 
7 
Wheat 
0.211+61 
0.08543 
0.24199 
0.53971 
o.45672 
-0 .12559 
1 
-O.07054 
0.23434 
0.13218 
0.05175 
8 
M i l l e t s 
0.25835 
0.03933 
0.15957 
-0 .37381 
-O.O6198 
-0 .14066 
-0 .07054 
1 
0.40659 
-0 .14493 
0.13476 
9 
To t a l 
C e r e a l s 
0.52033 
- 0 . 9 9 0 4 • 
0.15809 
0.31082 
-0 .02944 
-0 .12449 
0.23434 
0.40659 
1 
-0 .12056 
-0 .14728 
10 
No. of 
Males 
0.03773 
0.69291 
0.17936 
-0 .08888 
0.24919 
0.01600 
0.13218 
-0 .14493 
-0 .12056 
1 
0.75649 
11 
No. of 
Females 
0.04858 
O.6788O 
0.19232 
0.04573 
0.23332 
0.01022 
0.05175 
0.13476 
-0 .14728 
0.75659 
1 
TABLE 10 
TO TEST THE SIGNIFICANCE OF r VALUE AT THE 
0.05 LEVEL 
Name of the Variables 
r tabled at Con-
K r cal .05 level elusion 
Calorie intake per capita 
and average family size 133 2 
Calorie intake and monthly 
income per family " " 
Calorie intake per capita 
and rice intake per con-
sumption unit in grams " 
Calorie intake per capita 
and milk intake per con-
sumption unit in grams " 
Calorie intake per capita 
and meat intake per con-
sumption unit in grams " 
Calorie intake per capita 
and wheat intake per con-
sumption unit in grams " 
Calorie intake per capita 
and millets intake per 
consumption unit in grams " 
Calorie intake per capita 
and cereal intake per con-
sumption unit in grams " 
Calorie intake per capita 
and no. of males per 
family " 
Calorie intake per capita 
and no. of females per 
family " 
0.13946 .1692* 
0.37883 
" 0.06112 
" 0.37279 
" 0.09031 
" 0.21461 
" 0.25835 
" 0.52033 
" 0.03773 
" 0.04858 
N.S. 
S. 
N.S. 
S. 
N.S. 
S. 
S. 
S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S.—not significant 
S.—significant 
*Source: Neville and Kennedy, op. cit.. p. 314. 
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TABLE 11 
TO TEST THE SIGNIFICANCE OF r VALUE 
.01 LEVEL 
Name of the Variables 
Calorie intake per capita 
and average family size 
Calorie intake per capita 
and monthly income per 
family 
Calorie intake per capita 
and rice intake per con-
sumption unit 
Calorie intake per capita 
and milk intake per con-
sumption unit 
Calorie intake per capita 
and meat intake per con-
sumption unit 
Calorie intake per capita 
and wheat intake per con-
sumption unit 
Calorie intake per capita 
and millets intake per 
consumption unit 
Calorie intake per capita 
and cereal intake per 
family 
Calorie intake per capita 
and males per family 
Calorie intake per capita 
and females per family 
N.S.—not signific 
S. — significant 
•Source: Neville and 
y 
133 
it 
it 
it 
it 
II 
ti 
it 
it 
ii 
ant 
r 
K r cal 
2 0.13946 
" O.37883 
" 0.06112 
" 0.37279 
" 0.09031 
" 0.21461 
" 0.25835 
" 0.52033 
" 0.03773 
" 0.04858 
Kennedy, op. cit 
AT THE 
tabled at 
.01 level 
i 
• ? 
2216* 
11 
n 
ti 
it 
ti 
tt 
11 
11 
11 
p. 314. 
Con-
clusion 
N.S. 
S. 
N.S. 
S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
S. 
S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
k'J 
per 1,000 males, the following variables have been selected 
to explain the spatial differences in the distribution of 
malnutrition in the study area: 
(1) Monthly income per family. 
(2) Milk intake per consumption unit per day in grams. 
(3) Wheat intake per consumption unit per day in grams. 
(4) Millets intake per consumption unit. 
(5) Total cereal intake per consumption unit. 
The justification to select those variables to de-
limit the problem of malnutrition is as follows: 
(a) Those variables not only show high (significant) 
statistical correlation at the .05 level, but also at the 
.01 level of significance as indicated in Tables 9 and 10. 
Figs. 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 also show the correlation be-
tween these variables and malnutrition. 
(b) In addition to this, there seems to be a process be-
tween these variables (income, milk intake, cereal intake, 
etc.) and actual causes. In other words, there is a mechan-
istic—i.e., cause and effect—relationship between these 
variables and the problem of malnutrition. 
Discussion of the Significant Factors 
All those five factors—i.e., monthly income per 
family, milk intake, wheat intake per consumption unit, mil-
lets intake, and total cereal intake—can be reduced to 
three factors since wheat intake and millets intake are 
aggregated under total cereals, or in other words, total 
50 
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CORRELATION BETWEEN CALORIE INTAKE PER CAPITA AND 
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS INTAKE IN GRAMS PER 
CONSUMPTION UNIT 
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cereal intake reflects wheat and millets intake. 
(1) Total Cereal Intake 
Total cereal intake per consumption unit is re-
flected in the degree of malnutrition. In the case of this 
study where total cereal intake is greater, calorie intake 
is high and the degree of malnutrition is low. This seems 
to be quite logical as cereals are an important part of the 
diet in India and they provide a high percentage of the 
calorie intake. If the total cereal intake is low and it is 
not provided for by any other equally good or better element 
of diet, the calorie intake is low. Examples to substan-
tiate this fact are provided in Table 12. In the case of 
total cereals, wheat and millets are also quite significant 
items. 
(2) Monthly Income Per Family 
Monthly income per family is a significant factor. 
In fact, it is the most important variable in the whole 
group of significant variables. In general, the higher the 
monthly income per family, the higher the calorie intake per 
capita in the family. The income variable did not appear 
significant in the case of simple regression analysis at the 
state level, but it was picked up as one of the significant 
variables in the case of multiple step-wise regression at 
the state level. Probably some weakness in the data at the 
state level did not let it appear as a significant variable 
56 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
L o c a l i t y 
Edava 
Obet ty 
A t t i p r a 
FINDINGS 
TABLE 
OF THE 
12 
DIET SURVEYS 
T o t a l Ce rea l s 
D i s t r i c t - - -Kerala 
303 
363 
430 
Cal o r i c I n t a k e 
1,697 
1,907 
2 ,314 
4. For all groups in Kerala 385 1,972 
Uttar Pradesh 
5. Nagla Village 
6. Fategunj 
7. Ramnagar 
8. Gunsanj 
9. Sambhal 
10. Moradabad 
11. Balandshar 
Source: Report of Nutrition Work Done in States in 
1964. 
531 
510 
516 
720 
445 
391 
477 
2,924 
2,753 
2,647 
3,253 
2 , 4 l 4 
2,136 
2,508 
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in the case of the simple regression analysis test. 
Monthly income per family would affect the purchas-
ing power or buying capacity of a family, and a family with 
a high income would be in a position to buy more food as 
compared with a family with a lower monthly income. The 
higher-income family is not only in a position to buy more 
food, but also includes richer elements like milk and milk 
products in the case of India where meat eating is con-
sidered undesirable by religious rules. On the other hand, 
a family with a lower monthly income would naturally not be 
in a position to purchase richer food. This is well sup-
ported through the results of the simple correlation matrix 
(Table 9), as there is a positive significant correlation 
between income and milk intake, income and calorie intake 
and also milk and calorie intake. To substantiate this fur-
ther, with an increase in income the calorie intake goes up, 
the data from another survey done in 1935-38 is presented in 
Table 13 and also data from a survey which came out in 1964 
is shown in Table 13b. 
Milk and Milk Products Intake 
Milk and milk products intake per consumption unit 
has been briefly discussed under the title of income vari-
able. The larger the intake of milk and milk-products, the 
higher the calorie intake per capita or the lower the degree 
of malnutrition. The intake of milk and milk products shows 
a significant positive correlation, but the intake of milk 
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DIET 
No. 
SURVEYS 
Locality 
TABLE 13 
SHOWING CALORIE INTAKE AND ECONOMIC 
Economic Status 
STATUS 
Caloric 
Intake 
Assam 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Urban 
Rural 
Rural 
Rural 
Student, monthly mess due Rs. 
30.00 
Industrial labour earning Rs. 
8.00 to 10.00 P.M. 
High-class Hindu families prac-
ticing agriculture 
income (not mentioned) 
Paharis Aboriginal tribes 
3,338 
2,113 
3,758 
1+81 
Madhya Pradesh 
5. 
6. 
7-
Rural 
Rural 
Rural 
Aboriginal (Koles) 
Poor agricultural class 
Poor agricultural class daily 
earnings 
1 anna (5 n.p.) (or 5 cents) 
5,138 
4,782 
956 
Delhi 
8. Rural Labourer engaged on road 
earning 4 to 8 annas per day 3,890 
Bombay 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Urban 
Urban 
Urban 
Students, middle class 
Middle class 
Orphanage converted 
Christian children 
3,^7 
•+,337 
1,079 
Punjab 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Urban 
Rural 
Rural 
Rickshaw coolies below Rs. 45.00 
Refugees and static population 
Agricultural and labourers 
5,226 
4,864 
2,443 
9) 
TABLE 13—Continued 
No, Locality Economic Status 
Caloric 
Intake 
Orissa 
15. 
16, 
17 
Rural 
Semi-urban 
Rural 
Monthly income above Rs. 50 
per head 
Monthly income per head of 
member below Rs. 2.50 
Mostly agriculturalists, 
yearly expense on food 
above Rs. 300.00 
3,518 
1,430 
3A55 
West Bengal 
18. 
19-
20. 
21. 
Urban 
Rural 
Rural 
Semi-urban 
22. Urban 
Tailors Rs. 40 per month 
Agricultural and tradesmen 
Rs. 60 P.M. 
A small forest tribe 
Labourers, merchants, agricul-
turists and Government ser-
vants income Rs. 100.00 P.M. 
Mostly Government servants, 
a few of them merchants, and 
labourers, income Rs. 10.00 
P.M. 
4,191 
4,260 
463 
3,504 
1,121 
Source: Results of the Diet Survey in India 1935-
38, pp. 29-102, and a supplement to the 
Results of the Diet Survey in India 1935-
38, pp. 35-39. 
6o 
TABLE 13b 
MONTHLY INCOME LEVELS PER FAMILY 
Calorie 
intake 
Average in-
take of 
milk per 
consump-
tion unit 
per day 
Below Rs. 100.00 
Andra 
Pradesh Kerala Madras 
2,145 1,93-+ 1,7^ 8 
53 27 5 
Rs. 100.00 and above 
Andra 
Pradesh Kerala Madras 
2,320 2,488 2,027 
83 88 49 
Source: Indian Council of Medical Research, Report of 
Nutrition Work done in States in 196"*+ 
(Hyderabad), p. 7. 
6l 
and milk products is a function of the monthly income per 
family. Therefore, if the monthly income of a family has 
gone up the milk consumption has also gone up in general. 
This is more true when cases in their own states are con-
sidered. Some examples have been cited below to substan-
tiate this fact. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7-
8. 
9. 
0. 
1. 
Name of Village 
Bhagaura Village (U.P. 
Bhitirawat (U.P.) 
Br ahamnpur (U.P.) 
Bashika Talab (U.P.) 
Goddalur (Madras) 
Maruthuya (Madras) 
Maipuri (Madras) 
Errukkan Cherri 
(Madras) 
Edava (Kerala) 
Obetty (Kerala) 
Attipra (Kerala) 
Monthly 
Family 
Income in 
Rupees 
) 157-30 
297.00 
62.50 
101.20 
37-00 
60.00 
115.00 
120.00 
100.00 
15.0.00 
200.00 
Milk Intake 
Per Con-
sumption 
Unit in 
Grams 
54 
136 
31 
77 
3 
21 
31 
52 
11 
27 
90 
Calorie 
Intake Per 
Capita 
2,646 
3,39^ 
1,870 
3,633 
1,^55 
2,020 
2,090 
2,605 
1,697 
1,907 
2,314 
More examples can be cited in this case. Reference 
is also made to Table 13b. 
Wheat Intake 
Wheat intake per consumption unit is also a signifi-
cant factor in determining the calorie intake of the people 
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or the degree of malnutrition. In general, the more the in-
take of wheat, the higher the calorie intake per capita. At 
the same time, there is a positive correlation between wheat 
intake and total cereal intake which means that as the wheat 
intake rises the total cereal intake also goes up, but there 
is a negative correlation, though not significant, between 
wheat intake and millets. There is a positive correlation 
between wheat intake and rice intake. Therefore, with the 
increase in wheat intake, the consumption of millets drops. 
Wheat intake and income has a positive significant 
correlation as shown in Table 9. Examples can be cited in 
this connection that show as wheat intake increases, calorie 
intake per capita goes up. This can be extended further to 
show that as the monthly income of a family goes up, wheat 
intake increases and calorie intake also rises. This is 
substantiated in Table 9 statistically and some examples are 
listed below. (In some cases where wheat intake has not 
gone up with an increase in income, milk and milk products 
consumption has increased.) 
(^ 
1. 
2. 
3-
4. 
5. 
6. 
7-
Locality 
Edava (Kerala) 
Obetty (Kerala) 
Richola (U.P.) 
Nagla (U.P.) 
Bhitirwati (U.P.) 
Palni (Madras) 
Tambran (Madras) 
Per Fami 
100.00 
150.00 
120.00 
123-33 
297.00 
49.00 
70.00 
Monthly Wheat Intake Per Calorie 
Income Consumption Intake 
ly Unit in Grams Per Capita 
93 
102 
60 
139 
391 
4 
80 
1,697 
1,907 
2,110 
(milk intake 
is high) 
2,924 
3,39^ 
1,521 
1,610 
Millets Intake 
Millets intake per consumption unit in grams, though 
reflected in total cereal intake, has a significant part to 
play in the diet. Though it is called the poor man's diet, 
it is an important item in the diet of the people of Madhya 
Pradesh, Bombay and Mysore. Actually it is not a poor diet 
or inferior in nutritive value. 
Millets level with wheat and oats in calcium content, 
between them in phosphorus, and with five and two times 
as much respectively of these minerals as even home-
pounded rice. In fact they are better balanced as food, 
but there is a strong bias against them.l 
Some General Observations 
There is a positive correlation between family in-
come, family size, number of males, number of females and 
calorie intake per capita. It can be deduced that in the 
case of this study area, the higher the family income the 
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greater the size of the family, and the higher the number of 
males and females. What is important in the case of the 
family size is the number of earning members. They would 
eke out the family income, which would provide greater fac-
ility in purchasing power, and this can increase their cal-
orie intake. Therefore, income again seems to be an impor-
tant factor in determining the spatial patterns of distribu-
tion of malnutrition in the sample area, and it is probably 
true also for the rest of India. Here again the writer 
would like to note that due to weak data, the conclusions 
may not be very sound. 
Some other noticeable things in the case of this 
analysis are that milk and milk products intake, and rice 
intake, have a significant correlation, but it is negative— 
i.e., with an increase in milk consumption, rice intake de-
creases. This seems to be quite true in the case of much of 
India, where both of these items of diet have been accept-
able to the majority of the vegetarian population over time 
and space, but if they are in a position to purchase or ob-
tain some other way more milk and milk products, they would 
consume a lesser quantity of rice, because there is a pre-
ference to consume milk and milk products to rice in some 
parts of India. 
There is a positive significant correlation between 
monthly income per family and family size, income and milk 
consumption, but there is a negative correlation between 
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income and rice consumption. There is a positive signifi-
cant correlation between income and family size, calorie in-
take and milk, calorie intake and wheat, calorie intake and 
millets, and calorie intake and total cereals. Monthly in-
come has a significant positive correlation with family 
size, with the number of males and females in the family, 
and with wheat intake and milk intake. Therefore, it fol-
lows that income plays an important role in determining the 
distribution of malnutrition in the sample areas, and this 
is probably also true for the rest of India. 
This can be put in a mathematical model as follows: 
Ci = f (I) 
where Ci is calorie intake and I is income. In simple 
words, calorie intake is a function of income or income de-
termines calorie intake. Not only that, but according to 
this study income determines milk intake (Mi), wheat intake 
(Wi), and size of family (Sf). This can also be put schem-
atically as follows: 
Tn Mi Wi Sf Ci 
In fact, there is a feedback in this model from Ci 
(calorie intake) to In (income) which the writer will deal 
with in the next chapter where he will check on the conse-
quences of malnutrition on underdevelopment. 
Hence the differences in monthly incomes of families 
which underlies the various other processes like milk in-
take, wheat intake, family size, etc. explain the differ-
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ences in spatial distribution of malnutrition in the study 
area. The spatial differences of these processes are re-
flected in the patterns of calorie intake which in turn re-
flects the spatial differences in the distribution of malnu-
trition not only in the study area but also for the rest of 
India. 
The problem of malnutrition has many effects. Some 
of its consequences are very serious and they have kept 
India from progressing. 
In the next chapter, the writer will examine some of 
the important consequences of malnutrition. 
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Notes for Chapter II 
0. H. K. Spate, India and Pakistan (London, 1957), 
p. 215-
CHAPTER III 
CONSEQUENCES OF MALNUTRITION 
In this chapter, the writer will look into the con-
sequences of malnutrition. He is dividing these conse-
quences into two main categories for the purpose of facility, 
and these are as follows: 
(1) Consequences of malnutrition on human resources. 
(2) Consequences of malnutrition on economic development. 
Consequences of Malnutrition on Human 
Resources 
Insufficiency of the necessary diet and nutrients 
leads to retardation of growth and underdevelopment of the 
physique. It also leads to many diseases. Above all, it 
contributes to the low working efficiency which has serious 
effects on the economic development of a country. 
Specific Deficiency Diseases 
These are associated with protein deficiency, espec-
ially of high biological value protein. These diseases are 
widespread in India, and some of the notorious ones will be 
dealt with in the following pages. 
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According to the Atlas of Diseases, the diseases 
caused by nutritional deficiency have been arbitrarily clas-
sified into three types. The basis of this classification 
is as follows: 
(1) Lack of protein. 
(2) Lack of minerals. 
(3) Lack of vitamins. 
Among several deficiency diseases, protein malnutri-
tion, endemic goitre and anaemia, and vitamin deficiency 
diseases assume particular importance in India. These are 
widespread in occurrence. 
Protein Malnutrition 
A syndrome called Kwashiorkor caused by protein de-
ficiency among infants, especially of the post-weaning 
period, is considered to be one of the major problems facing 
many underdeveloped countries of the world today. 
The Nutrition Advisory Committee of the Indian Coun-
cil of Medical Research started investigation into protein 
malnutrition in 1956-57 with financial assistance from WHO. 
The purpose of this survey was to determine the incidence 
and severity of the occurrence of this disease. Besides 
this, the survey was also to examine the factors responsible 
for this disease. A total of 4,500 children under five 
years of age were examined from four different states of 
South India. The growth rate of these children showed a 
severe retardation, especially in post-weaning periods. 
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Kwashiorkor and extreme emaciation without oedema (edema) 
were observed in 2 to 3 per cent of the children examined in 
the surveys. Other signs associated with protein malnutri-
tion also appeared in 5 to 25 per cent of the children. An 
analysis of hospital records in the southern states showed 
that cases of nutritional oedema alone constituted 5 to 15 
per cent of admissions to the children's wards. The survey 
showed that reduced serum albumin indicating protein defi-
ciency was observed in 20 to 40 per cent of the children ex-
amined. The survey established the fact that the problem of 
protein malnutrition among the children of South India is of 
high magnitude. Surveys in 1957-59 in the states of West 
Bengal and Assam also indicated the grimness of the problem 
of protein malnutrition. 
Poverty, prejudice, ignorance, staunch faith in tra-
ditions, faulty feeding practices and poor hygiene and un-
sanitary conditions were considered to be the important 
causes for protein malnutrition. 
Maternal malnutrition as a cause in the development 
of protein deficiency in children was also studied. This 
showed that 
babies born in low income group mothers has a low aver-
age birth weight, and reduced serum albumin levels re-
flecting in a broad way the nutritional status of 
mothers. The protein content of the diet of mothers was 
usually between 30 to 50 grams a day. This, however, 
did not seem to affect their capacity to secrete breast 
milk. The quality was adequate to meet the child's 
needs up to six months, while the amounts secreted 
thereafter were not inconsiderable. The quality of 
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breast milk with reference to protein, amino acid, fat 
and lactose was also normal. It would thus seem that 
beyond giving a low start in birth weight, maternal mal-
nutrition did not directly influence the subsequent 
health of the child.1 
Nutritional oedema in the adults due to protein and 
calorie undernutrition has also been studied. The results 
indicated that livers which are damaged in a severe state of 
malnutrition probably pass a substance called ferritin into 
the circulation. "This ferritin stimulates the pituitary 
p 
and causes increased secretion of anti-diuretic hormones." 
Endemic Goitre 
Goitre surveys have been conducted in recent years 
in Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, Utter Pradesh, Bihar, West 
Bengal, and North East Frontier Agency (NEFA). These re-
sults show that goitre continues to be a highly endemic 
along the southern slopes of the Himalayas. Its incidence 
varies from 10 to 100 per cent in different regions. The 
average incidence in the endemic zone is about 48 to 50 per 
cent. Children of both sexes showed a high rate of goitre 
during the pubescent period. Among adults, women were af-
fected more than men. 
Diet surveys among the affected families in the Punjab 
revealed that neither excess of calcium and/or fluoride 
through water and food, nor greater consumption of the 
brassica group of vegetables had any etiological role in 
the growth of goitre in this area, while similar surveys 
carried out in Darjeeling and West Bengal showed that 
the diet of goitrous families were generally inadequate 
with a relatively high content of the brassica group of 
vegetables compared to those of non-goitrous families 
living in the same, area.3 
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Recent experiments using radioactive iodine per-
formed in Punjab and Bihar areas revealed that goitre was 
the result of simple iodine deficiency only. Taking into 
consideration the importance of the problem, the Government 
of India has organized a national goitre control project, 
whose objectives are as follows: 
(a) to carry out extensive surveys through an endemic 
zone in order to determine the extent of the problem; 
(b) evaluation of these results; and 
(c) to organize the distribution of iodized salt to the 
whole area. 
Plans have also been made to establish an iodization 
plant at Lake Sambar with the help of UNICEF. It would sup-
ply the needed iodized salt. 
Anaemias 
Anaemias of varying types and severity are also 
found in India. The evidence collected recently by WHO ex-
perts on a country-wide basis suggested that it is more com-
mon in southern and central India than in North India. 
Women and children are affected more frequently. Recent 
surveys in South India have shown that moderate to severe 
forms of anaemia were common among women of childbearing age 
with an increased tendency during pregnancy. "Investigation 
at several women's hospitals and maternity centres in the 
country showed that anaemia alone was responsible for 13-0 
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per cent to 25.0 per cent of maternal deaths, while in a simi-
4 
lar number, it was an associated factor." 
Investigations have helped to establish that the 
majority of the cases of anaemia in India are nutritional in 
origin. 
The fact that the incidence of anaemia is equally high 
even in areas where malaria, and hook-worm infestations 
are practically non-existent, only show that malnutrition 
plays a pre-eminent role in their causation. Certain 
therapeutic trials lent further support to this conclu-
sion. 5 
Some recent experiments gave an interesting observa-
tion that malnourished cases suffering from anaemia show 
haematological improvement on mere protein feeding. 
Recognizing the problem of anaemia, the Indian Coun-
cil of Medical Research in consultation with WHO has ap-
pointed an ad hoc committee for the investigation of the 
problem. This committee will help prevent anaemia in India. 
With financial assistance from WHO, three special units have 
recently been established. In their programmes, emphasis 
has been laid on public health aspects. Special attention 
is paid to the problems of women of childbearing age, parti-
cularly pregnant and nursing women and their offspring. 
Vitamin A Deficiency 
"The recent nutritional surveys reveal as high as 10 
to 14 per cent of xerothalmia and Bitot spots and relatively 
high incidence of Karatomalacia." 
"Xerosis and Bitot's spots were found to be preva-
lent to a significant extent in the states of Bihar, Madhya 
Pradesh, and West Bengal. Among school children in Madras, 
7 
the incidence of these diseases was very high." 
Lack of vitamin A in extreme forms causes karato-
malacia which is a kind of night-blindness. It is the opin-
ion of some medical authorities that it is the greatest sin-
gle cause of preventable blindness in India. Karatomalacia 
is common in the rice-eating South and Ganges Valley, but is 
practically unknown in the wheat and milk consuming Punjab. 
In general, the frequency is greater in the South. The diet 
of the majority of the people in the South is deficient in 
vitamin A. Therefore, malnutrition rather than any other 
factor is responsible for a large section of the blindness 
in India. The incidence of blindness is higher among the 
females, who are comparatively more poorly nourished than 
males of the same class of an area. 
Blindness from cataract associated with advanced years 
is also wide-spread, and can be traced to a deficiency 
of vitamin C in the diet. Glaucoma heads the public 
health commissioner's list of the main causes of blind-
ness in the country, and its most important contribu-
tory cause is lack of vitamin B.° 
Beri-beri 
Beri-beri is a vitamin deficiency disease seen par-
ticularly among those who eat large quantities of polished 
rice. The main deficiency is that of Thiamin. Symptoms 
include weakness, neuritis and, in severe cases, mental dis-
turbance and heart failure. It can be cured by giving large 
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doses of vitamin B. Beri-beri is common in parts of South 
India where rice is the staple diet. 
Some other diseases related to malnutrition are: 
Pellagra, a vitamin B deficiency disease, and pellagrous 
conditions are found in areas of India where maize forms the 
bulk of the diet, especially in Sutlej-Ganga Plain. 
Scurvy 
This is a vitamin C deficiency disease which is com-
monly found in South India. 
Rickets and Osteomalacia 
These are vitamin D deficiency diseases and are 
found in the central and northwestern part of India. 
Besides these various deficiency diseases, certain 
other diseases associated with faulty diets are also common 
in many parts of India. These diseases are lathyrism, 
fluorosis, and epidemic dropsy. 
Lathyri sm 
It is characterized by gradually developing spastic 
paralysis of the lower limbs. It is associated with the 
consumption of large quantities of a pulse, Lathyrus Sati-
vus, popularly known as Lakh Dhal or Khesari. This disease 
is confined to Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar where 
Lathyrus Sativus forms one of the main agricultural crops. 
Earlier studies show that the disease occurred in an epi-
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demic form in times of scarcity and famine wherever the 
amount of lathyrum in the diet exceeds 30 to 40 per cent. 
The actual causes of occurrence of this disease is still an 
enigma to Indian medical experts. 
Endemic Fluorisis 
It is attributable to Flourine intoxication and en-
demic in several parts of the country. 
Dropsy 
It leads to swelling of ankles and legs, secondary 
to heart insufficiency or failure. Its presence is also 
found in many parts of India. 
Angular Stomatitis 
Its prevalence is generally in Southern India in the 
states of Andra and Madras; West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, 
Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan are other areas where it is 
found. According to a recent survey it has an incidence as 
high as 60 per cent among school children in Madras. 
Phrynoderma 
Its prevalence is less than 5 per cent and according 
to a recent survey, it is found in Madhya Pradesh and Madras 
states. Map l6 gives a general picture about the deficiency 
diseases in India, and Table 14 shows the incidence of dis-
eases in some states of India. 
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INDIA 
DISTRIBUTION OF VITAMIN DEFICIENCIES 
VITAMIN A DEFICIENCY (NIGHTBLINDNESS, KARATOMACIA) 
VITAMIN B DEFICIENCY (BERI-BERI) 
VITAMIN B DEFICIENCY (PELLAGRA) 
VITAMIN C DEFICIENCY (SCURVY) 
VITAMIN D DEFICIENCY (RICKETS , OSTEOMALACIA) 
SCALE I TO 30 ,000 ,000 
SOURCE: ATLAS OF DISEASES (ADAPTED MAP) 
FIG. 16 
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Malnutrition, Mortality, Aging, Growth and the Brain 
In addition to those diseases mentioned above, there 
are also some more serious effects of malnutrition which 
lead to the deterioration of human resources. Malnutrition 
has a great effect on mortality, aging, growth and the 
brain. "It leads to infection and infections are the chief 
cause of mortality among children, and increases suscepti-
bility to diseases during middle life with the attendant ill 
Q 
effects on health, work and longevity."7 There is abundant 
experimental evidence to show that this sub-clinical state 
arises from an inadequacy of nutrients in the diet. 
Malnutrition has a great effect on mortality today. 
Unhappily nutrition can influence mortality not in the 
spectacular manner of the antibiotics, but principally 
by the undramatic process of prevention. Nevertheless 
the control man can exercise over his nutrition places 
nutrition at the top of the list of measures that can be 
used today to produce further changes of significance in 
the shape of the mortality curves.10 
Lack of proper nutrition is a vital factor in infant 
mortality. Children between the ages of one and five years 
suffer directly from excessive malnutrition. "Malnutrition 
now causes considerable mortality and a very much large mor-
11 bidity in the case of pre-school children." 
Though the actual causes of deaths in India are not 
definitely known, and most of the deaths are recorded due to 
fevers, it is, therefore, not possible to ascertain statis-
tically the extent to which malnutrition and food scarcity 
are responsible for deaths. 
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The year 1935 and 1938 recorded the highest deaths among 
the children of the age group of 1-5 years. It was dur-
ing these years, viz. 1935-36 and 1938-39) that produc-
tion of the major food grains was at its lowest level 
during the decade 1931-2 to 1939-^0.12 
Malnutrition or undernourishment is so chronic as to 
be primarily responsible for a high infant and child mortal-
ity. Food supplies are so limited that in the years of crop 
failure, the rate of child mortality increases. 
The expectation of life in India is below forty-five. 
The infant mortality in India today is four to six times 
higher than in the United Kingdom or France. The disparity 
in the death rate among children between one and four is 
even larger, the rate being over 40 per cent in India as 
compared to 1 per cent in the United Kingdom and France. 
This disparity is particularly related to the nutritional 
deficiency in the diet, because the principal cause of death 
among the children from one to four years is infection and 
the capacity to fight infection is largely determined by the 
intake of protective foods. 
Malnutrition and Aging 
Aging is a phenomenon common to all animals. Many 
of the consequences of aging are evident during life. The 
eventual consequences of aging is death. 
Since aging in man begins with conception, man's 
concern with the influence of nutrition on aging should 
begin with intrauterine life. Practically speaking, 
however, nutrition exerts its major influence on aging 
and mortality, beginning at the threshold of middle 
age—at the age of 3°. Practised with care, sensible 
«3 
nutrition from age 30 onward will go far in ensuring a 
vigorous and long life by deferring the development of 
disease processes leading to premature deaths.13 
The fact that malnutrition affects the aging process 
is clear from the above passage. Malnutrition not only af-
fects the aging process, but in the case of infants, it can 
lead towards the last results of aging quicker. 
It is well known that successful pregnancy and partur-
ition is dependent to a considerable extent on the nu-
trition of a mother in pregnancy. A child born of a 
poorly fed mother may start life at such a disadvantage 
as to succumb to the first major threat to its life.l^" 
This is quite true in the case of India and many 
other underdeveloped countries, where lack of additional 
protein, vitamins and minerals during pregnancy results in 
children with poor health. This is actually a reflection of 
malnutrition, not only on the health of an infant but also 
on its longevity. 
Furthermore, in the case of India, the short span of 
life (46 years) for men and forty-two years for women is 
indicative of the quick aging process owing to malnutrition. 
There is a very close relation between higher calorie intake 
and longevity. Though climatic differences and some other 
differences enter into the picture, yet the differences in 
the diet seem to be more significant. The following para-
graph will substantiate this further. 
By contrast, the intake of animal products including 
milk, in India, even today is much below the level of 
1880 in the U.K. and as far as is comparable, also the 
level of 1840 in France. Comparable vital statistics 
are not available for the period of 1840-1880, but the 
Hh 
available statistics for the period of 1834-1854 for 
England and Wales show that expectation of life was only 
40 years as compared to an expectation of well over 70 
in the U.K. today.15 
This shows how close the relationship is between aging, 
longevity and nutrition. 
Malnutrition and Growth 
One test of malnutrition is growth. Bone growth is 
affected by caloric insufficiency, mineral deficiency and 
lack of protein or "hypovitaminosis". Garn suggests that 
when protein is insufficient or restricted, or when there 
are limited amounts of amino acids, bone growth is not just 
restricted, but there are also even more marked changes in 
the anount of bone per unit volume, and the bone formed zjaj 
Hence malnutrition is an important factor in the re-
tardation of physical growth. "Genetic differences are a 
minor factor." ' 
Speakers at last year's M.I.T. Conference and at the 
international meeting held in Washington, D.C. in 1964 on 
pre-school child malnutrition presented cases for more than 
forty developing countries, illustrating the growth failure 
among young children. According to the speakers, growth re-
tardation characteristically begins after the first four to 
six months of life and becomes progressively worse until the 
child passes the critical weaning period and succumbs to 
Kwashiorkor or infectious diseases. Poor growth is associ-
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ated with the inadequacy of breast milk as the sole source 
of protein after a child is six months old. This inadequacy 
is serious, because supplementary foods, offered during the 
generally prolonged period of breast feeding are also insuf-
ficient. One result is a mortality rate for children from 
one to four years of age in underdeveloped countries which 
is twenty to forty times higher than that in North America 
and Europe. The average height and the weight for children 
of underdeveloped countries are below the fifteen percentile 
of children in the industrialized countries. To further 
substantiate this, the results of another symposium are 
quoted below. 
"Inadequate and"inefficient protein especially among 
those of pre-school age have been found to cause an irrever-
1 o 
sible decline in physical growth." 
In the case of India, this is quite evident as sup-
ported by the surveys carried out during the last twenty 
years. These nutrition surveys were conducted by state nu-
trition units, and the staff of nutrition research labora-
tories. Most of these surveys were of routine nature to in-
vestigate the effects of diet on health. The majority of 
the subjects were children, especially those of school-going 
age. Signs of retardation of growth were universal as re-
vealed by those surveys. 
I 
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Effects of Malnutrition on the Brain 
Malnutrition not only affects growth--i.e., bodily 
development—but also the intellectual capacity of the in-
dividual. "In the 1920's, experiments with rats began to 
show that nutritional deficiencies not only retarded physi-
cal growth and development, but affected the central nervous 
19 
system." ' 
Experiments in recent times have demonstrated that 
early malnutrition can affect learning, memory and social 
behaviour. "This had led to the stunning implication that 
the infants and young children whose physical growth is 
stunted by malnutrition, may also be prevented from attain-
20 ing their full mental capacity and social development." 
Recently Dr. R. A. McCance and Dr. Elsie Widdowson, 
at the University of Cambridge, England, have demonstrated 
marked postnatal retardation in the brain growth of infant 
rats by having a single mother suckle fifteen to twenty 
young. In this case undernutrition was made to coincide 
with a time when the rat's brain was growing rapidly. 
Food restriction in animals stimulates the form of 
undernutrition in young children known as marasmus. 
Marasmus is particularly common in children less than 
one year of age, when the rate of postnatal brain growth 
is at its peak. It occurs under conditions of poverty 
and ignorance. Children who are weaned early in the 
first year of life are likely to be given substitutes 
for breast milk which are inadequate, in both calories 
and protein. Marasmus is found with growing frequency 
in the mushrooming cities because recent arrivals imi-
tate the early weaning practices of the middle and 
upper-income groups without either the knowledge or the 
resources to provide a proper substitute for mother's 
milk.21 
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In the child the brain achieves 80 per cent of its 
adult weight by age three, while the body reaches little 
more than 20 per cent of adult weight. Therefore, protein 
deficiency in the first two or three years not only limits 
gains in height and weight, but brain growth also. 
It is no wonder that India fears intellectual dwarf-
ing. Quoting the All India Press, New Delhi, as it appeared 
in the Kitchener-Waterloo Record, Saturday, January 20, 1968, 
India will suffer intellectual dwarfing in the next two de-
cades if the protein content of its people's diet is not im-
proved, says the director of the Indian Agricultural Re-
search Institute. 
The human brain reaches nearly 90 per cent of its 
full weight by the time the child is four years old and this 
is the time when children must get the required amounts of 
protein. 
Not only that, malnutrition leads to retardation in 
language skills. Dr. Fernando Monckeberg of the University 
of Chile has done a study of this type. 
Fourteen children with severe marasmus diagnosed at ages 
one month to five months were treated for long periods, 
discharged and observed during visits to the out-patient 
department. As each child was discharged from the hos-
pital, the mother was given 20 liters of the free milk 
per month for each preschool child in her family. Three 
to six years later the children were clinically normal 
and some had weight-to-height ratios above normal. 
Their height, head circumference, and intelligent quo-
tients, however, were significantly lower than in 
Chilean children of the same age without a history of 
clinical malnutrition. Significantly, language skill 
was the most retarded.22 
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In the underdeveloped countries malnutrition can interact 
with various things like infection, heredity, and social 
factors to bring about physical and mental impairment. 
For each child in this world (of any race, religion, 
creed, caste or heritage), his early life determines whether 
he will suffer some degree of permanent physical and mental 
2^ impairment. Every child in "This Human World" J should have 
the opportunity to attain his full potential. "Measures to 
ensure the maximum mental development and optimum learning 
and behavior of children deserve a high priority. Among 
these the prevention of malnutrition is of fundamental im-
24 portance." 
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Effects of Malnutrition on Underdevelopment 
In Chapter II, it was concluded that calorie intake 
is a function of income or income determines calorie intake 
which can be written as follows: 
Ci = f(I) . . . (1) 
where Ci is calorie intake and I is income. 
Income not only determines calorie intake, but also 
determines productivity or vice versa which can be written 
as follows: 
P = f(I) . . . (2) 
where P is productivity. 
From (1) and (2), it follows that there is a rela-
tionship between calorie intake (Ci) and productivity (P) 
which can be stated as follows: 
P = f(Ci) . . . (3) 
From (1), (2) and (3), it follows that calorie in-
take (Ci) affects productivity (P) and productivity (P) af-
fects income (I). Hence, calorie intake affects income also, 
There is a feedback from productivity to calorie intake, to 
income in the previous model in Chapter II. 
Productivity 
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This can be illustrated in a diagrammatic form as in 
the diagram above. 
According to Leibenstein's idea, 
there is often a neglected relationship between wage 
level or income level and productivity. . . . The amount 
of work that a representative laborer can be expected to 
perform depends on his energy level, his health, his 
vitality, etc., which in turn depends on his consumption 
level and most directly on the nutritive value of his 
intake.26 
"The wage-productivity relationship can best be ex-
amined if it is broken into two parts: (1) relationship be-
tween income (= wages) and nutrition, and (2) relation be-
tween nutrition and productivity." ' 
In fact, what Leibenstein is saying is that calorie 
intake not only affects productivity, but income also. To 
extend it further, calorie intake affects the income of a 
population and it also affects productivity. In other 
words, calorie intake (food consumption) has a definite part 
to play in the economic development of a country. 
In general, if the calorie intake per person is low 
or the population is suffering from malnutrition, then not 
only income per capita is low, but productivity per capita 
is low also. On the other hand, if the calorie intake is 
high, income per capita and productivity per capita is high 
too. 
It seems that productivity and consumption work hand 
in hand. "When productivity rises, it permits an increase 
in consumption and an intensification of consumption allows 
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an improvement both in agriculture and industry." 
Cep£de has put the whole thing, showing the effect 
of consumption on production, into a model which is as fol-
lows: 
Ap 
K
' " A C 
where: Ap = marginal quantity of production; 
AC = additional amount of consumption; 
K = index (or value) of level of economy under 
examination. 
The K index may be very high in an underdeveloped 
economy and may become negligible when the previous level of 
consumption is already high. 
Once it is admitted that an improvement in the con-
sumption level influences productivity, that is to say, 
the effect of a marginal increase in consumption is more 
than proportional to the corresponding increase in ex-
penditure, the consideration of the latter becomes of 
capital importance in a modern state.29 
He also points out that the main problem in an under-
developed country is low manpower productivity. This low 
manpower productivity is the sole explanation of the fact 
that land remains unexploited. An undernourished worker is 
incapable of the efforts needed for producing sufficient 
food for himself and his family. 
Actually, the amount of calories required has a lot 
to do with the size of the person and the type of work per-
formed. 
A 5^6" tall man weighing about 130 pounds requires about 
9? 
1,400 calories for his resting metabolism alone, while a 
six foot man requires over 1,700 calories for this pur-
pose. P'or every activity the additional calories re-
quired will probably be between 80 to 240 per hour. For 
example walking requires 130 to 240 additional calories 
per hour while activities that involve climbing may re-
quire from 400 to 900 calories per hour.30 
Harvey Leibenstein gives an excellent example about 
the significance of these figures by considering a few cal-
culations. Let us assume that 1,500 calories are required 
for the resting metabolism and a day that is made up of 
eight sleeping hours and sixteen waking hours. Counting 
1,500 calories for the resting metabolism, adding approxi-
mately 100 calories per hour for moderate work for a period 
of four hours, and adding to this about 20 calories per hour 
for the remaining twelve hours of relaxation. We get a 
total of 2,140 calories needed to support a four-hour work 
day. Now we observe that an addition of 320 calories, or a 
total of 2,460 calories, will support an eight-hour work day 
of the same degree of strenuousness as before. What this 
implies is that if at the onset an employer pays a wage that 
is sufficient only to enable his worker to obtain a diet of 
no more than 2,140 calories, the employer can approximately 
double his effective work force by paying a wage that would 
enable the workers to purchase a diet yielding 2,460 calor-
ies, or, in other words, if a diet yielding 2,460 calories 
is'available instead of 2,l40 calories, the effective work 
force would be doubled, and productivity would increase. 
In actual practice the workers will, in both cases, 
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be working what appears to be a full day, but in the 
former case (under 2,140 calorie regime) they will work 
much less, and more slowly, with less energy and enthus-
iasm, in more lethargic fashion, and probably with a 
greater degree of absenteeism.31 
"The inverse relationship between quality of diet and absen-
^2 teeism seems to be fairly well established."J 
The direct connection between calorie intake and 
productivity is shown clearly in a number of studies by 
Kraut and Muller, made in Germany between 1942 and 1945-
Twenty men building earth embankments shifted 1.5 tons of 
earth per hour when they consumed 2,400 calories, but when 
the calorie intake was raised to 2,900, the output rose to 
2.2 tons per man (and at the same time their body weight in-
creased nine pounds per man). In this case, 21 per cent 
increase in total calorie intake resulted in an almost 50 
per cent rise in output. 
A similar example can be quoted in the case of 
thirty German railway track workers. "Output rose from 1.5 
tons to 2.5 tons when the total calorie intake rose from 
2,300 to 3?000. The output rose 67 per cent with an in-
^4 
crease in total calorie intake of only 33 per cent."-^  
Another study along similar lines was done in Ger-
many. In this case, the output of steel workers goes on 
falling as their daily calorie intake goes on decreasing. 
The results of this study are shown in Table 15. "More sur-
prising results are reported in a study of construction 
workers in Central America where it was found that the 
CI-
TABLE 15 
RELATION BETWEEN CALORIE INTAKE AND WORK 
OUTPUT IN GERMAN STEEL WORKERS 
Production of Steel 
Daily Calories Per Per Man 
Year Capita for Work (Tons Per Month) 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
19^3 
1944 
1,900 
1,600 
1,^50 
1,200 
1,150 
1,120 
122 
112 
95 
83 
85 
78 
Source: J. M. Harries and D. F. Hollingsworth, "Vari-
ations in Energy Expenditure and Intake", 
Bulletin of Institute of International Statis-
tics, 33e Session, Paris, 1961. 
i 21-
efficiency of workers increased three-fold, when they wore 
provided with an adequate calorie allowance ."-'y 
More instances can be added, based on empirical and 
experimental evidence, which show that there is a definite 
correlation between calorie intake and output and how it af-
fects absenteeism, lethargy, debilitating diseases, etc. 
Therefore, undernourishment and malnutrition do add 
to the list of vicious traps of underdeveloped economies 
like India and affect the underdevelopment to a great extent. 
Furthermore, a low level of calorie intake affects the qual-
ity of labour by causing non-fatal diseases, disability and 
mental deficiency. All these are responsible for a high de-
gree of absenteeism, low quality of work and slowness. This 
adds heavily to the costs of society in addition to the 
costs of sick people. 
Hence, the larger the number of malnourished people 
in a country, the severer are its effects on the economic 
development. In a country like India where at least 50 per 
cent of the people are undernourished or malnourished, this 
takes a heavy toll on economic development. 
Since the incidence of the problem of malnutrition 
is quite widespread in India, immediate attention from all 
quarters, such as central governments, state governments, 
the public in general and private agencies, is necessary to 
overcome one of the greatest problems of India. 
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In the next chapter, the writer will suggest some 
solutions to eradicate this disease. 
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CHAPTER IV 
MEASURES TO CHECK MALNUTRITION 
Up to this stage the writer of this paper has recog-
nized the problem of malnutrition, inquired into its deter-
minants, and examined its consequences both on the human and 
the economic development in India. In the present chapter, 
the main purpose of the writer is to discuss some solutions 
and remedies to overcome one of the greatest problems of 
India. A brief summary of the findings will be delineated 
before any measures are suggested. 
The problem of malnutrition in India as recognized 
by the writer is one of the greatest problems, or rather the 
problem, of India. Many other underdeveloped countries are 
victims to this disease of malnutrition. Its main causes 
are poverty and low income under which lie various other 
factors. The consequences of malnutrition are extremely 
harmful, as it sets the vicious trap of apathy, absenteeism, 
lack of initiative, low productivity per capita, defeatism, 
easy vulnerability to diseases like physical deterioration 
and mental retardation. Malnutrition as a disease takes a 
heavy toll of infant life and raises the infant mortality 
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rates to high figures in India. 
If the foregoing discussion in Chapter III is valid, 
then geographers and economists have neglected the role of 
nutrition or the effects of malnutrition in the growth of 
underdeveloped areas like India. If higher output can be 
achieved by more calories, and better nutrition via greater 
efficiency in industry, more extensive culture of existing 
crops, multiple and intercropping, the costs of a programme 
of producing more calories and of nutrition education may be 
exceeded by the economic benefits, quite aside from welfare 
benefits, resulting from better health. 
Therefore, it is the first and foremost responsibil-
ity of the Government of India to arrange more and better 
food for the people of its country if India is to be devel-
oped. "The first task of a poor country is to improve both 
the quantity and quality of its nutrition. Basically, this 
calls for education, not only in agriculture, but also in 
food economics and technology." 
The writer of this paper will consider two types of 
solutions or measures basically to uproot malnutrition. 
These are as follows: 
(1) Productive measures. 
(2) Protective or ameliorative measures. 
(1) Productive Measures are those which help overcome 
the problem of malnutrition indirectly like growing more 
food for the people, producing more milk and milk, products, 
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and more fruits and vegetables. In general, these are the 
measures which are related to increase the productivity of 
the soil and agricultural output. 
(2) Protective Measures are those which are used to curb 
the problem of malnutrition directly like proper diet sur-
veys in each state, distribution of vitamins to the needy 
families, health checks, setting up departments of nutrition 
in each state, pre-school lunch and breakfast programmes, 
etc. In other words, these measures are directly used to 
check the problem of malnutrition and to protect those who 
are already suffering from this disease. 
The productive and protective measures taken together 
can be listed as follows: 
1. Grow more food to feed the hungry stomachs. 
2. Impartation of education to the people. It should in-
clude technical, agricultural and nutritional types of 
education. More nutrition institutions and agricul-
tural colleges should be provided. 
3. Family planning to check the increase in the human 
population. 
4. Checks on the cattle population. 
5. Setting up of more poultry units, pigsty units and in-
land pisciculture. 
6. Provision for medical care. 
7- More hospitals, doctors and nurses trained in nutrition. 
8. Checks on the emigration of doctors and nurses from the 
10? 
country. 
9. Radio broadcasts and movies through which methods to 
check malnutrition could be demonstrated. 
10. Distribution of pamphlets and bulletins in state and 
local languages to apprise the people of the magnitude 
of this problem. 
11. Better training and demonstrating of cooking techniques. 
12. Educating the public opinion. 
13. Establishment of milk-distributing centres. 
14. School breakfast and lunch programmes. 
15. Establishment of government canteens. 
Productive Measures . 
The main purpose of the productive measures is to 
increase the food production by utilizing more efficiently 
the agricultural resources of the country. 
First of all, in the case of agricultural improve-
ment, the protection of the soil is of paramount importance. 
In the case of a country like India where 75 per cent of the 
people are directly dependent on agriculture, the protection 
of the soil should be done to the greatest possible extent. 
Not only that, neglect of the soil and soil erosion play an 
important part in the low productivity of the land. V. R. 
Chedar, the director-general of the Indian Bureau of Mines 
is of the view that "the fundamental cause of the country's 
p 
food shortage is soil erosion." Therefore, the protection 
]03 
of the soil is the fundamental measure to increase the pro-
ductivity of the soil. 
Another way to increase the yields per acre is the 
use of manures, both organic and inorganic. This would help 
increase the productivity of the soil per acre vertically. 
In a country like India where expansion of land for cultiva-
tion is difficult, if not impossible, to increase horizon-
tally, it will be the best measure. In the opinion of Mr. 
K. R. Damle, secretary of the Union Ministry of Food and 
Agriculture, which he expressed on August 26, 1959, while he 
delivered a speech at the fourth annual general meeting of 
the Fertilizer's Association of India in New Delhi, that to 
maintain the present low fertility level of the soil in 
1965-66, our need for organic fertilizers will be approxi-
mately 982 million tons. As against this, the supply of 
such manures was expected to be 673 million tons. This 
means that the supply of fertilizers have to be increased 
many times since they are playing an important role in in-
creasing the agricultural productivity. 
Since the use of other organic manures like compost 
manure, night soil, green manure, oil cakes, bone meals and 
dried blood, etc. per unit of land is negligible, the use of 
these should be extended. If the use of bones as a source 
of manure is to be increased, the export of the bones should 
be discouraged. There is a definite trend in the consumption 
of bone manure and it can be recognized by the following 
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statement made by the Planning Commission: 
The export of bones from India has been going on for 
a long time. The earliest record is for the year 1884-
85, when 1,800 tons were exported. Since then exports 
have steadily increased, and between 1884 and 1951, a 
total amount of 4 million tons of bones have been ex-
ported.3 
The use of inorganic manure in the case of India is 
again very low. Table l6 gives evidence of the low consump-
tion of manure in the case of India. If this table is 
studied carefully, it becomes obvious that the consumption 
of inorganic manures in India as compared to that of the 
United States is quite insignificant compared with the 
United Kingdom and Japan, which can be considered as speci-
mens of some Indian states in size and population; the total 
consumption in these two countries was much higher in 1956-
57 when compared with India. In absolute terms, regardless 
of the size of the country, their total consumption is five 
and seven times greater than Indian consumption. In the 
United States where the cultivated area is more or less 
equal to that of India, the consumption of nitrate, potash, 
and phosphatic fertilizers is 11, 128 and 152 times higher 
than that of India. 
In terms of the average consumption of commercial 
fertilizers per acre of land in India, it is no more 
than 1.05 lbs., as against 193 lbs. in Japan, 175 lbs. 
in Netherlands, 125 lbs. in Denmark, 46 lbs. in the U.K. 
and 32 lbs. in Italy. In this light if Indian soil is 
called upon to support the increasing population with a 
decent level of living, the consumption of commercial 
fertilizers has to be greatly increased.^" 
F. H. King, cited by Oshima Harry, has made an in-
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TABLE 16 
CONSUMPTION OF INORGANIC MANURES IN INDIA 
AND OTHER COUNTRIES 
(IN 000*S METRIC TONS) 
Country 
United States 
United Kingdom 
Japan 
India 
1938 
Phosphatic 
675.O 
170.0 
323.1 
1.7 
1949-50 
Fertilizers 
1,869.0 
413.2 
232.6 
8.0 
1951-52 
(P2o5) 
1,996.0 
250.9 
240.0 
10.4 
1956-57 
2,129.3 
363.0 
330.6 
14.0 
Nitrogenous Fertilizers (N) 
United States 
United Kingdom 
Japan 
India 
United States 
United Kingdom 
Japan 
India 
3^6.0 
60.0 
252.8 
16.0 
Potash 
357.0 
75-0 
112.5 
• • 
935.0 
209.2 
303.1 
64.1 
1,293.0 
185-7 
392.0 
50.9 
Fertilizer (K20) 
1,020.0 
239.0 
120.0 
1.0 
Source: United Nations, Statisti< 
pp. 329-31. 
1,434.0 
172.3 
140.0 
7.2 
2al Year Book, 
1,751.5 
3H.0 
587-0 
154.4 
1,702.4 
321.0 
470.5 
13.3 
1957, 
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teresting observation about the use of manure, though it may 
sound odd to some people. He is trying to point out the re-
lation between fertilizers, yields, calorie intake, and cap-
ital formation. He has observed that the Asian peasant has 
been able to fill the same soil for several thousand years 
primarily because the nutrients taken out of the soil by 
food plants are returned to it as plant food in the form of 
animal manure and human excreta. If this endless cycle of 
nutrient circulation is added to artificial fertilizers for 
multiple and intercrops, the cycle will be an enlarged one, 
and if population does not rise with additional fertilizer, 
the nutrients passing through each worker will be a large 
one, enabling him to put forth the additional energy neces-
sary. Thus, the increasing nutrient passing through man and 
soil each year can contribute a cumulative upward spiral. 
Here the expenditure on artificial fertilizer and more cal-
ories per capita can be regarded as capital formation, as 
permanent as any massive concrete structure. 
Therefore, the use of more and more fertilizers is 
strongly needed in the case of Indian agriculture so that 
the production level can be raised. 
For further production measures to improve the food 
situation, the recommendations made by the Food Grains En-
quiry Committee of India may be considered in brief. They 
are as follows: 
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(1) Price Stabilization Board 
The price stabilization board should be set up. The 
purpose of this board would be to stabilize the prices not 
in isolation, but in consultation with consumers and pro-
ducers of goods. 
(2) Food Grains Stabilization Organization 
This should be set up to deal with specific matters 
related to food grains. The function of this organization 
will be to purchase and sell in the open market, to procure 
food grains and maintain stocks, etc. This organization is 
to operate as a trader with branches all over the country. 
It would be required to maintain a reserve stock of food 
grains and to act as a buffer in stock operations. Its main 
function is the socialization of wholesale trade in food 
grains. 
(3) Central Food Advisory Council 
The committee also recommended the setting up of a 
non-official body called the Central Food Advisory Council 
to assist the food ministry and the price stabilization 
board. This council will consist of representatives of 
agriculture, trade, industry, workers, consumers, banks, co-
operatives, leading political parties and economists. Its 
function is to consider long and short-term aspects of the 
food problem. It would also help the stabilization board in 
the formulation of prices and programmes. 
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(4) Price Intelligence Division 
The committee made another recommendation for set-
ting up the "Price Intelligence Division". The function of 
this division is to collect information and to prepare in-
dices for such important items as inventories, investment in 
the economy, employment, rent, wages, etc. in addition to 
wholesale prices and the cost of living. Another function 
it has been assigned is to collect information about the 
production cost for different commodities and for different 
regions. Inventories regarding market arrivals, market 
stocks, market sentiment, etc. should also be regularly col-
lected and studied along with trends of production and 
prices. 
The committee has also made some other recommenda-
tions which are short-term measures to control the distribu-
tion of food grains through fair-price shops or modified 
ration shops or co-operative societies or employees' organiz-
ations. It was also suggested that in case there is a 
shortage of food grains due to adverse weather conditions, 
all the movements of food grains by traders in and out of 
the big cities should be banned, and their requirements 
should be met either by government stocks or through imports. 
To partly alleviate the scarcity conditions in the poor sea-
son in the rural areas, it was recommended that the appoint-
ment of "Grain Golas" or grain distributors by village 
panchyats (elected committees) and co-operatives be made. 
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To meet the scarcity conditions of certain areas or 
localities overtaking the whole country, the committee re-
commended that a special cell or section should be set up 
within the state governments, and also within the food min-
istry. Such a step has been recommended to prevent the dif-
ficulties arising out of scarcity conditions, and to take 
prompt measures to deal effectively with them so that the 
rise in the local prices may not lead to speculative rise in 
prices in other areas or in the whole country. 
The committee also recommended improvements in the 
purchasing power of the people and suggested special agri-
cultural, industrial and public works programmes be under-
taken in vulnerable areas of Bihar, Eastern Uttar Pradesh, 
Western Madhya Pradesh, Eastern and North-west Bengal, and 
Rajasthan, etc. and the development commissioner in each 
state should be made responsible for these schemes. 
The committee wants this fact to be realized: that 
maximum effort be made to raise the food potential, as the 
population is soaring. So it emphasizes the production and 
consumption of subsidiary diets. For the promotion of its 
consumption, it recommends the setting up of a special divi-
sion in the Ministry of Food and Agriculture in the central 
government as well as in the states. 
General Observations and Recommendations of the Committee 
Besides these recommendations for long and short-
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term periods, the committee has made certain useful and gen-
eral recommendations for the improvement of Indian agricul-
ture. The committee has given its opinion with regard to 
the question of reclaiming the waste land, that "such waste 
land must be brought under the plough", and it also recom-
mends the careful examination of land utilization. 
Another very important and most useful recommenda-
tion by the committee is the education of the cultivators so 
that they are made receptive to the new ideas. In this con-
nection, the committee draws attention to the fact that in 
1954-55 there were only forty-four agricultural schools in 
the entire country with 3,088 pupils, which is not enough 
for a country with 75 per cent of the total population dir-
ectly dependent on agriculture. The committee advises at 
least one agricultural high school in each Tehsil and ordin-
ary secondary schools in rural areas should gear their 
courses for agricultural education. 
The committee has concluded that efforts from all 
sides have to be made to step up the food production. But 
the committee does not suggest the methods to increase food 
production. 
The Ford Foundation Team in 1959 came up with some 
recommendations for the increase of food production. After 
a thorough and careful study, the Ford Foundation Team con-
cluded that India is facing a food crisis. To meet the food 
requirements of the soaring population, the team asks for 
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extraordinary organizational and administrative measures and 
actions on a national scale. 
Some of the main suggestions to increase food pro-
duction made by the Ford Foundation Team are outlined as 
follows: 
(1) The Ford Foundation Team recommended the stabiliz-
ation of farm prices. This will guarantee a minimum price 
in advance to the farmer. 
(2) Creation of a market or buying agency within bullock 
cart hauling distance, and provision for suitable local 
storage facilities. 
(3) Land ceilings and other land reforms should be set-
tled as quickly as possible, preferably within a fixed time, 
as a delay in decision-making not only hampers food produc-
tion, but many other beneficial works also in the country. 
Lack of decision-making seems to play an important 
role in the underdevelopment of India. "The decision-making 
process was found to be a particularly strong need for 
6 
underdeveloped countries today." These underdeveloped 
"countries fail to take advantage of their development po-
tential because of reasons largely related to their image of 
change. They find it difficult to make decisions needed for 
development in the required number at the required speed."' 
(4) An over-abundant supply of agricultural labour be 
used directly on the land to apply the combination of im-
proved agricultural practices. This will increase the out-
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put per acre and reduce the surplus agricultural population. 
For this it recommended that public works such as tanks, 
village godowns, village to market roads, etc. be immedi-
ately undertaken. Such a programme would directly ease the 
unemployment situation and help to increase the food supply. 
At the same time, it would provide income to needy persons. 
(5) Harnessing the water supplies of the country was 
also recommended. The team remarks that India possesses one 
of the largest water supplies in the world, but little has 
been harnessed. Construction of masonry wells, tanks and 
expansion of tube-wells is one of the suggestions of the 
team. This would be a good measure to increase production 
in the short run. Improvements have been suggested in water 
channels and water management. To check salinity and water-
logging, surface drainage is advised. Suggestions have also 
been made to increase the food production on non-irrigated, 
arable land. 
(6) Production of fertilizers has been recommended. It 
has actually recommended a target of 1,500,000 tons of nit-
rogen, 750,000 tons of phosphoric acid, and 200,000 tons of 
potash to be reached by the end of the third five-year plan. 
(7) To derive the greatest benefit,' technological im-
provements have been recommended. The production of rice, 
wheat, millets, and other grains was to be speeded up. The 
team has laid stress on plant protection, mechanization, and 
introduction of improved agricultural practices like the 
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Japanese methods of paddy cultivation, expansion of seed 
multiplication farms, and agricultural research work. 
(8) The team also considered measures to improve the 
health of the poorly-fed cattle population so that along 
with plant food, animal food can be increased. The cattle 
population is adding to the food problem as the number of 
Indian cattle is over 200 million. They are a huge burden 
on agricultural land, and sadly, they are not very usefully 
used as a food resource in the country. The Ford Foundation 
Team has suggested a graduated tax on cattle to curb their 
increase in population. Compulsory confinement of all bulls 
kept for natural services, mandatory castration of all young 
bulls not required for breeding, and compulsory steriliz-
ation of surplus cows and heifers were also advocated. The 
team has asked for improving the feeding, breeding and man-
agement of the cattle. Some of the other measures mentioned 
are adoption of mixed farming, intensification of forage re-
search, linking of mixed farming to country-wide marketing 
organization, etc. 
(9) The team has suggested the expansion of the poultry 
industry. It has also suggested the development of improved 
strains of wool and mutton types of sheep, and pig breeding. 
Goat breeding of the milch type is suggested, and a number 
of other breeds of goats have been recommended to be reduced 
by legislation. To reduce the heavy pressure of animals on 
the land, vigorous research work on alternative sources of 
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farm power has been suggested. 
(10) The best suggestion the team has made is to make 
the entire nation aware of the gravity of the food situation. 
When people realize the seriousness of the situation, they 
will try to avert or overcome this situation. 
(11) The team has also recommended that in addition to 
food grains production, any balanced agricultural programme 
should also provide additional production of dairy and poul-
try products, fruits and vegetables to meet the demand of an 
expanding urban population and to help the gradual improve-
ment in the diets. 
A very fundamental thing which the team ignores be-
sides its excellent list of recommendations is impartation 
of education to the farmers or cultivators. Without educa-
tion people cannot be receptive to the new measures and 
ideas. 
To further protect the land and increase the utility 
of the soil, which would lead to an increase in yields, the 
Q 
idea of the institution of the "Ministry of Lands" seems to 
be quite useful and practical. The basic functions of this 
ministry would be as follows: (1) legislation and regula-
tion of land; (2) soil surveys, soil conservation, prohibi-
tion on the export of bones, bone meals, oil seeds, oil 
cakes, salt peter and any other fertilizing material; and 
(3) licensing of the uses to which the land can be put. 
In brief, this ministry would check the misuse of 
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the land and encourage its best possible use. 
More land, with the help of irrigation, should be 
brought under cultivation to produce more food. Then there 
is a possibility of expanding the area under cultivation, 
not only vertically but horizontally also. 
In the two sub-regions of the North West hills and 
central hills and plateau there is a scope for extension 
of cultivation to 3.5 million acres of land. In the 
non-Himalayan hilly sub-regions of North East plateau 
and Malabar-Konkan 6.8 million acres of land can be ex-
tended for cultivation. . . . Both the sub-regions 
(Western Himalayas and Eastern Himalayas) taken together 
leave 8-3 million acres where cultivation can be ex-
tended. 9 
Therefore, there is a good scope for 18.6 million acres of 
land to be extended. This land in these areas can be ex-
ploited only through scientific methods of cultivation like 
contour farming, terracing and strip cropping. 
Not only is there a scope for the extension of land 
for agriculture, or a great possibility to bring new land 
under cultivation, but there is also a good chance to extend 
the land vertically—i.e., by increasing the yields or pro-
ductivity per acre in the case of arable land which is al-
ready under cultivation. This demands inspired efforts and 
technical methods. Many experts in the field of agriculture 
consider it feasible to augment the productivity of the land 
in this way. Dr. Burns is one of the experts on matters of 
agriculture and technology. He concludes that "If all the 
known methods of improvement are put into force, yields of 
different crops can be raised." In the case of the prin-
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cipal crops he has worked out the percentages to which the 
yields can be raised. He has come to the conclusion that 
India should aim at an average yield of 1,000 lbs. of rice, 
800 lbs. of arhar (a kind of pulse), 1,200 lbs. of wheat 
from irrigated land and 600 lbs. from unirrigated land per 
acre. He considers that an improvement of 20 per cent in 
the case of jowar and gram and 25 per cent in the cases of 
bajra and maize (corn) is possible. 
Higher yields are possible not only by improving the 
quality of the soil, but higher yields are also feasible by 
the use of better and higher-yield seeds, like miracle rice 
developed in Thailand and new wheat for India and Pakistan 
developed in Mexico and Hambar—a type of barley developed 
in Arizona. Even the poor lands in India which are not con-
sidered good for cultivation can produce much more than the 
arable lands or lands already under cultivation. "It is 
possible to grow at least ten times more food per acre than 
the average for this area and the land which was considered 
so poor when we bought it that nobody wanted to cultivate 
it."11 
There is another way by which the yields can be in-
creased considerably—i.e., by simply cultivating properly 
the land under cultivation. At this time, some agricultural 
economists think that land is not properly cultivated or, in 
other words, it is undercultivated. 
"At present in spite of an excessive pressure of 
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population on land, even tiny holdings are undercultivated 
12 
which is an important factor in low yields." The actual 
reason for low yields is something more than just undercul-
tivation. The reason is lack of initiative in the case of 
the Indian cultivator. "This is essentially (not wholly) a 
problem of consciousness and aspirations. Starvation and 
lethargy with a resigned fatalism has to be substituted for 
an aspiration for better living through personal efforts." ^  
The next step is to check the increase in population 
which is increasing rapidly at a rate nearly 2.5 per cent a 
year in India. Thus, about 15 million new stomachs are 
added every year. The government of India has advocated 
various measures and methods like contraceptives of differ-
ent types—e.g., use of the loop, birth control pills, ster-
ilization, late marriage, creation of bachelor blocks, fam-
ily planning, etc.—but the population is still increasing 
at a fast pace. Putting a compulsory limit on the size of 
the family and introduction of a licensing system for child-
births, and levying a supertax on the people who cross the 
limit of family size are some of the other measures which 
can be considered. 
Brown has given an excellent idea how checks on the 
population would help the nutritional status of the people 
in South Asia. "Calorie yields per acre are higher in 
southern Asia as compared to North America, but cultivated 
acr'.s per person are much smaller than that of North America 
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which offsets the balance." 
According to an Indian population expert, Dr. 
Chandrasekhar, the best way to check the population in India 
would be to make the contraceptives, jellies, pills, etc. 
available as easily, cheaply, or even free. Family planning 
is not only desired, but it is a necessity. 
In the case of India, the government propaganda is 
not reaching the deeper layers of human thinking, especially 
in the case of women. Women look at childbearing from a 
traditional angle based on the religious concept of fulfil-
ment. Therefore a person with a large family is not looked 
down upon in India. "The central point in population con-
trol in these circumstances cannot be an appeal to self-
interest, but should be an appeal to duty."1^ 
The main problem in checking the growth of popula-
tion in India is the problem of imparting education on the 
subject of health. What is necessary is creating conscious-
ness about one's responsibility to society and to one's self. 
Ghandi approached this problem from three different 
angles according to the level of consciousness of the 
people. He thought in terms of total Brahmacharya 
(celibacy) for the religious, a partnership for social 
service for the understanding of human relations, and an 
environment of simple, pure and healthy social system 
for the rest. He prescribed what in his terminology he 
used to call self-control. His view was based on a 
rational view of enlightened human existence. It would 
guard against physical wastage, mental degeneration, and 
spiritual bankruptcy. It would take away the edge of 
suspicion in different social groups in India that would 
result in reducing their number. Reduction in numbers 
of people would be more than compensated for by the im-
provement in the quality of the human material.i6 
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The fixing of a desirable age for marriage can be a 
healthy approach to the problem of population. This can be 
approached by educative propaganda in two aspects: (1) it 
is the parents' responsibility towards their children with 
an emphasis on the quality of human material, and (2) it is 
their obligation to the nation. Simultaneously, efforts 
should be made to generate a healthy social climate which 
could help people to observe those restraints which are es-
sential in order to enable them to fulfil this obligation. 
Therefore, the best solution to overcome the problem 
of malnutrition would be to check the growth of the popula-
tion. A higher rate of growth of population as compared to 
the rate of increase in the yields of food and food products 
and capital accumulation is hard to cope with. Not only 
this, a higher rate of population increase is causing a de-
cline in the per capita net cultivated area, irrigated area, 
and double-cropped area. There is also a decline in ferti-
lizer per capita per acre. In a nutshell, it can be stated 
that the efforts to increase food production would bear 
fruit only if an increase in the population rate is curbed. 
The past relationship between food resources and population, 
if analyzed, would show that the per capita output of all 
kinds of foodstuffs except sugar and groundnuts have shown a 
declining trend since 1921-22. 
Until the decade 1921-22 when the population remained 
practically stationary, the per capita output of various 
foodstuffs increased, but from the decade 1921-31 on-
\ 
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wards, when population showed a continuing trend of in-
crease, the increase in per capita output of different 
kinds of foodstuffs could not keep pace with the in-
crease in population. Actually the population out-
stripped the food production during the period 1921-51. 
Since 1951, there has been an increase in respect of 
many items of food, but they are nowhere near the 1911-
21 per capita production level.17 
To meet the supply for more milk and milk products 
for the vegetarian population of the country, the health of 
the milk cattle should be improved. Livestock in India is 
also seriously underfed and undernourished, and to improve 
the health of the cattle there is a need to bring more area 
under feed and fodder crops. Selective breeding of the ani-
mals should be practised, and the number of cattle should be 
restricted. The inadequate supply of nutrients to cattle is 
reflected in their low yields of milk, and this lack of nu-
trients is contributing to the nutritional deficiency dis-
eases in the cattle. Wright's remarks are quite pertinent 
in this regard. "Until recently very little attention had 
been paid to the possible existence of mineral and vitamin 
deficiencies among Indian cattle. During the past few years, 
however, instances of definite diseases have been re-
corded."18 
To improve the health of cattle, which would add to 
human nutrition, grazing and pasture land should be given 
more importance. The importance of pasture lands is ex-
plained in the following lines. 
Grazing and fodder resources contribute to better 
human nutrition and greater efficiency from the working 
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animals. They also play an important role in the main-
tenance of soil fertility on cultivated land, in the 
correct management of the forest, and in conservation of 
the soil and water by protective plant cover.19 
There is a definite need to utilize the existing 
cattle wealth which is an important potential source of food. 
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At present India has "204,118,000 cattle", which are 
neither used for work purposes nor for milch purposes. To 
this can be added 116,914,000 poultry stock. These are the 
existing protein sources in the country, but only a very 
small quantity of this total is used. The nutrition advis-
ory committee of India has set 125 grams of meat intake in 
terms of per consumption unit for an average family of 6.13, 
but the average intake is 28 grams per consumption unit per 
family. If the number of surplus cattle and poultry are 
utilized, the consumption of meat to the required level can 
be easily raised. But there lies the greatest obstacle of 
changing the food habits of the people. According to the 
Hindu philosophy of Ahimsa—which prohibits the killing of 
any type of animal life—the problem of converting the pro-
tein rich food from the cattle is a very difficult task. 
Besides not being useful in any way, these cattle are rather 
harmful in the sense that they are an unnecessary burden on 
the land. They take away a fair share of fodder which could 
be provided for milch and work cattle. Besides this, they 
ruin the crops and thus add a burden to the economy of the 
country. Not only religious ideology is involved, but in 
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many states law also prevents the slaughter of cattle. For 
reasons of sentiment, or the philosophy of Ahimsa (religious 
ideology), or both, Article 48 of the Constitution of India 
reads as follows: 
The state should endeavor to organize agricultural 
and animal husbandry on modern and scientific lines, 
and will in particular take steps for preserving and im-
proving the breeds and prohibiting slaughter of cows and 
calves and other milch and draft cattle.21 
This bill was debated, and statements were made in 
discussion of the bill in February, 1955 by the late Prime 
Minister Nehru, and among other things he stated: 
I wish to make it perfectly clear that the govern-
ment of India are entirely opposed to this and would ask 
that this house reject it completely, and absolutely. I 
say so for two or three principal reasons; one being 
that so far as our legal advisors are concerned, as the 
house knows, they have advised us that it is not right 
and competent for this house to deal with the matter in 
this way. According to the Attorney General this is a 
matter for state governments to consider. Well and 
good. My advice to the state government must also be 
not to consider such a bill and not to proceed with 
i + 22 
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Besides all this, there is still a ban on cattle 
slaughter and this has resulted in a large number of stray 
cattle adding to the problem of malnutrition. In a nutshell, 
it can be said that popular sentiment against cattle slaugh-
ter lies at the back of this problem. This is causing a 
loss to the whole national economy, as useless cattle and 
buffaloes are to be fed at the expense of milch cattle. "If 
this transfer of feed were possible, it would seem reason-
able to assume that at least one additional pound of milk 
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per day would be produced as a result of eliminating one 
2^ 
useless animal." J 
Thus for each animal eliminated 365 pounds of milk 
would be gained annually. This quantity of milk if 
valued at 13 annas (13 cents) per seer (2 pounds), would 
be worth Rs. 148 ($30X On this basis the total amount 
gained annually by the nation from eliminating useless 
cattle and buffaloes would exceed Rs. 70 crores or Rs. 
70,000,000 or $14,000,000. Of perhaps even greater sig-
nificance than the monetary gain is the fact that each 
pound of additional milk thus made available would pro-
vide the suggested daily allowance for one Indian 
chiId.2^ 
There lies the whole dilemma, and the crux of the 
problem of malnutrition—i.e., the attitude of the people. 
If one wished to change the Hindu attitude towards cat-
tle, the only effective way is for the politicians to 
argue that vedas do not in fact require such respect for 
cattle, and that it is a subsequent accretion which can 
permissibly be sloughed off again.25 
The best and only safe way to change such age-old, 
deeply-rooted, firmly-held beliefs is through education. 
Not only the general type of education, but scientific and 
technical types should also be provided in juxtaposition. 
This coupled with a drive from the politicians would help 
change the image of the Indian people. "The impact of 
science on Hindu customs and practices have been of far 
reaching character, and will be more so when scientific 
26 knowledge penetrates the masses." 
The writer agrees with Panikkar and deems that edu-
cation for the masses would be the best solution to this 
grim problem of changing the attitudes, and only through 
education can the static society be moved and its image 
\ 
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changed. "Literate people will see the need for getting 
machines. It is not clear how machines will see the need 
27 for getting literate people." ' 
This attitude or image of the people has some fur-
ther and deeper effects. Owing to the spiritual outlook of 
the people, and their fatalistic approach to the problems, 
has not created in the Indian culture a feeling of economic 
advancement or materialism. Therefore, the will to work and 
advance seems to be a scarce commodity. This has led to 
poverty which has brought other ills with it. "The central 
feature of the poverty-ridden society is the absence of any 
tendency to improve. There is a stagnation in output and 
income, and this perpetuates itself year after year, and 
28 from generation to generation." Therefore, "people are 
29 poor because they prefer to be that way." ' 
Without moving the people and changing their atti-
tudes and image, there is no way to overcome the problem of 
malnutrition in India. 
People are the common denominator of progress, so 
paucis verbis, no improvement is possible with unim-
proved people, and advance is certain when people are 
liberated and educated. It would be wrong to dismiss 
the importance of roads, power plants, mills, and other 
familiar furniture of development. . . . There is a cer-
tain sterility in economic monuments that stand alone in 
the sea of illiteracy; conquest of illiteracy comes 
first.30 
Therefore, it follows from the above that the atti-
tudes of the majority of the people and their food habits 
and work habits are important obstacles to overcome, and 
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they stand in the way of the problem of malnutrition. Some 
new foods may be a solution, but before the new foods are 
introduced, the habits and food images of the people have to 
be changed. 
Food habits are created by self-image, according to 
Margaret Mead, "A person says in effect, the food habits 
I have are my own habits, I have formed or accepted 
them. Food habits are also a form of individual self-
expression just as much as clothing or reading habits or 
political attitudes." Not only self-image, but there is 
also an image of food involved in changing of food 
habits. A food may be considered bad or good, and heavy 
or light. The goodness and badness of a food in one 
culture may mean its healthiness or unhealthiness, and a 
different thing in another culture.31 
According to Margaret Mead, the image of food also 
includes a series of other elements. People may eat a 
'main-dish' or certain foods are regarded as only for cer-
tain occasions, or for certain people, or to be served in 
certain ways. Material factors have an influence on the im-
age of food in the minds of the consumers—for example, its 
dependability. 
Such qualities have a role in creating the image of 
food a person eats. . . . The connection between self-
image and food one eats is also important with reference 
to change completely, which is just as emotionally sig-
nificant as resistance to change. If each day you make 
yourself "yourself" by eating the familiar food of your 
class or group as a gentleman or a rich peasant and not 
a poor city dweller, a Muslim and not a Christian, and 
then you give up this food, and change to something dif-
ferent, you take an exceedingly drastic step. Especial-
ly with children, familiar food plays its part in the 
work of "maintenance" or reassurance that the world is 
the same and stable and sudden change is something 
frightening.32 
Therefore, it is quite difficult to change this 
image, and this kind of image is stronger in the low socio-
economic group. Unless this image is changed, it is very 
hard for the people to accept foods such as beef or meat. 
This is very true in the case of India. 
India is one of the advanced nations in nutrition sci-
ence. Technologists have developed a large number of 
fortified foods that would go a long way in overcoming 
the country's nutrition problem—if indeed Indians would 
eat them. . . . Our technicians invent the most marvel-
lous foods. They write wonderful papers that are cited 
in scientific Journals everywhere, their lectures are 
admired by all. But that is the end of it.33 
Some examples of such attitudes are cited below. 
"These men don't work; it is against their religion. 
Some Baiga tribesmen of Southwestern Madhya Pradesh still 
prefer a nomadic life collecting honey in the forests and 
fishing."3^ 
Studies by the Food and Agricultural Organization 
have indicated that one of the chief barriers to in-
creased production of food in Asia is the utterly pas-
sive attitude on the part of the mass of cultivators, 
the feeling that extra effort cannot be worthwhile, be-
cause life is fixed and determined.35 
This is true, but there is something more to it which may be 
the cause for this kind of attitude in the cultivators. 
To solve the short-coming of a social order, like a 
system where wealth and political power is the luck of 
the few and the masses are excluded from all incentives 
to improvement, no agricultural expert can justify the 
sowing of better quality crops when the peasant knows 
definitely that none of the gains will accrue to him.36 
Another instance of such an attitude against change 
is as follows: 
A wave of protest meetings held mainly by various 
women's organizations of India against the intensified 
1?7 
campaign of family planning. A less energetic wave of 
protest also went through India against government poli-
cies concerning the use of contraceptives, drugs and 
devices.37 
Unless such attitudes are changed, there is not much 
hope of overcoming the problem of malnutrition. But as 
change is the law of nature, and it is bound to come, educa-
tional measures and technical innovations ("both annovations 
and onnovations"3 ) can be used to accelerate it. Once 
people become receptive to the new ideas, they automatically 
would start changing. 
In brief, conservation of soil, high quality seeds, 
checks on population increase, modification of the present 
laws of inheritance, introduction of multiple-cropping and 
mixed farming, control of stray cattle, and eradication of 
unemployment and underemployment by opening up small-scale, 
cottage industries and training workshops for the people 
would help to overcome the food problem which in turn would 
ease the problem of malnutrition. 
Protective or Ameliorative Measures 
All the above measures are either to increase the 
food production or to increase income to some extent, or 
both. They are not direct ameliorative measures to check 
the disease of malnutrition. They are the measures which 
would ease the problem of malnutrition, and help eradicate 
this disease. 
Some of the ameliorative measures under operation in 
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different states are as follows: 
(1) Distribution of skimmed milk powder. 
(2) School lunch programmes. 
(3) Applied nutrition programme. 
(4) Pre-school children programme. 
(5) Other activities. 
These measures should be encouraged more and more to 
overcome the problem of malnutrition. 
(1) Distribution of Skimmed Milk Powder 
This milk is distributed through UNICEF to children 
less than fourteen years old, and to expectant and nursing 
mothers. It is one of the major ameliorative measures. The 
beneficiaries and the amount distributed in each state is 
given below: 
STATE-WISE DATA ON UNICEF MILK DISTRIBUTION39 
No. of 
Name of No. of Beneficiaries Quantity Distributing 
the State Centres Per Day (lbs.) Agency 
Bihar 358 
Madhya Pradesh 749 
Madras 
1,800 
68,000 
Maternity and 
chi ld welfare 
cen t res 
500,000 M.C.H. & P.H.C. 
930,000 M.C.H. & P.H.C. 
& selected vol-
untary agencies 
for pre-school 
children 
Punjab 9,079 
West Bengal 
10,000,000 
25,000 
M.C.H. & P.H.C. 
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Note: M.C.H. = Maternal and Child Health Centres. 
P.H.C. = Primary Health Centres. 
In some states vitamin tablets and vitamin A and D 
capsules were distributed. Unfortunately, the data is most 
incomplete on the distribution of various vitamins. 
(2) School Lunch Programmes 
The mid-day meal programme is provided by some 
schools in several states. Again the number of schools 
benefiting from this is not very much. The following table 
shows the beneficiaries of this programme. 
STATE-WISE DATA ON BENEFICIARIES UNDER THE 
SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAMME1*-0 
State Number of Schools Number of Children 
Andra Pradesh 9,5^5 feeding centres 9,520,000 
Bihar . . 20,000 
Mysore 7,000 700,000 
Uttar Pradesh 1,753 3^8,988 
(3) Applied Nutrition Programme 
In some states of India, some applied nutrition ac-
tivities are carried out. In Andra Pradesh, Bihar, Kerala, 
Maharastra, Mysore, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal, kitchen 
gardens and home and school gardens are practised under this 
programme. The production is used to feed the vulnerable 
areas. 
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In these states, there are nutrition advisory com-
mittees for organization and implementation of this pro-
gramme . 
In the state of Kerala some community workers like 
Panchyat executive officers, Panchyat presidents, school 
teachers, youth club members and gramsevaks (village social 
workers) are getting training in nutrition. The feeding 
programme for pre-school children and lactating mothers is 
in progress in 300 centres. 
In Madhya Pradesh, some work like school gardens, 
home gardens and community gardens have started. Voluntary 
contributions in some villages are used for the population 
which suffered from malnutrition. In Maharastra, Mysore, 
Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal some feeding programmes with 
community garden produce are in progress. In the Punjab, 
poultry farming practices have been introduced. Pig raising 
and inland fishery schemes are underway to increase meat 
production. 
(4) Pre-school Children Programmes 
Under this programme, skimmed milk is distributed to 
pre-school children in some states such as Andra Pradesh, 
Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Madras, Uttar Pradesh and West Ben-
gal. 
(5) Other Activities 
Some activities such as supplies of fresh milk to 
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the public at subsidized rates in the big cities have been 
introduced. However, the number of cities covered through 
this programme is small. 
The writer of this paper would like to add a few 
more measures to check this disease of malnutrition. They 
are as follows: 
(1) Education—agricultural and nutritional types. 
(2) Establishing the Department of Nutrition. 
(3) Use of groundnuts and soybeans. 
(4) Use of protein-sprayed wheat. 
(5) More medical colleges, health centres, and hospitals. 
(6) School breakfast programmes. 
(7) Balanced production of pulses and cereals. 
(8) Establishing suitable prices for food grains. 
(9) Government restaurants. 
(10) Introducing checks on the emigration of doctors and 
nurses. 
Education 
The first and foremost measure the writer would con-
sider is education. With the help of education people not 
only will be enlightened, but will also become more recep-
tive to the new ideas. They will also become fully aware of 
the problem of malnutrition. As soon as they realize the 
seriousness of this disease, they might not only look for 
causes, but work out solutions also for them. Education 
would not only prepare the people for change, but it would 
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also help uproot their traditional beliefs, deep-rooted 
habits and taboos about different types of diets. The 
writer would advocate the following items under education. 
(1) Agricultural Education should be imparted to all 
cultivators and the best way would be to set up demonstra-
tion workshops, farms, schools and colleges. In the case of 
demonstration workshops and farms, the people can earn while 
they are learning some new techniques. So in this way, some 
employment to the cultivators is also provided. In each 
community block which has already been established, at least 
one demonstration farm should be installed. The arrangement 
of land to run such works could be made through the village 
Panchyat (elected committee). The government (state) should 
provide the staff and machinery. The produce of these farms 
should be shared by the owners of the land and the staff 
should be paid by the government. 
Another way to impart agricultural education is to 
introduce agricultural technology courses in all the high 
schools. Besides these courses, agricultural high schools 
should be opened in each block. At present, there are no 
such agricultural high schools, nor many schools offering 
courses in agricultural technology in India. It is quite 
surprising, or rather, shocking-that India, being an agri-
cultural country does not provide any such facility to its 
young farmers. This would raise the question of trained 
teachers. For that purpose agricultural colleges should be 
1 '''' 
opened. The writer would advocate at least one agricultural 
college in each district. The main purpose of this college 
would be to promote agricultural productivity, and its chief 
functions would be as follows: 
(1) To train the staff for agricultural high schools, 
and for demonstration and farm centres. 
(2) To carry research into high-yield and new seeds, 
cross-breeding of different varieties of crops for higher 
productivity. 
(3) To conduct soil research, and suggest measures to 
overcome the lack of certain elements in the soil. 
(4) To make the results of their research public to all 
cultivators in the easiest possible language and suggestions 
for improvement in farming. 
(5) This college should also carry research into animal 
husbandry, poultry farming, and pisciculture. Fish should 
be produced in more quantity. It is acceptable to 50 per 
cent of the people, and pisciculture could be practised both 
at small and large-scale levels. The water during the rainy 
season could be stored in tanks and ponds in homes and vil-
lages and exploited for fish farming. This fish farming 
should be encouraged wherever there is an opportunity, such 
as tanks, village ponds, canals and channels, etc. The 
agricultural college should carry on research for a better 
quality of fish and fast-maturing types of fish. Establish-
ment of fish nurseries should also be encouraged. It is a 
pity that many states in India have just one and some have 
no agricultural college. The Punjab, which is considered to 
be the bread basket of India, has just one agricultural col-
lege. 
Setting up of the Department of Nutrition in each 
state is another recommendation. It can work in co-ordin-
ation with the Department of Health and Welfare. The main 
responsibilities of this department would be as follows: 
(1) Setting up of nutrition institutions not only at the 
state level, but also at the district level. The main pur-
pose of these institutions should be to train workers in 
nutrition work and provide teachers to teach nutrition at 
the high school level. Besides this, it should carry re-
search into nutrition matters, like the nutritional value of 
different food elements and explaining the role of these 
food elements in the physical and emotional build-up of the 
person. They can also do some research work to.test the nu-
tritional value of some crops like groundnuts, soybeans, and 
grams, etc., and then make some powder out of these crops 
and mix it with ordinary wheat flour or with rice. In this 
way, people may eat this food without much objection or bias. 
The use of groundnuts as a chief source of protein 
can be advised to those who cannot afford or do not consume 
meat or milk products. 
"One ounce of roasted groundnut has as much protein 
in it as one-third ounce of dal (pulse), one and two-thirds 
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ounces of mutton, two ounces of eggs or eight ounces of 
4l 
milk."^1
The use of soybeans and cotton seed can be a good 
source for child feeding and even for adults. "Beverages 
for child feeding nutritionally equivalent to cow's milk, 
now can be made from cotton seed flour and particularly from 
soybeans, and a completely adequate supply can be obtained 
solely from vegetable sources with the addition of essential 
42 
amino acid." 
Soybeans as a food product are acceptable in India 
and it can be added to standard foods consisting largely of 
wheat, corn, or rice, or starchy food deficient in protein. 
Another way to add the required quantity of protein 
to some staple diets can also be practised, like protein-
sprayed wheat, or spraying of grains with lysine, an essen-
tial amino acid. Slight quantities of lysine would be 
enough to raise significantly the protein value of wheat. 
It may then be possible to provide millions of Indian child-
ren with the needed protein without having to persuade their 
mothers to give them unfamiliar foods. 
(2) Proper surveys on the diet and nutrition of each 
state. 
(3) It should be the responsibility of this department 
to set up nutrition blocks and nutritional dispensaries or 
centres in each of those blocks which would provide informa-
tion on nutritional matters to the residents of those blocks. 
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In each nutritional centre, there should be at least one 
trained nurse and one doctor especially trained in nutri-
tional aspects of medicine. 
(4) This department would also be responsible for main-
taining a close co-ordination between the nutrition commit-
tee of the village and nutrition centre in that block. 
(5) Distribution of vitamin tablets and capsules through 
the proper agencies to the vulnerable areas, and also where 
malnutrition is acute. 
(6) It is the main function of this department to pro-
vide health check-ups to each person in the state. This 
could be done through the staff of nutrition dispensaries 
which can cover the whole block by going to each town and 
giving check-ups to the people. This can be worked out in 
co-ordination with the village head representative. Once a 
year a health check-up campaign should be arranged. To meet 
the sudden demand for staff for such purposes, the students 
of the medical colleges can be called upon. 
(7) More medical colleges and training centres for 
nurses should be opened through this department. 
(8) The Department of Nutrition in co-operation with the 
ministry of information and broadcast should arrange radio 
talks in state and regional languages regarding malnutrition 
and the ways to check it. These talks should be delivered 
by experts but at the same time be simple enough to be fol-
lowed by everyone. It should also arrange to show movies 
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and documentaries to the people explaining the uses of bet-
ter nutrition and good health and how it can be achieved. 
These should be particularly arranged in vulnerable areas. 
(9) This department should establish more child welfare 
centres where not only advice to pregnant and nursing 
mothers is available free, but family planning advisory 
facilities are also at their service. These centres should 
also distribute vitamin tablets to the needy people and 
birth control pills to the married couples. 
(10) In co-operation with the community development block, 
the nutrition block should demonstrate better cooking methods 
to the housewives. 
(11) This department should also be responsible for pub-
lishing and circulating the pamphlets and bulletins in 
ordinary, simple language which have information on causes 
and measures to check malnutrition, and these pamphlets 
should be provided to all the schools and also to the public 
in general. 
(12) It should also arrange for crash courses in nutri-
tional training. 
(13) Besides all this, it should be the responsibility of 
the nutrition department to carry on research regarding the 
diseases caused by malnutrition in their respective state 
and to devise measures to overcome these diseases. 
The school feeding system is very strongly recom-
mended by the writer. Not only mid-day lunch programmes, 
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but breakfast programmes should also be introduced. This 
will attract more students to school and thus another impor-
tant purpose of educating the children would be encouraged 
through this programme. The expenses of these breakfasts 
and lunches should be met by the state and rich people 
should be highly taxed, and this tax money should be chan-
nelled for such purposes. 
For proper feeding of industrial workers, either 
they should be given adequate wages, or subsidized food al-
lowances, or industries should set up their own canteens 
where meals could be available at reasonable costs and a 
balanced diet should be the main goal in these canteens. 
"Obviously, the first necessity, if the underdeveloped coun-
tries are to develop, is more and better food." J Without 
improvement in their nourishment, the human efficiency is 
not going to increase and the country cannot develop fast. 
A balanced production of pulses and cereals in vari-
ous regions is desired, and fruits and vegetables should 
provide the necessary supplementary food if people do not 
want to change their vegetarian habits. 
The writer would also recommend the establishment of 
government restaurants which should provide a balanced diet 
to the urban people at reasonable costs. Reference is also 
made to the establishment of milk distribution centres which 
could cater to the needs of urban centres at fair prices. 
More hospitals should be opened as India is terribly 
l;9 
lacking in this facility, especially in the rural areas. 
There are many areas in India where qualified doctors and 
nurses are a rare commodity for a seven to ten-mile radius, 
and owing to the lack of transportation facilities, this 
seven to ten miles are as much as seventy to one hundred 
miles in a developed country. So the need for more hospi-
tals is urgently demanded. To fulfil the needs for the 
staffing of these hospitals, not only should more medical 
colleges be opened, but not a single doctor and trained 
nurse be allowed to emigrate. At the same time, no students 
of medicine should be sent outside the country for medical 
training unless he is strictly bonded by the Indian govern-
ment to return home after the completion of his education. 
The simple reason is that since there is a dearth of doctors 
in India, and students who come abroad to study medicine 
seldom go back, and even if some of them go back, they will 
have inculcated a desire to emigrate to the rich lands under 
a simple excuse that those areas provide more facilities for 
research if not better life at the same time. 
Therefore, the foreign experts on nutritional mat-
ters should be invited to India to train Indian doctors and 
nurses. This would not only be economical but more useful 
also as India would be able to retain her doctors inside the 
country. 
Last, but not least, the writer would recommend that 
public opinion should be educated towards the main goal of 
I'lO 
the abolition of poverty. For this, the writer thinks that 
the safe way in a democratic framework for a welfare state 
like India is to transform the masses through education. 
This would help change their traditional way of thinking. 
Furthermore, it would change their attitudes,' values, ways 
and ideology, and also create a new image in their minds. 
Thus, this would not only manage to overcome the problem of 
malnutrition, but also help industrialize the country as 
people would understand the purpose behind it and have the 
substantial nourishment and efficiency to do so. 
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A P P E N D I X 
FINDINGS OF THE DIET SURVEYS 
Punjab M.P. West Bengal U.P. Kerala 
Wheat 597 *+33 171 119 95 
121 128 43 
41 52 17 
62 85 37 
N.A. 119 254 
N.A. 198 N.A. 
17 24 4 
12 6 24 
Source: Nutrition Research Laboratories, Report of 
Nutrition Work Done in States, 1964-1965 
(Hyderabad). 
Milk and Milk 
Products 
Sugar 
Vegetable 
Protein 
Rice 
Millets 
Fats 
Animal Protein 
468 
116 
86 
34 
32 
23 
19 
168 
46 
109 
70 
316 
23 
9 
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AVERAGE DAILY CONSUMPTION OF FOODSTUFFS IN 
OUNCES, PER CONSUMPTION UNIT, AS REVEALED 
BY SURVEYS OF INDIA 
Food Groups 
Cereals 
Pulses 
Leafy Vegetables 
Other Vegetables 
Ghee and Oils 
Milk 
Meat, Fish and Eggs 
Fruits (and Nuts) 
Sugar and Jaggery 
1935-W 
16.62 
2.26 
0.85 
4.10 
0.92 
3.31 
0.94 
0.58 
O.67 
1955-58 
16.59 
2.39 
O.71 
3.20 
O.52 
2.81 
0.47 
0.21 
0.71 
Source: Cabinet Secretariat, Government of India, The 
National Sample Survey, No. 20 (Calcutta, 
1959)• 
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CURRENT CONSUMPTION LEVELS FOR INDIA, 
GROUP Ia COUNTRIES, GROUP IIb 
COUNTRIES AND THE WORLD AS A 
WHOLE 
Item 
Group I 
Excluding 
India India Group I Group II World 
Cereals 
Starchy Roots 
Sugar 
Pulses and Nuts 
Fruits and Vege-
tables 
Meat 
Fish 
Eggs 
Milk and Milk Pro-
ducts (excluding 
butter) 
Fats and Oils 
Calories 
Animal Protein (g) 
Total Protein (g) 
Fats (g) 
Calcium (mg) 
Iron (mg) 
Vitamin A (I.U.) 
Thiamine (mg) 
Niacin (mg) 
Ascorbic Acid (mg) 
375 
30 
45* 
65 
80 
4 
7 
1 
140** 
IX*** 
1,970 
6 
51 
,
 27 1+1+6 
15 
1,432 
1.3 
7 
26 
(Grams Per 
393 
229 
26 
50 
191 
37 
28 
5 
64 
12 
2,190 
10 
60 
36 
293 
13 
2,945 , 
1.6 
14 
83 
Person Pe. 
389 
189 
29 
53 
169 
3? 24 
4 
79 
12 
2,150 
9 
58 
^ 324 
14 
2,642.7 
1.5 
14 
72 
3 
1 
5 
r Day) 
328 
316 
88 
16 
362 
152 
34 
33 
573 
k7 
,060 
44 
90 
106 
,099 
17 
,555 
2 
19 
116 
370 
227 
k7 
42 
227 
67 
27 
12 
228 
22 
2,420 
20 
68 
56 
557 
15 
3,516 
2 
15 
85 
Group I comprises the Far East, Near East, Africa, 
and Latin America excluding River Plate countries. 
Group II comprises Europe, North America, Oceania, 
and River Plate countries. 
*Gur Equivalent. 
**Includes Butter and Ghee. 
***Excludes Butter and Ghee. 
Source: Sukhatme, op. cit.. p. 79* 
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DAILY PER CAPITA FOOD CONSUMPTION, 1948-49 
(IN TERMS OF CALORIES) 
vTrrrwuffssssssassaesams^ssBsssssssv' T '• ' MaosgaasEsaagsgaaaaaaoMBBaBM^ 
Cereals 
Roots and Tubers 
Sugar and Syrups 
Pulses and Nuts 
Vegetables 
Fruits 
Meat 
Eggs 
Fish and Shellfish 
Milk and Cheese 
Oils and Fats 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
U.S.A. 
779 
98 
481 
82 
83 
119 
483 
84 
20 
431 
468 
• • 
3,128 
Canada 
713 
189 
529 
80 
41 
70 
469 
67 
23 
440 
441 
• • 
3,062 
Burma 
1,^3 
20 
63 
103 
29 
65 
21 
9 
152 
14 
67 
• • 
1,986 
Japan 
1,438 
152 
60 
9 
47 
12 
7 
2 
48 
5 
12 
42 
1,834 
India 
1,064 
15 
125 
178 
10 
39 
10 
• • 
2 
106 
72 
• • 
1,621 
Source: Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Minis-
try of Food and Agriculture, Government of 
India, Food Situation in India, 1939-53 (New 
Delhi, 195^). 
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FIGURES DERIVED FROM THE TABLE OF DAILY PER 
CAPITA FOOD CONSUMPTION (1948-49) AND USED 
FOR COMPLETING 
1 Radius of the 
Circle in cm. 
1 Value of the angle 
for cereal con-
sumption 
2 Value of the angle 
for roots and 
tubers consump-
tion 
3 Value of the angle 
for sugar and 
syrups 
4 Value of the angle 
for pulse and 
millets consump-
tion 
5 Value of the angle 
for vegetable 
consumption 
6 Value of the angle 
for fruits con-
sumption 
7 Value of the angle 
for meat con-
sumption 
8 Value of the angle 
for egg consump-
tion 
9 Value of the angle 
for fish and 
shellfish con-
sumption 
10 Value of the angle 
for milk and 
cheese consump-
tion 
11 Value of the angle 
for oils and fat 
consumption 
12 Value of the angle 
for miscellaneous 
item consumption 
U.S.A. 
5.6 
92.6° 
11.6° 
57.1° 
9-7° 
9.8° 
14.1° 
57.4° 
9-9° 
2.3° 
49.6° 
53.6° 
THE PIE 
Canada 
5.5 
83.8° 
22.2° 
62.5° 
9.3° 
4.1° 
8.2° 
55.8° 
7.8° 
2.7° 
51.7° 
51.8° 
GRAPHS 
Burma Japan 
4.4 4.2 
26l.6° 282.2° 
3.6° 29.8° 
11.4° 11.3° 
18.6° 1.7° 
5.2° 9.2° 
11.7° 2.3° 
32.9° 11.2° 
0.9° 
2.3° 
8.2° 
India 
4.0 
236.3° 
3.3° 
27.7° 
39.5° 
2.2° 
8.6° 
2.6° 
23.5° 
15-9° 
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200. =U 15 2 -G.050vG0E-Ul 
210. =0 10 IPTEpncPT n/jiUKinir (;;; 
2 2 0 . =0 IV GPECirY '..ITTI.LPl YOU ..'IGP 70 CO TO TTE PF/FT CTEP TV TY! \'<~ V7G 0 ' . r 
2 2 1 . =1 10 YLO 
1 3 1 . «=P 04 
1 3 1 . «= 2 
1 3 1 . « 3 GTFP 5 
1 3 1 . = 4 
1 5 0 . < 05 VAPIAOLF EFTvPEP 0 
l a v . = ' x 
174. =J OG GU,'i (IF GCUAPEG PEDUCFP If: T!!IG GTEP 1200.723 
1/0. =G U7 PPUPOP.TIOP OF VAiUAP'CE CF ^ PEPL'CFn 0 .001 
170. = 2 
I f 4 . =u no CU.iULA.TIVE GU,'i UF GCUAPEG PEPliCEH 15fi*333.2Ll 
105. =0 00 OJP.'JLATIYE PP.UKJPTIOi: PEPUCED 1.000 OF15C0353.512 
105. = 2 
ICO. =G 10 FOP 5 VAPIAPI.FS FPTEiTD 
100. =0 11 MULTIPLE CU.iiini.ATIO.: CCFFriCIEPT.. . 1.000 
103. =0 32 r-VALUE Rip APALYGlG r.r: VAF.IAPCE... 0 . 
105. =0 15 GTAPDAUP EPPCH CF LSTI.MATr 0 . 
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205 . =0 24 VAPIAOLE W. PEP. roEFF. 
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23v. =1 30 'T 
lOi. </U4 ROUTl.PE? 
110. =IU5 * 
llw. '-•LPF.AJ; 130. 
SIMl'LK KKGIOJOGION 
203. -PF.'OV LOAPISTATPK] 
104. +REAOY STARTQ] "
 x?c 
141. =0104 TYPE THE CODE OF THE ROUTINE YOU UISP. TO USE JJ 
143. =1105 RE 
154. =0107 SPECIFY YOUR DATA REOJJI REMEf.TS USING f i f l . , SAPE, SPEW, NSET, CSET OP TPA'1 
156. =1105 NET.' 
111. =0 11 
131. = 2 
111. = 3 STATFK HANDLES A. MAXIMUM OF 100 OPSERVATIOf.'S PER VARIABLE 
111. = 4 AMD 10 VARIABLES (SETS OF OBSERVATIONS) 
115. =0 09 
113. = 2 TYPE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS PER VARIABLE HI THE FOPi-I XX/ 
115. =1 00 6/ 
120. =0 10 
120. = 2 TYPE MINCER CF VARIABLES 111 THE FORI! XX/ 
122. =1 00 10/ 
130. =0 01 
130. = 2 IF INPUT DATA IS READ If! FROi I THE CARD READER/ MAKE IT READY. 
130. = 3 OTHERWISE, TYPE INPUT DATA ONE VARIABLE (SET OF OBSERVATIONS) AT A TIPE IN 
130. = 4 THE FCMI XX.X/XX.X/ . . . FTC. 
130. = 5 RFC,IN A MB.' LINE FOR EACH VARIABLE 
132. =1 00 ^SOO./^SOO./SlOO./SOOO./SOOO./ieOO./ 
132. =1 00 ^431. /189. /1052. /124. /094. /1127. / . 
132. =1 00 1 1 . f / 1 5 . 9 / 4 . 7 / 7 . 5 / 5 . 3 / 2 . 4 / 
132. =1 00 1 .57/1 .87/ .70/1 .02/1 .12/ .07/ 
132. =1 00 277 . /216 . /295 . /255 . /178 . /228 . / 
132. =1 00 864. /953. /878. /923. /909. /1022. / 
132.. =1 00 7Gl. /537. /599. /39. /108fi . /100. / 
132. =1 OQ 6.03/5 .7S/5 .74/5 .55/5 .51/5 .10/ 
132. =1 00 10.5/8.3/10,9/10., 2/2. ;L/15.5/V / 
171: =4iii 6 5 - 0 / i t f - l % M w : U H k l 7 m m THIS EXECUTION DATA CAN BE RECOVERED 
170. = 2 AMD THE EXECUTION RESTARTED BY DEPRESSING TAB. AND TYPING START(ll) AFTF'' 
180. =0125 
150. « 2 SPECIFY IF YOU WISH A DATA. LISTING BY TYPING YES OR NO 
182. =1105 NO 
123. =0 01 
123. = 2 SPECIFY THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IN THE FORM XX/ 
124. =1 00 1/ 
125. =0 02 
125. = 2 SPECIFY THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IN TVF FORM XX/ 
126. =1 00 2/ 
131. =0 03 
131. = 2 INTERCEPT 3420.770 
132. =0 04 REGRESS I ON COEFFICIENT -0 .851 
141. =0 07 
141. = 2 STD. ERROR OF REO. OOEF 0.511 
142. =0 0£ COMPUTED T-VALUE -1.604 
144. =0 05 
144. = 2 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 0.640t 
146. =0 OC STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE... 484.440 
147. =0 09 
147. = 2 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOP THE REGRESSION 
148. =0 20 
148. = 2 SOURCE OF VARIATION D.F. SUM OF SO. MEAN SO. F V>IIF 
151. =0 11 ATTRIBUTABLE TO REGRESSION 1 (.49005.797 640005.797 ?.70? 
153. =0 12 DEVIATION FROM REGRESSION . 4 938727.536 234Ff3.rA"> 
156. =0 13 TOTAL 5. 1588333.312 
157. =0 14 
10'6 
157. = 2 SPECIFY WHETHER YOU WISH TO PRINT TABLE OF RFGIDUAIS BY TY.'UPC. YFO OP NO 
155. =1 15 NO 
ICG. =0 1G 
16G. = 2 SPECIFY WHETHER YOU WISH TO PERFOPJI CORE REGRESSION BY TVPIPG YES OP NO 
1G7. =1 15 N 
RJECT KB TIMEOUT 
141. =0104 TYPE THE CODE OF THE ROUTINE YOU WISH TO USE 
143. =1105 RE 
154. =0107 SPECIFY YOUR DATA REQUIREMENTS US I TIC, NEW, SAME, SMEW, NSET, SSET C" Tp 
156. =1105 HEW 
111. =0 11 
111. = 2 
111. = 3 STATPK HANDLES A MAXIMUM OF 100 OBSERVATIONS PER VARIABLE 
111. = 4 AND 10 VARIABLES (SETS OF OBSERVATIONS) 
115. =0 09 
113. = 2 TYPE NUMCCR OF OBSERVATIONS PER VARIABLE IN THE FOPM XX/ 
115. =1 00 6/ 
RJECT KB TIMEOUT 
115. "BREAK 115. 
145. +READY COMMAND 
101. -READY LOAOtSTATPA] 
101. -EPPOR LOAD P.EOUEST NOT FULFILLED (PROGRAM NOT IN LIBRARY) 
101. -READY L0ADLSTATPK 
101. -RJECT UNPAIRED PAPEN 
101. -READY LOAD[STATPK] 
194. +REAPY' SARTLl] " " 
394. +RJECT I LLEG/iL STATEMENT 
194. +READY STARTLH 
141. =0104 TYPE THE CODE OF THE ROUTINE YOU WISH TO USE 
143. =1105 NEW 
148. =0106 
148. = 2 THIS ROUTINE IS HOT IN STATPK, CHECK CODE AND RE-TYPE 
143. =1105 RE 
154. =0107 SPECIFY YOUR DATA. REOJJIRBSENTS USING NEW, SAME, SHEW, NSET, SSET OP T* 
156. =1105 NEW 
111. =0 11 
111. = 2 
111. = 3 STATPK HANDLES A MAXIMUM OF 10U OBSERVATIONS P?R VARIABLE 
111. = " 4 AND 10 VARIABLES (SETS OF OBSERVATIONS) 
113. =0 09 
113. = 2 TYPE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS PER VARIABLE IN THE FOii-i XX/ 
115. =1 00 G/ 
120. =0 10 
120. = 2 TYPE NUMBER OV VARIABLES IN THE FORM XX/ 
122. =1 00 2/ 
130. =0 01 
130. = 2 IF INPUT DATA IS READ IN FROM HIE CARD REAPER, MAKE IT READY. 
130. = 3 OTHFRWISE, TYPE HTUT DATA ONE VARIABLE (SFT OF OBSERVATIONS) AT A TIME IP 
130. = 4 THE FOPM XX.X/XX.X/ ... ETC. 
130. = 5 BEGIN A NEW LINE FOP EACH VARIABLE 
132. =1 00 3500./5300./3109./50CO./3000./lf»(>0./ 
132. =1 00 11.8/13.0/4.7/7.5/5.5/2.4/ 
178. =0111 IF A PROBLEM OCCURS DURING THIS EXECUTION' DATA CAN BE RECOVERED 
178. = 2 AMD THE EXEaiTION RESTARTED P.Y DEPRESSING TAB. AND TYPH.'C. STAP.TC13) "' 
ISO. =0125 
ISO. = 2 SPECIFY IF YOU l.'ISH A DATA LISTING BY TYPING YES OR NO 
182. =1105 NO 
157 
123. =0 01 
123. = 2 SPECIFY THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IN THE FORM XX/ 
124. =1 00 1/ 
125. =0 02 
125. = 2 SPECIFY THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IN THE FORM XX/ 
12b. =1 00 2 / 
131 . =0 05 
151. = 2 INTERCEPT 2211.528 
152. =0 04 REGRESSION COEFFICIENT 92.781 
141. =0 07 
1 4 1 . = 2 STO. ERROR OF REG. COEF 45.548 
142. =0 08 COMPUTED T-VALUE 2 .131 
144. =0 05 
144. = 2 CORRELATION COEFFI CIENT 0.729 
146. =0 06 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE... 451.284 
147. =0 09 
147. = 2 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION 
148. =0 10 
148. = 2 SOURCE OF VARIATION D.F. SUM OF SO. MEAN SC. F VALUE 
151 . =0 11 ATTRIBUTABLE TO REGRESSION 1 844510.750 844510.75P 4.550 
155. =0 12 DEVIATION FROM REGRESSION 4 744022.5G2 186005.641 
156. =0 15 TOTAL 5 1588535.512 
157. =0 14 
157. = 2 SPECIFY WIIFTHER YOU V/ISH TO PRINT TABLE OF RESIDUALS BY TYPING YES OP NO 
158. =1 15 
158. =BREAK 153. 
1 7 1 . +READY COMMAND 
QUIKTRAJNI AT YOUR SERVICE 
Hffi'JR^Tf1^ YOUR SERVICE 
LN11 READY ;USERLWL1100,L321]' 
101 . -READY LOAD[STATP2] 
168. +READY STARTL1] 
108. =0104 ROUTINE? 
110. =1105 RE 
121 . =C107 DATA TYPE? 
123. =1150 NEW 
112. =0 09 OBSERVATIONS? 
114. =1 00 : 
114. = ? G/ 
119. =0 10 VARIABLES? 
121. =1 00 ? / 
129. =0 0 1 ENTER E.Y VARIABLE -
131. =1 00 3500./5300./5100./5000./3000./1800./ 
131. =1 00 1.57/1.27/ .70/1.C2/1.12/ .G7/ 
149. =0125 LISTING? 
150. =1105 NO 
125. =0 01 
125. = ? SPECIFY THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IN THE FORM XX/ 
124. =1 00 1/ 
125. =0 02 
13 i : - u U-'? INTFUCFPT 2004.541 
132. =0 04 REGRESSION COFFFI CIENT 724.808 ^ 
141. =0 07 i - > 6 
141. = 2 STD. ERROR OF REG. CHEF 423.185 
142. =0 08 COMPUTED T-VALUE 1.713 
144. =0 05 
344. = 2 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 0.C50 -
146. =0 OG STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE... 478.607 
147. =0 09 
147. = 2 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR TIF P.EGREGGlON 
148. =0 10 
148. = 2 SOURCE OF VARIATION D.F. SUM OF SQ. MEAN GO. F VALUE 
151. =0 11 ATTRIBUTABLE TO REGRESSION 1 672073.492 (.72073.492 2.<i34 
153. =0 12 DEVIATION FROM REGRESSION 4 916259.820 2290G4.955 
15G. =0 13 TOTAL 5 1588535.512 
157. =0 14 
157. = 2 SPECIFY WHETHER YOU WISH TO PRINT TABLE OF RFSIOUALS BY TYPING YES OP JO 
15E. =1 15 YES 
146. =0 01 
146. = 2 TABLE OF RESIDUALS 
146. = 3 
147. =0 02 OBSERVATION Y OBSERVED Y ESTIMATED RESIDUAL RES.PEP.rF.'T OF 
159. =0 05 1 5500.000 3142.584 157.41G 5.009 
159. =0 05 2 3500.000 3300.044 -00.044 -1.7c7 
159. =0 03 3- 3100.000 2511.949 588.051 23.410 
159. =0 03 4 3000.000 5178.827 -178.827 -5.025 
159. =0 03 5 - 3000.000 2810.595 185.G07 6.519 
159. =0 05 ' 6 1800.000 2490.205 -690.203 -27.717 
168. =0 06 
168. = 2 
1G8. = 3 TEST OF EXTREME RESIDUALS 
200. =0 09 RATIO OF RANGES FOR THE SMALLEST RESiOUAL 0.400 
201. =0 10 RATIO OF RANGES FOR THE LARGEST RESIDUAL 0.31G 
202. =0 11- ..CRITICAL VALUE OF THE RATIO AT ALPHA = .10 . . . 0.482 
ICG. =0 16 
166. = 2 SPECIFY WHETHER YOU V.'ISH TO PERFORM MORE REGRESSION BY TYPI'.G YES OR !'0 
167. =1 15 YES 
125. =0 01 
125. = 2 SPECITY THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IN THE FORM XX/ 
124. =BRF.AK 124. 
171. +REA0Y CO.ViA.MP 
101. -READY 
. RJECT KB TIMEOUT 
RJECT KB TIMEOUT 
CANCL PPEV LINE 
COUiAND 
101. -RJECT LEGAL CODES ARE CX, CS, CXX, CSS, CX», CSS* 
101. -READY LOAD [STATIC] 
1CS. +RCADY STARTtl] 
108. =0104 ROUTINE? 
110. =1105 RE 
121. =0107 DATA TYPE? 
125. =1150 NEW 
n?. =(/ no nf.f,Fnv/\TH!f>.? 
11'). H.) 20 VAUIAI'.I.U.? 
121. =1 00 7/ 
129. «t) 01 ENTER BY VARIABLE 
131. =1 00 3300./3300./3100./3000./3000./1800./ '
 K o 
131. =1 Oy 2 7 7 . / 2 1 G . / 2 9 5 . / 2 5 5 . / 1 7 8 . / 2 2 8 . / . LjJ 
151. =| 00 8G4./955. /878. /923. /909. /1022. / 
151. =1 00 761.7557. /599. /39. /1080. /106. / 
131. =1 00 6 .03/5 .78/5 .74/5 .55/5 .51/5 .10/ 
151. =1 00 10 .5 /8 .5 /10 .9 /10 .2 /8 .1 /15 .5 / 
131. =1 00 65.0/47.7/6G.8/57.O/CO.9/00.7/ . 
149. =0125 LISTING? 
150. =1105 f.'O 
123. =0 0 1 
125. = 2 SPECIFY THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IN THE FORM XX/ 
124. =L 00 1 / 
125. =0 02 
125. = 2 SPECIFY THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IN THE FORM XX/ 
126. =1 OQ 2 / 
151. =0 03 
131. = 2 INTERCEPT 2270.086 
132. =0 04 REGRESSION COEFFICIENT 2.677 
141 . =0 07 
141 . = 2 STD. ERROR OF REG. COLT 6.443 
142. =0 08 COMPUTED T-VALUE 0.416 
144. =0 05 
144. = 2 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 0.203 • 
146. =0 OG STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE... G16.969 
147. =0 09 
147. = 2 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION 
148. =0 10 
148. = 2 SOURCE OF VARIATION D.F. SUf! CF SQ. MFAN SO. F VALUE 
151. =0 11 ATTRIBUTABLE TO REGRESSION 1 05729.04G (.5729.040 0.173 
153. =0 12 DEVIATION FROM REGRESSION 4 1522004.260 380651.000 
156. =0 13 TOTAL 5 1588533.297 
157. =0 14 
157. = 2 SPECIFY WHETHER YOU WISH TO PRINT TABLE OF RESIDUALS BY TYPING YES OP ?'0 
• 158. =1 15 NO 
165. =0 16 
15G. = 2 SPECIFY U.ETHER YOU WISH TO PERFORiM MORE REGRESSION BY TYPING YES OP NO 
167. =1 15 YES 
123. =0 01 
123. = 2 SPECIFY THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE If: THE FOPM XX/ 
124. =1 GO 1 / 
125. =0 02 
125. = 2 SPECIFY TIE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IN^HE FORM XX/ 
12G. =t 00 3/ 
131. =0 03 
131 . = 2 INTERCEPT 1031G.500 
132. =0 04 REGRESSION COEFFICIENT -8.001 
141. =0 07 
141. = 2 STD. ERROR Or REG. COEF 2.869 
142. =0 08 COMPUTED T-VALUE -2.789 
144. =0 05 
j 144. = 2 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 0.813 
14G. *o 06 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE... 307.254 
147. =0 09 
147. = 2 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REPRESSIOP 
i i t r-. 
15b. 
157. 
157. 
158. 
=0 
«-0 
IS 
= 1 
13 
14 
15 
OBSERVATION 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
TABLE OF 
Y OBSERVED 
3500.000 
5500.000 
5100.000 
5000.000 
5000.000 
1800.000 
RESIDUALS 
Y ESTIMATED 
540 5.1'10 
2691.798 
3791.392 
2931.336 
3045.355 
2159.211 
RESIDUAL 
-103.410 
trjc .702 
-191.3 J? 
68.604 
-43.353 
-339.211 
RES.PF'.OF'PI ' * r s i 
-3.038 
27. H 7 
-5.815 
2.342 
-1.425 
-15.857 
J , J
- " ' i i AI i io 'Muvni r i o nioRi.oGioN i i.ii„"iv.?.(ion io/i.'.r-P'.d'io / . / / i 
Vis5. "C 32 DFAIA'ilOl FROM REGRESSION 4 53050 3.312 3 34f75.3:'0 
TOTAL 5 1588333.317 J.6t) 
2 SPECIFY WHETHER YOU WISH 10 PRINT TABLE OF RESIDUALS I.\ TYPING YFO 0'< fO 
YES 
146. =0 01 
146. = 2 
146. = 3 
147. =0 02 
150. =0 03 
159. =0 03 
159. =0 03 
159. =0 03 
159. =0 03 
159. =0 03 
168. =0 06 
168. = 2 
168. = 3 TEST OF EXTREME RESIDUALS 
200. =0 09 RATIO OF RANGES FOR THE SMALLEST RESIDUAL 0.156 
201. =0 10 RATIO OF RANGES FOR THE LARGEST RESIDUAL 0.570 
202. =0 11 CRITICAL VALUE OF THE RATIO AT ALPHA,* .10 . . . 0.482 
166. =0 16 
156. = 2 SPECIFY V.HETHER YOU WISH TO PERFORiM MORF REGRESSION BY TYPING YES OR PO 
167. =1 15 YES 
123. =0 01 
123. = 2 SPECIFY THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IN THE FORM XX/ 
124. =1 00 1/ 
125. =0 02 
125. = 2 SPECIFY THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IN THE FORM XX/ 
12C. =1 00 4/ 
131. =0 03 
131. = 2 INTERCEPT 2706.315 
132. =0 04 REGRESSION COEFFICIENT 0.334 
141. =0 07 
141. = 2 STD. ERROR OF REG. COEF 0.455 
142. =0 08 COMPUTED T-VALUE 0.734 
144. =0 05 
144. = 2 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 0.345 ( 
140. =0 06 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE... 591.543 
147. =0 09 
147. = 2 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FDR THE REGRESSION 
148. =0 10 
148. = 2 SOURCE OF VARIATION D.F. SUM OF SO. MEAN SO. F VALUE 
151. =0 11 ATTR1BUTABI.F TO REGRESSION 1 188059.450 188039.430 0.559 
153. =0 12 DEVIATION FROM. REGRESSION 4 1399093.875 349925.460 
155. =0 15 TOTAL 5 1588333.297 
157. =0 14 
157. = 2 SPECIFY WFFTHFR YOU WISH TO PRINT TABLF OF RESIDUALS BY TiPU'O YES Ot M0 
150. =1 15 NO 
106. =0 16 
106. = 2 SPECIFY WHETHER YOU WISH TO PERFORM .MORE REGRESSION BY TYPING YES OP, ''0 
167. =1 15 VLS 
123. =0 01 
123. = 2 SPECIFY THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IN THE FORM XX/ 
124. =1 00 1/ 
125. =0 02 
125. = 2 SPECIFY THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLF IN Tr'C FOPM, XX/ 
J . - ) j . m u;. 
131. » 2 HiTPRCPPT
 t -0344.244 
132. =0 04 WECP.FSSiON COEFFICIENT 3633.080 
141. =0 07 , f l 
l ' t l . = 2 SID. ERROR OF PEG. COEF 381.426 
142. =0 OS COMPUTED T-VALUE 4.251 
144. =0 n5 
144. = 2 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 0.904 
146. =0 06 STANDARD E.IROR OF ESTIMATE... 209.318 
147. =0 09 
147. = 2 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE P.EORFSSICN 
148. =0 10 
148. = 2 SOURCE OF VARIATION D.F. SIN Or SC.. MEAN SO. F VALUE 
151. =0 11 ATTRIBUTABLE TO REGRESSION 1 1298205.312 1298205.312 17.898 
153. =0 12 DEVIATION FROM REGRESSION 4 290128.000 72532.000 
150. =0 13 "TOTAL 5 1588355.512 
157. =0 14 
157. = 2 SPECIFY V.'HETHER YOU WISH T0 nxnr[ T / \B L E 0 f : R E S | n u / . l c j t,y ^ , , , 1 , : yES 0 P . ; 0 
158. =1 15 YES 
146. =0 01 
146. = 2 TABLE OF RESIDUALS 
146. = 3 
147. =0 02 
159. =0 03 
159. =0 03 
159. =0 03 
159. =0 03 
159. =0 03 
159. =0 03 
168. =0 06 
168. = 
loS. = 3 TEST OF EXTREME RESIDUALS 
200. =0 09 RATIO OF RANGES FOR THE SMALLEST RESIDUAL 0.001 
201. =0 10 PATIO CF RANGES FOR THE LARGEST RESIDUAL 0.060 
202. =0 11 CRITICAL VALUE OF THE RATIO AT ALPHA » .10 . . . 0.482 
2 
OBSERVATION 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Y OBSERVED 
3500.000 
5500.000 
5100.000 
5000.000 
5000.000 
1800.000 
Y ESTIMATED 
5586.544 
5182.924 
5118.577 
2779.504 
2747.251 
2085.622 
RESIDUAL R 
-286.344 . 
117.076 
-18.377 
220.496 
252.769 
-285.622 
ES.PERCENT 0 
-7.984 
7
- (1° 
-0.589 
7.933 
9.201 
-13.695 
166. =0 16 
106. = 2 SPECIFY V.HETHER YOU WISH TO PERFORM MORE REGRESSION BY TYPING YES Op NO 
167. =1 15 YES 
123. =0 01 
123. = 2 SPECIFY THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IN THE FORM XX/ 
124. =1 00 1/ 
125 =0 02 
125! = 2 SPECIFY THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE If! THE FORM XX/ 
126. =1 00 6/ 
131. =0 03 
131. = 2 INTERCEPT 5203.509 
152. =0 04 REGRESSION COEFFICIENT -223.107 
141. =C 07 
141. = 2 STD. ERRGR OF REG. COEF 89.136 
142. =0 08 COMPUTED T-VALUE -2.503 
144. =0 u5 
144. = 2 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 0.7S1* 
140. =0 06 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE... 393.362 
347. =0 09 
147. = 2 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGPESSIO'1 
148. =0 10 
348. = 2 SOUP.CE OF VARIATION D.F. SUM OF SO. MFAP SO.. F VAlUF 
3 5 1 . =0 13 ATTPI f.liTf1".I r T O i>rY:r»rc< i n n 1 .,»•«,-c.v <•.•.. «/-..•-•> . . - . ~ - - -
153. -0 32 DEVIATION TROU REGRESSION 4 .Glp^Si.Syfc 154735.850
 / 
156. =0 13 TOTAL 5 1588553. ;>I2 l 6 2 
57 
. =0 14 
157. = 2 SPECIFY WHETHER YOU W'ISH TO PRINT TABLE OF RESIDUALS BY TYPING YES OP V(< 
158. =1 15 YES 
146. =0 0 1 
14G. = 2 TABLE OF RESIDUALS 
146. = 3 
147. =0 02 OBSERVATION Y OBSERVED Y ESTIMATED RESinUAI PES.PERCENT OF EST 
150. =0 03 1 3500.000 2860.890 430.110 15.340 
159. =0 03 2 5500.000 5551.724 -51 .724 - 1 . 5 4 3 
159. =0 03 3 3100.000 2771.647 328.555 11.847 
159. =0 05 4 5000.000 2927.822 72.178 2.465 
159. =0 05 5 5000.000 5596.546 -596.546 -11 .670 
159. =0 05 6 1800.000 2191.570 -591.570 -17 .867 
168. =0 06 
158. = 2 
168. = 3 TEST OF EXTREME RESIDUALS J 
200. =0 09 RATIO OF RANGES FOR THE SMALLEST RESIDUAL 0.006 
201. =0 10 RATIO OF RANGES FOR THE LARGEST RFSIDUAL 0.155 
202. =0 11 CRITICAL VALUE OF THE RATIO AT ALPHA » .10 . . . 0.482 
166. =0 16 
165. = 2 SPECIFY WHETHER YOU WISH TO PERFORM MORE REGRESSION BY TYPING YES OR PO 
167. =1 15 YES 
125. =0 01 
125. = 2 SPECIFY THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IN THE FORM XX/ 
124. =1 00 1/ 
125. =0 02 
125. = 2 SPECIFY THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE If! THE FORM XX/ 
126. =1 00 7/ 
151. =0 05 
151. = 2 INTERCEPT 4952.872 
152. =0 04 REGRESSION COEFFICIENT -53.555 
141. =0 07 
141. = 2 STD. ERROR OF REG. COEF 54.159 
142 . = 0 08 COMPUTED T-VALUE -0.983 
, 144. =0 05 
9 144. = 2 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 0.441 
140. =0 06 STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE... 565.542 
147. =0 09 
147. = 2 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESS I Of. 
148. =0 10 
148. = 2 SOURCE OF VARIATION 
151. =0 11 ATTRIBUTABLE TO REPRESS I ON 
155. =0 12 DEVI AT I Of; FROM PEORFSSIOM 
156. =0 13 TOTAL 
157. =0 14 
157. = 2 SPECIFY WHETHER YOU W'ISH TO PRINT TABLE OF RESIDUALS BY TYPING YES OR NO 
150. =1 15 YES 
14G. =0 01 . ' . 
140. = 2 TABLE OF RESIDUALS 
D.F.. 
1.' 
4Y 
5 
SUM OF SQ. 
308981.965 
1270351.544 
1588333.297 
MEAN- SO. 
308981.065 
319837.83G 
F VAI.UP 
0.066 
l 6 j 
147. 
159. 
159. 
159. 
159. 
159. 
159. 
16S. 
168. 
ies. 
200. 
201. 
202. 
166. 
166. 
167. 
108. 
110. 
110. 
158. 
168. 
168. 
101. 
=0 02 
=0 03 
=0 03 
=0 05 
=0 05 
=0 05 
=0 05 
=0 06 
2 
3 
=0 09 
=0 10 
=0 11 
=0 16 
2 
= 1 15 
=0104 
= 1105 
=BREAK 
+READY 
+RJECT 
+RFA0Y 
-READY 
CANCL 
OBSERVATION Y OBSERVED Y FSTIMATED RESIDUAL RES, 
1 3500.000 2771.823 528.177 
2 5500.000 5552.517 -52.517 
3 5100.000 2711.424 388.576 
4 3000.000 3040.259 -40.259 
5 3000.000 2909.396 90.004 
G 1800.000 2714.780 -914.780 
TEST OF EXTREME RESIDUALS 
RATIO CF RANGES FOR THE SMALLEST PFSIDUAl 0.598 
RATIO OF RANGES FOP. THE LARGEST RESIDUA! 0.097 
CRITICAL VALUE OF THE RATIO AT ALPHA = .10 . . . 0.482 
SPECIFY WHETHER YOU W'ISH TO PERFORM MORE REGRESSION BY TYPH'G 
NO 
ROUTINE? 
110. 
PROGRAMMERS JEFFREY GREENBERC AND GURBHAC SINGH 
VALID STATEMFNT NOS. ARE IflTEGERS 1 TO 199 
GO'S'.A; ID 
LOADLQOLIST* 
PREV LINE 
.PEF/TFT 0! 
19.055 
-1.561 
14.551 
-1.324 
3.114 
-35.696 
YES OR f'O 
CANCL 
101. 
101. 
101. 
101. 
175. 
173. 
173. 
109. 
156. 
156. 
156. 
155. 
159. 
170. 
170. 
370. 
-RJFCT 
-READY 
-ERROR 
-RE*PY 
+PEADY 
+RJFCT 
+REAOY 
=0 08 
=0 40 
2 
3 
4 
=0 43 
=0 50 
=0 50 
=0 50 
PREV LINE 
LOAD[QOLI ST] 
VALID STATEMENT NOS. ARE INTEGERS 1 TO 199 
LOAD [C.CD ISC] 
LOAD RECUEST NOT FUUILLED (PROGRAM NOT IN LIBRARY) 
LOAD [({.DISK] 
STARTL1] 
ILLEGAL STATEMENT FOR COMPILED CODE 
STARTCO] 
NUMBER OF PROCRA'-IS 14 
LIBRARY BLOCK 1 
TRACK SIZE USER NAME 
1 2 *L1BP.ARY INDEX* 
3 4 WLO00O OTOOLE 
7 4 l.'LOOOO CRASH 
11 8 l.'LGEOG STATPK 
170. =BPEAK 170. 
J73. +PEAPY 
i u l . -PCAD1, 
100. +P.EADY 
COMMAND 
LOADISTATP2] 
>TART[1]
 l 6 k 
208. 
130. 
121. 
125. 
112. 
114. 
119. 
121. 
129. 
151. 
151. 
149. 
150. 
154. 
154. 
157. 
157. 
157. 
157. 
157. 
157. 
125. 
125. 
124." 
125. 
125. 
126. 
151. 
151. 
152. 
141. 
141. 
142. 
144. 
144. 
14G. 
147. 
147. 
148. 
148. 
151. 
155. 
156. 
157. 
157. 
158. 
=0104 
= 1105 
=0107 
= 1150 
=0 09 
= 1 00 
=0 10 
= 1 00 
=0 01 
= 1 00 
= 1 00 
=0125 
= 1105 
=0125 
2 
=0127 
=0127 
=0127 
=0127 
=0127 
=0127 
=0 n i 
2 
= i 00 
=0 02 
2 
= 1 00 
=0 05 
2 
=0 04 
=0 07 
2 
=0 08 
=0 05 
2 
=0 Oo 
=0 09 
2 
=0 10 
2 
=0 11 
=0 12 
=0 15 
=0 14 
2 
= 1 15 
ROUTINE? 
nr 
DATA TYPF? 
NEW 
OBSERVATIONS? 
6/ 
VARIABLES? 
2 / 
ENTER BY VARIABLE 
5500.73300./5100./5000./5000./1800./ 
277. /216. /295. /255. /178. /228. / 
LISTING? 
YES 
VARIABLE 
OBS. 1 2 
1 3500.0000 277.0000 
2 5500.0000 216.0000 
5 5100.0000 295.0000 
4 5000.0000 255.0000 
5 3000.0000 178.0000 
6 1800.0000 228.0000 
SPECIFY THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IN THE FORM XX/ 
1 / 
SPECIFY THE INDEPENDE.NT VARIABLE Ifl THE FORM XX/ 
2 / 
INTERCEPT 2270.086 
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT 2.677 
STD. ERROR OF REG. COEF 6.443 
COMPUTED T-VALUE 0.416 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 0.203 
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE... GIG.) 69 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION 
SOURCE OF VARIATION D.F. SUM OF SO. MEAN 
ATTRIBUTABLE TO REGRESSION 1 65729.04G 65729, 
DEVIATION FROM REGRESSION 4 1522604.2fG 380651, 
TOTAL 5 1588335.297 
SPECIFY WHETHER YOU WISH TO PRINT TABLE OF RESIDUALS «Y 
NO 
"~ 
SO. F VALUE 
.040 0.175 
.0C.6 
TYPING YES OP PO 
166. =0 10 
166. = 2 SPECIF'. WHETHER YOU WISH TO PERFORM MORE REGRESSION BY TYPING YES OR PO 
16G. =BREAK 166. 
171. +READY JIM V.'ILGAR DENNIS WALKER JEFF GREENBEHG GURBHAG SINGH 
171. +RJECT VALID STATEMENT NOS. ARE INTEGERS 1 TO 199 
171. +READY COMMAND 
101. -READY ;FINISH 
**4OOU0 bY 
$JUo 
UIML 
IN IE 
i 'NUfc 
2'NrML 
RfcAL 
10 FURMAT ( 6 F i U . ^ 
N = t> 
P = N 
DO 1 0 0 0 1 = 1 , 9 
K = 1+ 1 
J = I + 1 
SUM - 0 . 0 
A 0 D = 0 . 0 
tALC 
VAR1 
30 
3 1 
SUM 
OMN 
DO 3 
D ( L ) 
AUO 
Ou 
APRO 
CUM 
SUMi! 
2 0 
I L 1> * * * * * * * 
hJR 1 0 ^ 2 7 
NSIUN VllU 
«EK NAMbb 
«
 f • I N C U S * 
R" I ' K f c K b V 
1 0 , UV(K 
ULATES 
AdLE 
AVt 
DO 20 L = 1 , N 
= SUM + 
* ^UM/P 
1 L= i , N 
= V I I , L ) 
v i 
= ADO + D( 
0 0 1 J = K, 
* 0 . 0 
= 0 . 0 
• 0 . 0 
00 20 L * l f N 
SJMI « iUMi • V U t U 
CMN = SUMI/P 
OU 4 0 L = 1,N 
u i g « v t j , L j -
U . S . K U L A K , 
, 1 0 i , OUU, 
( 2 t l O ) / , L A J L U « D R I E S ' 
ME* , »FEMA ' 
»L) , L » l t 6 
- OMN 
L J * U U > 
10 
\ P = ^ y 
j , c i I 10) 
, • i . f cSS 'MI l 
. K » l , l U ) 
K A o t AND i J M OF SUUARD DEVI AT 
i t U 
* * * « * # * * { . « 
i6ij 
, •OfcNSS ' I T Y S 'LAND' , 
S 'HAMI' , S O Y S ^ R I C F S * 
• * * « * < ' * « * *' $ < 
IONS OF DEPENDENT 
40 
GUM = CUM + CI 
APRO = APRO + 
CONTINUE 
APRO/ i>URT 
= APRD/( P 
CMN 
I U * C I ( L ) 
SWRTt UUM/ ( P - l . O i J 
1 . 0 ) ) 
99 
100 
101 
102 
D / t P -
S d i U , N A M E S U , I ) , N A M E S U , J ) , 
A 4 , 4 X , 2 A 4 / 1 ) 
. O t V ( J f l j j f L - l f N i 
103 
R = F / i WRl IAU0*CUM) 
SID  /  - 1 . 0 ) 
SI * 
5D *j SgRT I AO 
PRINT 9 9 , NAMfc 
FJRMAT I 2 ^ X , 2 
PRIi^I 1 0 0 , I V U 
FORMAT ( 2 0 X , 4 F 1 0 . 2 J 
PRINT 1 0 1 
FjRMAT ( 1 H 0 ) 
PKINM 1 0 2 , N A M E S U , I ) , 
FORMAT { lOX^vJURRELAJiUfx 
l f d . 4 / ) J 
PRINT 1 0 3 , N A M E S U , J ) , N A M t S ! 2 , J ) , 
x N A M E S U , J ) , NAMESi2 , J ) ,i>l , NAMES ( 
FORMAT ( 10X,»iC0VARlANCEj UF S 2A4 
N A M E S t 2 , I . , 
OUEF*-. tifc 
NAMES(2,J) 
iiOX,'«STANDAKD 
2'STANDARD ERRUR OF * 
PRINT 104 
104 FORMAT U H O / / > 
1 0 0 1 C O N T I N U E 
1000 CUNljINUE 
STOP 
END 
iENTRY 
ERRUR OF 
,2A4 
•,2A4,« 
NAMESU,J), NAMESU,J), R 
TWEEN S 2A4, • AND S 2A4,' 
NAMES(1,!I), NAMES(2, I),SID, 
SO 
i 
1,1), NAM£S(2,I), 
, • AND Sj 2A4,' = S F15 
= SF10.4/,10X, 
= SF10.4) 
,4/ 
CALUKiLb 
3300.0c 
3300.0U 
3100.OL 
300U.0C 
3000.0U 
laoo.uu 
CORRELATION CUEFF. t 
COVARlANCfc 
STANDARD E 
STANDARD fcRR 
UF DEN5IT 
RRUR UF Dt 
UR UF t 
CALORIES 
3300.OG 
3300.OC 
3100 .OL 
3 0 0 0 . 0 0 
3000.OC 
laoo.oc 
OLNbH 
4 3 i . 0 c 
i b y . o c 
1 0 3 2 . 0 v 
1 2 4 . 0 c 
t>94.0v 
112/.Ov 
ETWEEN UAL 
Y AND LAlj 
NilTY 
u R I t S Ai 
LANo 
11.eO 
13.9G 
4.70 
7.50 
5.30 
2.40 
uRIES AND 
UR1ES = 
CORRELATION COEFF. BETWEEN OALlURIES AND 
COVARIANCE OF LAND AND CALORIES * 
STANDARD ERRUR OF LAND 
STANDARD ERROR UF CALORIES 
DENSITY 
-152689. 
423.6142 
563.6191 
900 
LAND 
166 
0.6395 
0 
= 0.7291 
CALUR1ES 
3300.00 
3300.0 
3100.0 
3000.0 
3000.0 
1800.0 
REVENUE 
1.57 
1.67 
0.70 
l.o2 
1.12 
0.67 
CORRELATION COEFF. BETWEEN CALORIES AND 
tOVARIANCq UF REVENUE AND CALORIES 
STANDARD EiRRQR UF Rfi 
STANDARD iiKAQii UF CALORIES 
VENUE 
CALORIES 
3300.OC 
INCOME 
277.OC 
1819.9990 
4.4290 
563.61911 
REVENUE = 0.6505 
185.4331 
0.5058 | 
563.619] 
CURRELATU 
CUVARIANCfc 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
ER 
ER 
CUVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
3300.00 
3100.00 
3000.OU 
3000.00 
1800.OU 
N COEFF. a 
OF INCOME 
ROR UF I 
RUR UF 0 
NO 
AL 
CALUR1ES 
3300.OC 
3300.00 
3100.00 
3000.00 
3000.OC 
1800.00 
CORRELAIICN COEFF. dETwEEN CALORIES AND 
216.00 
293.00 
255.00 
1/0.UO 
228.00 
ETWEEN CAL 
AND C 
UME 
URIES 
DRIES AND 
AliURlES = 
FEMALES 
864.OU 
953.OG 
678.00 
923.00 
909.OC 
1022.00 
OF FEMALES AND CAL|uRiES 
fiRROR OF FEMALES 
ERRUR UF CALORIES 
INCOME 
4909 .9960 
4 2 . 8 2 4 1 
5 6 3 . 6 1 9 1 
FEMALES = - 0 . 8 1 2 6 
- 2 6 2 1 6 . 6 4 0 0 
5 7 . 2 4 1 3 
5 6 3 . 6 1 9 1 
I69 
0 . 2 0 3 4 
ICQVARIANCE 
CALORIES 
3300.00 
3300.00 
3100.OG 
3000.OO 
3000.OU 
1800.01 
CORRELATION CUEFF. yETbEEN LALuRIES ANO 
AND CALuRIES -OF MILK 
LK STANDARD ERROR OF ML 
STANDARD E^ RRUR OF CALORIES 
MILK 
701.00 
537.00 
599.OU 
39.00 
1680.OC 
I60.OO 
CALORIES 
3300.00 
3300.OU 
3100.OG 
3000.OC 
FAMILY 
6.03 
5 .78 
5 .74 
5 . 5 3 
MILK 
1 1 3 0 5 3 . 3 0 0 0 
5 8 2 . 0 3 8 8 
5 6 3 . 6 1 9 1 
0 .3446 
3000.OU 
1800.OU 
CORRELATION OUEPF. b 
CUVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
kliii 
ERR 
CUVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD c 
OF FAMILY 
UR UF FA 
UR UF UA 
CALURiEi 
3300.OG 
3300.OC 
3100.OC 
3000 .OU 
3 0 0 0 . 0 U 
1800.OG 
CURRELATILJN COEFF. 8ETWEEN CALORIES AND 
A.MU CALiJR I ES * OF RICE 
EjRRUR UF Ri 
RROR OF CA 
5 . i u 
ETWEEN CAL 
AND CAL 
MILY 
LORIES 
RIuE 
10 .50 
6.30 
10.9C 
10 .2c 
8.1G 
13 .5c 
o£ 
LORIES 
uRIES AND 
ORIES = 
FAMILY 
160.8997 
0.3158 
563.6191 
168 
H 0.9041 I 
RICE 
-868. 
1.9736 
563.6191 
S99 
-0.7812 
0 
CALORIES 
3300.00 
3300.00 
3100.00 
3000.00 
3000.0J 
1800.00 
CORRELATION CUEFF. h 
NWURKERS 
65.OU 
47.70 
66.80 
57.00 
60.90 
66.70 
,t i 0 COVARIANCE OF 
STANDARD ERROR OF 
STANDARD ElRRUR OF c 
tTWEEN ^ALjURlES AND 
NWUKKEJRS AND CALlURlES * 
WORKERS 
ALUR1ES 
DENSITY 
4 3 1 . 0 0 
1 8 9 . Oo! 
1032.0( 
124.01 
694.Oi 
1127.01 
LAND 
11 .80 
1 3 . 9 0 
4 . 7 0 
7 . 5 0 
5 .3C 
2 . 4 U 
NWURKERS = 
- 1 8 4 1 . 
7.4085 
5 6 3 . 6 1 9 1 
- 0 . 4 4 1 1 
6640 
CORRELATION CUEFF. ti(ETWE£N DEN* 
AND DEIS* UOVARIANCfc 
STANDARD t 
STANDARD E 
DENbiIY 
431.OU 
189.OU 
1032.OU 
124.OU 
694.OU 
1127.OU 
OF LAND 
RRUR UF LAJND 
RRUR UF DENSITY 
DENSITY 
4 3 1 . 0 0 
1 8 9 . 0 0 
1032.OG 
124.OC 
6 9 4 . 0 0 
1127.OG 
LANO 
11.6U 
1 3 . 9 U 
4 . /U 
7.5U 
5 . 3 U 
2 . 4 0 
REVENUE 
1 . 5 7 
1 . 6 7 
O.70 
l . o 2 
1 . 1 2 
0 . 6 7 
ITY AND 
ITY = 
CORRELAIIUN CuEFF. i^ fcTWEEN OtNMTY AND REVENUE =| - 0 . 9 7 1 2 
LAND 
- 1 4 9 2 . 1 7 7 0 
4 . 4 2 9 0 
4 2 3 . 6 1 4 3 
l6< 
-0.7953 
COVARIANCE OF REVtNUE AND DENSITY * 
STANDARD ERRUR OF REVENUE 
STANDARD ERROR UF DENSITY 
DENSITY 
431.00 
189.00 
1032.Od 
124.00| 
694.00 
1127.Od 
INCOME 
2 7 7 . 0 0 
2 1 6 . 0 0 
295.00! 
2 5 5 . 0 0 
178.oq 
228 .0 
.'CORRELATION COEFF. EiETWEEN DENSITY AND 
i l l ! 
,CGVARIANC£ OF INCOME AND DENSITY • 
STANDARD ERRUR OF INCOME 
STANDARD EiRRUR UF DENSITY 
DENSITY 
431.00 
FEMALfcS 
864.OC 
-208.0948 
0.5058 
423.6142 
INCOME 4 0.0891 
1616.6990 
42.8241j 
423.6142 
CORRELATION CUEFF. ti 
COVARIANCfc 
STANDARD fc 
STANDARD E 
189.OU 
1032.OU 
124.OU 
694.OC 
1127.OC 
OF FEMALE 
RROR UF F 
RRUR UF 0E| 
S AND 
t) MALES 
NSITY 
DENSITY 
431.OC 
169.OC 
1 0 ^ . OU 
124.OC 
694.OC 
1127.OU 
CORRELATION CUEFF. EJETWEEN DENSITY AND 
COVARIANCE UF MILK 
STANDARD EjRRUR OF MILK 
STANDARD ERRUR OF DENSITY 
953.00 
8/6. uc 
923.OU 
909.OU 
1022.OU 
ETWEEN DENSITY AND 
DENSITY » 
MILK 
761.0U 
537.OC 
599.OC 
39.0U 
1680.OC 
166.OU 
AND DENSITY 
FEMALES = 0.2397 
5812.6990 
57.2413 
423.6142 
MILK 
17C 
=? 0.1121 
27636.1900 
582.0388 i 
423.6142 
DENSITY 
431.00 
189.OO 
1032.00 
124.00 
694.OU 
1127.00 
FAMILY 
6.03 
5.76 
5.74 
5.53 
5.51 
5.1G 
CORRELATION CUEFF. bETWEEN DENSITY AND 
COVARIANCE^ OF FAMILY AND DENSITY » 
STANDARD EjRROR UF FAMILY 
STANDARD £RRUR OF DENSITY 
DENSITY 
431.OU 
169.OC 
1032.00 
124.00 
RICE 
10.50 
8.3G 
10.90 
10.2c 
FAMILY -0.4856 
-64.9528 
0.3158 I 
423.6142 
CORRELATION CUEFF. b 
COVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
UF RICE 
EjRRUR UF RI 
ERRUR OF Ufc 
COVARIANCE 
STANDARD E 
STANDARD 
6y».uo 
112/.OO 
DENSITY 
431.00 
189.0C 
1032.00 
124.0U 
69*.OC 
1127.OC 
CORRELATION COEFF. BETWEEN DENSITY AND 
DENSITY -OF NWURKE] 
RROR OF 
RRUR UF 
6 . io 
1 3 . 5 0 
El WEEN ULN>ITY AND 
AND O t N S l T Y 
Lfc 
NSITY 
NWURKE 
65.00 
47. 70 
66.80 
57.00 
60.90 
66.7c 
RS AND 
NWORKERS 
DENSITY 
RS 
RICE 
514.6,896 
1.9736 
423.6142 
171] 
0 .6159 
NWORKERS » 0 . 7 7 7 1 
2438 .6880 
7 .4085 
4 2 3 . 6 1 4 2 
CORRELATION CUEFF. t^ETWEEN LAND 
COVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
OF REVENUE AND LAND 
EjRRUR UF REVENUE 
ERROR UF LAND 
LAND REVENUE 
1 . 5 7 
1 . 6 7 
0 .7U 
1 . 6 2 
1 . 1 2 
0 . 6 7 
LAND 
11 .6C 
13 .90 
4 .7C 
7.50 
5.3C 
2.4C 
INCOME 
277.OC 
216.OU 
295 .OU 
255.OC 
176 .0C 
2 2 8 . 0 0 
*> 
AND REVENUE «f 0.9038 
2.0246 
0.5058 
4.4290 
CORRELATION COEFF. BETWEEN LAND 
COVARIANCE 
STANDARD E 
STANDARD 
LAND 
11.6U 
13.9U 
4.7U 
7.5C 
5.30 
2.40 
OF REVENUE 
RRUR UF KH. 
EiRRUR OF LAND 
LAND 
11. 8U 
13.90 
4.70 
7.50 
5.3C 
2.4G 
REVLNUL 
1.5/ 
1.87 
O.70 
1.62 
1.12 
0.67 
AND L 
VENUE 
AND 
INCUME 
277.00 
216.OU 
295.OC 
255.00 
178.OC 
226.OC 
CORRELAIIUN CUEFF. BETWEEN LAND 
COVARIANCE JF INCUME AND LAND 
STANDARD ERRUR OF INCUME 
STANDARD ERRUR OF LAND 
LAND 
ll.oLi 
13.90 
4.7C 
7.5q 
5.30 
2.40 
FEMALfcS 
864.00 
953.OU 
878.OC 
923.00 
909.00 
1022.00 
CORRELATION COEFF. BETWEEN LAND 1
 !
 J 
COVARIANCE UF FEMALES AND LAND 
JSTANDARD E;RRUR OF FEMALES 
STANDARD ERROR UF LAND 
LAND 
11.801 
MILK 
761.001 
AND 
AND 
REVENUE = 
2 . 
0 . 5 0 5 8 
4 . 4 2 9 Q 
02 
INCOME 
172 
0.9038 
46 
0 .0508 
AND 
9 . 6 4 0 0 
4 2 . 8 2 4 1 
4 . 4 2 9 0 
FEMALES => -0.3242 
-82.1800 
57.2413 
4.429Q 
13.90 
4.7U 
7.5C 
5.3U 
2.40 
CORRELATION CUEFF. b 
COVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
fax 
ERR 
OF MILK 
UR UF Ml 
UR UF LA 
LAND 
U.8C 
13.90 
4.7C 
7.50 
5.30 
2.4C 
CORRELATION COEFF. fcETWEEN LAND 
COVARIANCE OF FAMILY) AND LANjD 
STANDARD ERROR OF FAMILY 
STANDARD ERRUR UF LAND 
5 3 / . O U 
5 9 9 . 0 0 
39.OC 
1660 .OC 
1 6 6 . 0 0 
ETWEEN L 
AND LA 
LK 
ND 
AND 
hii 
FAMILY 
6 . 0 3 
5 . 7 t i 
5 . 7 4 
5 . 5 3 
5 . 5 1 
5 .1C 
AND 
AND 
MILK 
22. 
582.0388 
4.4290 
220 
FAMILY 
l.q696 
0.3158 
4.4290 
173 
0.0086 
1 
= 0.7648 
COVARIANCE 
LAND 
11.60 
13.9U 
4.7C 
7.50 
5.3C 
2.4U 
CORRELATION COEFF. 8 
UF RICE 
STANDARD E^ RROR UF Rl 
STANDARD E?RRUR OF LA 
LAND 
1 1 . 6 c 
1 0 . 9 c 
4 .7G 
7 . 5 0 
MICE 
1 0 . 5 0 
8 . 3 0 
10 .9G 
1 0 . 2 0 
8.1G 
1 3 . 5 0 
ETWEEN LAND 
AND LAND 
Ct 
ND 
NWORKEJRS 
6 5 . 0 0 
4 7 . 7 U 
6 6 . 8 0 
5 7 . 0 0 
AND 
s 
s 
RICE - 0 . 5 7 3 6 
- 5 . 0 1 4 0 
1 .9736 | 
4 . 4 2 9 0 
3.3U 
2.4U 
CORRELAJIoN UUEFF. E 
CUVARIANCE 
STANDARD t 
STANDARD t 
COVARIANCE 
STANDARD E 
STANDARD 
uF NWURKE 
RRUR UF Nlft 
RRUR UF LA 
REVENUE 
1 .57 
1 . 8 7 
0.7C 
1 . 6 2 
1 . 1 2 
O.o7 
CORRELATION CUEFF. BETWEEN REVENUE AND 
VENUE » 
60.90 
66 . /U 
J.TWEEN LAND 
RS AND LAND 
uRKERS 
ND 
INCUME 
277.00 
216.00 
295.OG 
255.00 
176.OG 
228.OU 
•F INCOME 
RROR UF '• 
EjRRUR UF 
AND RE 
INCOME 
REVENUE 
AND 
s 
s 
NWORKERS = 
Y/H 
- 0 . 6 8 7 7 
- 2 2 . 5 6 4 0 
7 . 4 0 8 5 
4 . 4 2 9 0 
INCOME 
- 2 . 
4 2 . 8 2 4 1 
0 . 5 0 5 8 
55 
-0.1181 
90 
COVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
REVENUE 
1.57 
1.87 
0.7C 
1.02 
1.12 
0.67 
CORRELAIIUN CUEFF. BETWEEN REVENUE AND 
FEMALES 
8 6 4 . 0( 
9 5 3 . 0 ( 
8 7 8 . 0 ( 
9 2 3 . 0 1 
9 0 9 . c n 
1 0 2 2 . OC 
JF FEMALES AND REVENUE 
ERROR UF F^MALtS 
ERRUR UF REVENUE 
REVENUE 
1 .57 
1 . 6 7 
O./G 
1 . 6 2 
1 . 1 2 
0 . 6 7 
MILK 
7 6 1 . OOJ 
5 3 7 . o q 
599.OUJ 
3 9 . 0 0 
1680 .Oi 
166 .Oi 
FEMALES 4 - 0 . 2 1 5 7 
- 6 . 2 4 4 3 
5 7 . 2 4 1 3 
0 .5058! 
CORRELATION CUEFF. EEIWEEN REVENUE AND 
CUVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD C 
RLVEwUE 
1.57 
1.87 
O./U 
1.62 
1.12 
0.67 
OF INCOME! 
EjRRUR UF 1 
RRUR UF RE 
REVENUE 
1.57 
1.87 
0.7C 
l.o2 
L.ic 
0.67 
INCuMfc 
277.OU 
216.00 
295.00 
255.OC 
178.0C 
228.00 
AND REVENUE 
NCUME 
VENUE 
FEMALES 
864.00 
953.OC 
678.OC 
923.00 
909.OC 
1022.OG 
CORRELAIIUN COEFF. BETWEEN REVieNUE AND 
COVARIANCE UF FEMALES AND REVENUE = 
STANDARD ERRUR OF FEMALES 
STANDARD ERROR OF REVENUE 
INCOME 
-2.5! 
42.8241 
0.5058 
175 
- 0 . 1 1 8 1 
5 9 0 
CORRELATION CUEFF. 
COVARIANC 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
REVtNUE 
1 .57 
1 .87 
0.7U 
1.62 
1 .12 
0 . 6 7 
5 OF MI4.K ERRUR 
ERROR 
OF 
OF 
MI 
RE 
REVENUfc 
1 . 5 7 
MILK 
761.00 
537.OU 
599.OG 
39 .00 
1680.OG 
166.00 
BETWEEN REVENUE AND 
AND REVENUE * 
LK 
VENUE 
FAMILY 
6 . 0 J 
FEMALES =\ - 0 . 2 1 5 7 
- 6 . 2 4 4 3 
5 7 . 2 4 1 3 
0 . 5 0 5 8 
MILK => - 0 . 0 5 7 6 
- 1 6 . 9 5 1 4 
5 8 2 . 0 3 8 8 
0 . 5 0 5 8 
1.87 
O.70 
i.o* 
1.1* 
0.67 
CORRELATION CUEFF. b 
COVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
UF FAMILY 
EjRRUR UF FA 
ERRUR UF RE 
REVENUE 
1 . 5 7 
1 .87 
0.7C 
1 . 6 2 
1 . 1 2 
0 . 6 7 
COVARIANCE OF RICE 
STANDARD ERROR UF RI 
5. 7u 
5.74 
5.53 
5.!>i 
5.10 
ETWEEN REV 
AND RE' 
MILY 
VENUE 
VE 
RICE 
10. 5U 
8.3G 
10.9C 
10.2G 
8.1C 
13.5C 
CORRELATION COEFF. EETWEEN REVENUE AHQj 
CE 
tNUE AND 
NUE * 
AND REVENUE = 
FAMILY 
O.Q 
0.3158 
0.5056 
RICE 
STANDARD ERROR UF REVENUE 
-0.6221 
1.9736 
0.5058 
176 
0.5601 
894 
=? -0.6232 
COVARIANCE 
REVENUE 
1.57 
1.67 
0.70 
1.62 
1.12 
0.67 
CORRELAIICN CUEFF. EETWEEN REVENUE AND 
STANDARD E|RROR UF 
STANDARD EJRRUR UF RE 
INCOME 
277.OG 
216.OU 
295.OC 
25i>.0C 
^WORKERS 
65 .00 
47 .70 
66 .60 
57 .00 
6 0 . 9U 
66 .70 
OF NWORKEjRS AND REVENUE * 
NWURKERS 
VENUE 
FEMALES 
864.OU 
9 5 3 . 0 0 
676.OC 
923.OU 
NWORKERS =* - 0 . 7 9 6 0 
- 2 . 9 8 2 6 
7 .4085 
0 .5058 
CURRELAIION CUEFF. ti 
CUVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
UF FEMALb 
EJRRUR UF F 
ERRUR UF 1 
COVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
1 / 8 . 0 0 
228.OU 
S AND liNCJUME 
tjMALES 
NICUME 
INCUME 
277.OC 
216.OG 
295.OC 
255.OC 
17b.OC 
228.OC 
CORRELATION CUEt-F. t 
DF MILK 
ERROR OF MILK 
ERRUR UF INCUME 
909.OU 
1022 .UU 
tJWELN INCUME 
MILK 
761.OU 
537.OG 
5 9 9 . 0 0 
39.OC 
1660.OC 
166.OU 
ETWEEN INCjUME 
AND INCUME 
AND 
AND 
FEMALES = 
- 1 1 4 2 . 8 9 8 0 
5 7 . 2 4 1 3 
4 2 . 8 2 4 1 
MILK 
Y/7 
- 0 . 4 6 6 2 
=» - 0 . 5 0 5 7 
- 1 2 6 0 5 . 1 8 0 0 
5 8 2 . 0 3 8 8 I 
4 2 . 8 2 4 1 
INCUME 
2 7 7 . 0 ( 
2 1 6 . 0 C 
295.OOJ 
255.OC 
17a.Ui 
2 2 8 . 0 ( 
FAMILY 
6 . 0 3 
5 . 7 6 
5 . 7 4 
5 . 5 3 
5 . 5 1 
5 . 1 0 
CORRELATION CUEFF. BETWEEN INCUME 
COVARIANCE UF FAMILY 
STANDARD t\ 
STANDARD ERROR UF INCOME 
RRUR OF FAMILY 
AND INCOME 
INCUME 
277.00 
21O.0G 
29t>.0C 
255.OC 
17b.OC 
Rice 
10.5U 
8.3U 
10.90 
10. 2G 
8.1C 
13.5G 
AND FAMILY 0.4390 
5.9370 
0.3158 | 
42.824i 
CURRELAT10 
CUVARIANCE 
STANDARD fc 
STANDARD E 
COVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
N COEFF. t 
OF RiCt 
RRUR UF Rl 
RRUR UF IN 
INCUME 
277.OC 
21O.0U 
295.00 
255.01 
178.OG 
228.OG 
CORRtLATION CUEFF. BETWEEN INoOME 
NWURKERS Oh 
EjRRUR UF NW 
ti<R.UH OF I 
FEMALtS 
LTWEEN INUJME 
AND 1NQUME 
CE 
CUME 
NWURKERS 
65.OU 
47.7U 
66.60 
57.00 
60.90 
66.70 
AND iNojuME 
URKERS 
NCUME 
MILK 
AND 
AND 
RICE 
3 7 . Q 7 0 0 
1 . 9 7 3 6 
4 2 . 8 2 4 1 
4 0 . 4 3 8 6 ] 
Y/B 
NWORKERS ^ 0 . 4 2 0 4 
i 
1 3 3 . 3 7 0 0 
7 . 4 0 8 5 
4 2 . 8 2 4 1 
cOv^.%<^*-i-c .,* 8 o 4 . 0 0 - 7-61.00'-'-*"-> 
W J, «. . f <•<<-> 9 t>3 .00 v 5 3 7 . 0 0 
4. . ^ 
I i 
•TERROR*** KQ-J6 
PROGRAMME WAS EXECOTlNCl LINE 
.3MPILE riM£= 3 . 8 7 SEC,EX 
1 
'a 
87O.0C 
9 2 3 . 0 0 
909.OU 
1022.00 
599 .00 
39.OG 
I08O.OC 
1 6 6 . 0 0 
ECUTIUN T i 
8 IN ROUTINE M/PROG 
ME= 10. 
WHEN TERMINATION OCCi 
00 SEC,OBJECT CODE= 3080 BY 
CURRELAIiL 
CUVARIANCE 
STANDARD £ 
STANDARD E 
FEMALES 
864 .0U 
9 ^ 3 . 0 0 
876.OG 
9 2 3 . 0 0 
9 0 9 . 0 0 
1022.OC 
N COEFF. ti 
Kif MILK 
RRUR UF Mi 
RROR UF F 
FEMALES 
664.00 
953.OC 
876.00 
923.OC 
909.OG 
1022.00 
MILK 
7 6 1 . 0 0 
5 3 / . 0 0 
599.OU 
3 9 . 0 0 
1 6 8 0 . 0 0 
1 0 6 . 0 0 
ETWEEN FEMALES AND 
AND FEMALES = 
LK 
EMALtS 
FAMILY 
6 . 0 3 
5 . 7 o 
5 . 7 4 
5 . 5 3 
5 . 5 1 
5 . 1 0 
CORRELATION COEFF. EJETWEEN FEMALE6 AND 
COVARIANCE UF FAMILY AND FEMALES = 
STANDARD ERROR OF FAMILY 
STANDARD EJRROR OF FEJMALES 
MILK 
179 
4 -0.4188 
-13952.7200 
582.0388 
57.2413! 
FAMILY = -0.8263 
FEMALES 
864.00 
953.OC 
878.00 
923.00 
909.00 
1022.00 
RICE 
10.50 
8.30 
10.90 
10.20 
8.1G 
13.50 
CORRELAIIUN COEFF. BETWEEN FEMALES AND 
COVARIANCE OF RICE 
STANDARD ERROR OF RIuE 
STANDARD ERRUR OF FEJMALES 
FEMALtS 
864.00! 
AND FEMALES 
NWORKERS 
65.00 
-14.9350 
0.3158 
57.2413! 
RICE 0.4414 
49.8700 
1.9736 
57.2413 
953.UC 
8/6.00 
923.OC 
909.00 
1022.OU 
CURRtLAIION COtFF. b 
COVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
OF NWURKL 
EjRRUR UF 
ERRUR UF fti 
NWURKERS 
MILK 
761.OU 
537 .00 
599.OC 
39 .00 
1680.OC 
l o o . 0 1 
CORRELATION COEFF. BETWEEN MILK 
COVARIANCE OF FAMILY AND MILJK 
STANDARD ERRUR OF FAMILY 
STANDARD ERRUR OF MILK 
4 / . /0 
6 6 . 8U 
5 7 . 0 0 
6 0 . 9 0 
6 6 . 7U 
ETWEEN FEMAL 
RS AND FEMAL 
K 
MALES 
FAMILY 
6.03 
5.7b 
5.74 
5.53 
5.51 
5.1C 
ES AND 
ES = 
AND 
NWORKERS 4 -0.1541 
-65.3634 
7.4085 
57.2413! 
FAMILY 
42.8180 
0.3158 
582.0388 
1 8 0 
* 0 .2330 
MILK 
761.OU 
537.00 
599.OC 
39.00 
1680.00 
166.00 
CORRELATION COEFF. BETWEEN MILK 
RICE 
10.5U 
8.30 
10. 9U 
10.20 
6.10! 
13.50 
CUVARIANCd UF RICE 
STANDARD ERROR UF RICE 
STANDARD EJRRUR UF MILK 
AND MILK 
MILK 
761.0C 
537.OC 
599.OC 
39.OC 
NWURKERS 
65.OU 
47.7C 
66. 8U 
57.00 
AND RICE » -0.6167 
-708.3996 
1.9736 j 
582.0386 
1660.00 
lOO.00 
CORRELATION CUEFF. t 
CUVARlANoE 
STANDARD E 
STANDARD E 
COVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
UF NWURKt 
RRUR UF N* 
RRUR UF MI 
FAMILY 
0.03 
5.7d 
5.74 
5.53 
5.51 
5.1G 
CORRELATION COEFF. BETWEEN FAMI 
AND FAM UF RICE 
EjRRUR OF Rl 
ERRUR OF FA 
60.VU 
OO. /c 
ETWEEN MILK 
RS AND 
URKERS 
LK 
MILK 
RICE 
10.5c 
6.3G 
10.9C 
10.2C 
8.IC 
13.50 
CE 
MILY 
LY 
ILY 
AND 
AND 
NWORKERS * 
181 
0.0555 
239.1855 
7.4085 
582.0388 
RICE 
-0. 
1.9736 
0.3158 
-0.5072 
161 
FAMILY 
o.03 
5.7ti 
5.74 
5.53 
5.51 
5.10 
NWuRKERS 
65.00 
47. 7U 
66.80 
57 .00 
60 .90 
66 .70 
CORRELATION CUEFF. BETWEEN FAMILY 
COVARiANCEl lif NWURKEjRS AND FAMILY 
STANDARD EiRRQR UF NwURKERS 
STANDARD EJRRUR OF FAMILY 
RICE 
1 0 . 5 0 
8 . 3 0 
10.90 
1 0 . 2U 
8 . 1 0 
1 3 . 5 0 
NWORKERS 
6 5 . 0 0 
47.7G 
66.60 
57.OC 
60.90 
66 .70 
AND NWORKERS =» - 0 . 2 0 4 7 
- 0 . 4 7 8 9 
7 . 4 0 8 5 
0 .3158 
.OMPILE TIME" 
CURRELAIION CULFh. u 
COVARIANCE 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
UF NWURKEjRS 
E1RRUR UF NW 
UR UF RI ERRi 
3.85 SEC,EXECUTION II 
LIWLEN RILE 
AND Ril 
URKERS 
CE 
Ot 
AND 
ME = 6. 
NWORKERS = 
9.9290 
7.4085 
1.9736 
95 SEC,OBJ 
0.6791 
18,1 
ECT CODE= 3080 BY 
18; 
1 = 
2 = 
3 = 
k = 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = 
8 = 
9 = 
10 = 
11 = 
12 = 
13 = 
Ik = 
15 = 
16 = 
17 = 
18 = 
19 = 
20 = 
21 = 
22 = 
23 = 
2k = 
25 = 
26 = 
27 = 
28 = 
29 = 
30 = 
31 = 
32 = 
33 = 
3^ = 
35 = 
36 = 
37 = 
38 = 
39 = 
ko = 
kl = 
k2 = 
k3 = 
kk = 
4 5 = 
k6 = 
k7 = 
48 = 
NAMES OF THE OBSERVATIONS 
Dayalbrang 
Ajitwal 
All Survey 
Edava 
Obetty 
Attipra 
Overall Survey 
Nag la 
Richola 
Fategung 
Ramnagar 
Gansang 
Sambhal 
Thakardwara 
Sharanpur 
Kundaraki 
Hasanpur 
Moradabad 
Amroaha 
Balandshar 
Tappal 
Dhanpur 
Janwa 
Khair 
Sasni 
Lodha 
Jaisinghpura 
Auragabad 
Vijapur 
Gurna 
Sakar 
Gadiyari 
Barauti 
Bhagaura 
Bhitirawat 
Shajanwa 
Pipraich 
Brahmapur 
Piprali 
Bashikatlab 
All Survey 
Thakri 
Chidrilgang 
All Survey 
Jailpanguri 
Arnala 
Gokhivar 
Dhamani 
•+9 = Path 
50 = Jamb 
51 = Paidgaon 
52 = Overall Survey 
53 = Aluminium 
Factory 
5k = Kadampur 
55 = Jitpur 
56 = Bishnupur 
57 - Tirling 
58 = Kurki 
59 = Sohejaha 
oO = Barakaur 
6l = Chiraila 
62 = All Survey 
63 = Srikoloyat 
6k = Basani 
65 = Watika 
66 = Kishanga 
67 = Osian 
68 = Shirbari 
69 = Shrikara 
70 = Girwan 
71 = Pasagan 
72 = All Survey 
73 = Singareni 
7k - Milk Project 
75 - Fluorosis 
70 = Pattancheru 
77 = Banswada 
78 = Mahboobbad fe 
79 = Warragal 
80 = Mahboobabad 
81 = Karimnagal 
82 = Gangadhara 
83 = Paderu 
8H- = Anaku 
85 = Chintalapudi 
80 = Shriharikota 
87 = Macherla 
88 = Emani 
89 = Bapatla 
90 = Vetapalem 
91 = Medichal 
92 = Vikarabad 
93 = Pattancheru 
9k - Shadnagar 
95 = Gadwell 
96 = 
97 = 
98 = 
99 = 
100 = 
101 = 
102 = 
103 = 
104 = 
105 = 
106 = 
107 = 
108 = 
109 = 
110 = 
111 = 
112 = 
113 = 
114 = 
115 = 
116 = 
117 = 
118 = 
119 = 
120 = 
121 = 
122 = 
123 = 
124 = 
125 = 
126 = 
127 = 
128 = 
129 = 
130 = 
131 = 
132 = 
133 = 
134 = 
135 = 
Hydrabad 
Mahabubad 
Laxittipet 
Manthani 
Kallur 
Warangal 
Vetapale 
Nuzvid 
Gara 
Phirangi 
Prattipadu 
Guntar 
Nagalliti 
Kalahasti 
Chittoor 
Uravakonda 
Nandyal 
Dhone 
Giddalur 
Markapur 
Koikuntla 
Kurnool 
All Region 
Thackala 
Thacklay 
Thackaly 
Nagarkoil 
Christiangaram 
Rathnamangalam 
Gangulori 
Kancheepuran 
Tindivanam 
Palni 
Tambaram 
Goddalur 
Maruthyakudi 
Maiparai 
Kotlamangal 
Kodaikanal 
Errukkancherri 
184 
SLOPE 
SLOPE 
FOR CALORIE INTAKE PER CAPITA 
MILLETS INTAKE IN GRAMS PER 
CONSUMPTION UNIT 
Y = 
B = 
A = 
Y = 
I f 
I f 
FOE 
Y = 
B = 
A = 
I f 
I f 
A + BX 
1.1438 
2404.7580 
2404.7580 + l . 
X = 100 Y = 
X = 300 Y = 
1438X 
2519.1380 
2747.898O 
i CALORIE INTAKE PER CAPITA 
MONTHLY FAMILY INCOME 
A + BX 
4.9285 
2205.9570 
X = 200 Y = 
X = 100 Y = 
3191.6570 
2698.807O 
AND 
AND 
SLOPE FOR CALORIE INTAKE PER CAPITA AND 
INTAKE IN GRAMS PER CONSUMPTION UNIT 
SLOPE 
MILK 
Y = 
B = 
A = 
Y = 
I f 
I f 
A + BX 
0.9404 
2497.7840 
: 2497.7840 + 0 
X = 700 Y = 
X = 102 Y = 
.9404X 
3156.0640 
2593-7048 
FOR CALORIE INTAKE PER CAPITA AND 
AND MILK PRODUCTS INTAKE IN GRAMS 
PER CONSUMPTION UNIT 
Y = 
B = 
A = 
I f 
I f 
= A + BX 
= 2.8271 
= 2347.1470 
X = 300 Y = 
X = 20 Y = 
3195.2770 
2403.6890 
185 
SLOPE FOR CALORIE INTAKE PER CAPITA AND 
TOTAL CEREAL INTAKE IN GRAMS PER 
CONSUMPTION UNIT 
Y = A + BX 
B = 2.1804 
A = 1340.0500 
If X = 500 Y = 2430.2500 
If X = 600 Y = 2648.2900 
186 
187 
INTERPOLATION OF FIVE PER CENT LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 
AT 133 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
5 PER CENT 
LEVEL OF 
SIGNIFICANC 
.i 
-1*9 
50 75 100 129 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM ( ) 
FIG. 17 * 
ISO 175 200 
Source: Neville, or), cit.. p. 314. 
188 
INTERPOLATION OF ONE PER CENT LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 
AT 133 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
.4 
1 PER CENT 
LEVEL OF 
SIGNIFICANCES 
.2 
50 75 100 125 i 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM ([ ) 
: FIG. il8 
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f*#DLuUc.»s(*****4000c 
C 
c 
I 
C 
c 
c 
L 
L 
C 
I 
JOb 
1 3 4 
79 
100 
80 
99 
96 
97 
9o 
95 
94 
93 
1344 
30 
.vAl I 
OlMEi>i>IUN L u U i 5 0 ) , V I 1 2 , 
oY I L^***v*>;<V0L6**** 
UR uO30dhbMi bYi, , U N t = 3 i 
N= 1 4 5 
RtAO 
1 = II 
J = 
KK = 
DO / 4 4 KKK = 1 
1 3 4 
AT ( 1 H 1 / / / J 
KK = 1 , 
PRINI 
FUKi' 
OU M 4 
NK i i 
PRINI 
FUKM^T 
PRINI 
FURM/-T 
N = I 
PRINT V9, (ViK,L), L=I,JJ 
FUKMAT I20X, 5(E7.0,3XJJ 
OU 9u K = 2,-2 
( L U C I L I , ( V t K , L J , K = l , l l ) , L = 1 , N ) 
/ / ) 
3 
t-UR CHANUiNO TO NEW! 
1 0 0 , ( L U L ( L I , L* I 
( 2 0 A , b O o . t X J i 
8 0 
(1HQ) 
* # * < ( > ( < # > ( < * # • : * * * # # # * > { < * * 
1 5 0 ) , Oi It 0 ) 
XI = 
X2 = 
X3 = 
XA = 
X5 * 
xe = 
X7 = 
X£ * 
XS = 
X10 
X I 
PAcE 
J ) 
UNLV 
, C I ( 1 5 C 
CALORIE 
AVERAGE 
INCOME 
RICE 
MILK 
MEAT 
WHEAT 
MILLETS 
TOTAL C 
* NUMBER 
* NUMBER 
# # < < * * #<ic * * 4 * # u*> *• tf */ *• 
I NCI 
18^ 
FAMILY SIZE 
EREAL 
OF M 
OF F 
S 
ALES 
EMALFS 
P w I N l 
F U K M A T 1 2 0 X , 5 I F 9 . 2 , i X J ) 
DU 9 c 
PRINI 
FORMAT < 2 0 X , 5< 
DU 94 
P k I N i 
EUKM^T I20A, 5^F9.2, 1X)J 
PRINI ai 
61 FUKM/.T (///J 
I = 
J = 
744 CONTINUE 
KKK 
P R i M 
EORM/i 
P = 
UO 1C 
K = I 
J = 
i>oh • 
AUO • 
OU ^1 
SUM • 
DMN • 
9 7 , ( V ( K f L ) * L = I , J J 
K = 4 , 9 
9 5 , ( V I K J 
K= 1 0 , 1 1 
9 3 , I V U i 
1 
4 
0 
1 3 4 4 
T ( 1 H 1 / / 7 , 
0 0 1 = 1 , i l 
+ 1 
+ 1 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
L = 1 , N 
SUM + V( i | 
SOM / P 
DU 3J L = 1 , N 
L I , L= I , j | 
F 7 . 0 , 3 X J I 
L I , L * I , J i 
/ / J 
Li 
Ji 
20 
40 
995 
9oO 
99o 
102 
DILI 
AUU 
UU 1C 
APKD 
CUM =| 
SUM I 
OU 2c 
Sufil 
CMN = 
OU 41 
CHLJ 
CuM = 
APKU 
CuNTi 
R = ^  
SID ^ 
51 = 
50 -
NKK =i 
IF I 
PKINI 
« VII ,Li " 
AUU • Oil. 
Oi J = l\,ll 
= 0.0 
0.0 
= 0.0 
L=l,n 
SUMi • 
SUMI/P 
VI 
L=1,N 
= V(J,L) 
CUM * Oil 
= APRO • 
NUE 
PRO/ 5wRTt 
APRO / If 
SWKTICUM/ 
SWRTIADU/ 
KKK + 1 
KKK - 5 * 
9 8 0 
PuKMiT I 1 H 1 / / / / 
UMlM 
)*DiL) 
J , L I 
- CMN 
L ) * C I ( L i 
U ( L i * C I l L ) 
Au0*C0M) 
- 1 . 0 ) 
(P - l . O i i 
I P - l . O i i 
9 9 6 , 99o , 
n 
995 
KKK = 1 
CUNTilNuE 
P M u l 102 , i , J , R 
FORMAT 1 2 0 A , 24HCUKRELATION 
F 1 0 . 5 / J 
1 0 3 , I , J , S I D , J , N | I , 1 , 5 0 
T (30A,14nCUVARiANCE bF , 1 2 , 
ANOARb LRRUR 4JF , I 2 , 3 l i * , 
190 
PRIM 
103 FORM*! 
l l t iHSl 
2 11, 
UIMc.jSiuN A4 H i 
M = 
OU 949 L=l, M 
999 
YlL) 
XlLi 
CONTi 
N = 1 
CALL 
NP= .M 
PRINI 
PRINI 
H = I 
1001 
1000 
CONTINUE 
CUNijiNOE 
SlUP 
END 
SENTRY 
3H = , PU.5) 
= VII,L) 
= VU,i.) 
NUE 
otPLSiIN,Al,M,X,Y) 
+ 1 
99b, (All 
99o PuhMz-Tl 1H0, 27X, 3Hb », J-
997 
9 9 / FUKM/,1 ( 1H0/ /J 
35 
XI500I 
I ) , 11 = 1 »M*J 
CUEi-FICIENT , I 2 , 5 H AND , I 2 , 3 H = 
5H AND , 1 2 , 3H = , FJ10 .1 /33X, 
Fld .5 /33X,18FSTANDARD ^RROR OF , 
YI500I 
1 0 . 4 , i 5 x ; 3HA = , F 1 0 . 4 ) 
Calories 3424. 
Av. Fam. Size 8.55 
Income 121.50 
Rice 44. 
tfilk 3 93. 
Meat 12. 
A/heat 590. 
billets 52. 
Total Cereals 520. 
NTo. of Malas 4.20 
NTo. of Females <t. 53 
Calories 
A.v. Fam. 
Income 
Rice 
Milk 
Meat 
fneat 
lillets 
2314. 
StLze 9.40 
200.00 
314. 
90. 
126. 
91. 
25. 
?otal Cereals 430. 
Jo. 
Jo. 
of 
of 
9S Mai 
Females 
11 
Calories 2647. 
kv. Fam. Size 8.50 
Income 7 5.83 
Rice 173, 
Milk 167. 
Meat 15. 
Wheat 150. 
Millets 193. 
Total Cereals 516. 
No. of Males 5.84 
No. of Females 2.66 
4.92 
4.48 
2072. 
6.30 
165.00 
15. 
425. 
2. 
453. 
3. 
637. 
3.22 
3.08 
1972. 
7.50 
225.00 
254. 
43. 
104. 
95. 
36. 
385. 
3.97 
3.53 
12 
3253. 
4.17 
63.75 
320. 
20. 
12. 
26. 
374. 
720. 
2.50 
1.67 
3200. 
7.22 
143.00 
30. 
409. 
7. 
522. 
28. 
580. 
3.64 
* 3.58 
2924. 
5.00 
123.33 
247. 
88. 
170. 
13°. 
145. 
531. 
2.84 
2.16 
13 
2414. 
14.80 
204.00 
79. 
96. 
9. 
122. 
244. 
445. 
8.20 
6.60 
1697. 
5.60 
100.00 
204. 
11. 
86. 
93. 
4. 
303. 
2.52 
3.08 
2110. 
6.70 
120.00 
502. 
17. 
34. 
60. 
28. 
530. 
3.35 
3.35 
191 
14 
2056. 
4.80 
270.00 
43. 
227. 
7. 
116. 
102. 
261. 
2.00 
2.80 
1907. 
7.50 
15u .uC 
244. 
27. 
99. 
102. 
17. 
363. 
3.80 
3.70 
10 
2753. 
6.17 
125.00 
184. 
122. 
17. 
71. 
255. 
510. 
3.00 
3.17 
15 
3390. 
5.33 
115.00 
162. 
190. 
32. 
145. 
187. 
494. 
1.70 
3.63 
C a l o r i e s 
Av. Fam. StL 
Income 
Rice 
Milk 
Meat 
Wheat 
M i l l e t s 
Total Cerejals 
No. of Males 
No. of Female 
16 
20 6 0 . 
ze 12.so 
95.00 
9 1 . 
221 . 
17. 
20 . 
241 . 
352. 
5.00 
S 7.50 
21 
C a l o r i e s 2757. 
Av. Fam. SfLze 6.60 
Income 124.00 
Rice 37. 
Milk 150. 
Meat 3 . 
Wheat 3 7. 
M i l l e t s 1^3. 
Total Ce rea l s 267. 
o . of Malas 2.80 I o. of Females 3.80 
SL 
a l o r i e s 
Av. Fam. 
Income 
Rice 
Milk 
Meat 
/foe a t 
M i l l e t s 
Tota l Cere 
No. of Mai 
No. of Female 
26 
3349. 
Ze q.60 
142.00 
165. 
102. 
37. 
9. 
60. 
als 234. 
3S 4.60 
S 5.00 
17 
2717. 
8.80 
296.00 
31. 
173. 
26. 
91. 
303. 
425. 
4.00 
4.80 
2610. 
3.80 
72.00 
139. 
250. 
2. 
40. 
" 26. 
205. 
1.80 
2.00 
18 
2136. 
5.20 
127.00 
184. 
159. 
26. 
45. 
156. 
391. 
2.00 
3.20 
27 
1567. 
6.10 
83.50 
40. 
26. 
3. 
43. 
2 98. 
341. 
" " 2.80 
3.30 
23 
3581. 
6.20 
"~ 91.CO 
200. 
363. 
" 30. 
54. 
37. 
291. 
3.60 
2.60 
28 
2988. 
*" 6.80 
197.50 
31. 
11. 
14. 
23. 
510. 
533. 
" 3.80 
3.00 
19 
3275. 
8.40 
154.00 
57. 
159. 
27. 
162. 
27?. 
491. 
3.80 
4.60 
24 
3728. 
9.60 
128.00 
230. 
218. 
29. 
3. 
190. 
423. 
5.60 
4.00 
192 
29 
3129. 
5.50 
87.50 
150. 
1*9. 
17. 
51. 
516. 
567. 
3.10 
2.40 
20 
25Gd. 
7.12 
62.i5 
37. 
Iu3. 
5. 
264. 
176. 
477. 
3.74 
:>.38 
25 
3285. 
6.80 
124.00 
209. 
130. 
35. 
12. 
193. 
414. 
4.80 
2.00 
30 
240o. 
4.80 
126.50 
162. 
128. 
7. 
142. 
17o. 
460. 
2.50 
2.30 
^alories 
Av. Fam. 
Income 
Rice 
Milk 
Meat 
wheat 
{Millets 
Total Cereals 743. 
too. of Males 3.00 
No. of Females 2.90 
31 
3521. 
Silze 5.90 
122.00 
221. 
139. 
9. 
221. 
162. 
36 
Calories 
Av. Fam. 
Income 
Rice 
Milk 
Meat 
Wheat 
Millets 
Total Cerekls 542. 
No. of MaL3S 4.10 
{To. of Females 3.40 
2591. 
Stze 7.50 
198.90 
210. 
128. 
13. 
292. 
40. 
palories 
Av. Fam. Si 
Income 
Rice 
Milk 
|4eat 
Wheat 
Killets 
(Total Cere 
$o. of Malfe 
No. of Female 
41 
2883. 
ze 6.79 
42.97 
119. 
128. 
16. 
119. 
198. 
als 436. 
S 3.50 
S 3.29 
32 
4780. 
5.20 
125.00 
255. 
102. 
37. 
329. 
357. 
941. 
2.20 
3.00 
37 
3230. 
5.50 
42.97 
454. 
65. 
3. 
147. 
105. 
706. 
2.85 
2.65 
42 
4303. 
7.60 
200.00 
50. 
173. 
15. 
213. 
629. 
892. 
3.75 
3.85 
33 
4052. 
7.80 
220.84 
60. 
476. 
3. 
610. 
65. 
735. 
4.20 
3.60 
38 
1870. 
4.90 
62.50 
274. 
31. 
20. 
77. 
34. 
383. 
2.60 
2.30 
43 
3357. 
6.70 
155.00 
90. 
163. 
13. 
654. 
3. 
747. 
3.41 
3.29 
34 
2640. 
8.30 
157.30 
48. 
54. 
11. 
383. 
170. 
601. 
4.40 
3.90 
39 
2325. 
7.20 
64.33 
218. 
14. 
4. 
156. 
173. 
551. 
3.86 
3.34 
193 
44 
3830. 
6.90 
170.00 
70. 
168. 
14. 
433. 
316. 
819. 
3.42 
3.48 
35 
3394. 
6.80 
297.00 
196. 
136. 
3. 
391. 
82. 
669. 
3.50 
3.30 
40 
3633. 
7.00 
101.20 
258. 
77. 
28. 
187. 
264. 
709. 
3.28 
3.72 
45 
2830. 
6.80 
1C4.C0 
49 3. 
121. 
40. 
171. 
13. 
617. 
3.48 
3.32 
Calories 
Av. Fam. S:L 
income 
ilice 
Milk 
Meat 
Wheat 
Millets 
Total Cere 
Vo. of Mai 
So. of Female 
46 
2749 . 
ze 6 .80 
100.00 
584. 
3 0 . 
8 7 . 
24 . 
16 . 
a l s 6 2 4 . 
*S 0 .00 
s 0 .00 
Calories 
Av. Fam. 
Income 
Rice 
Milk 
Meat 
Wheat 
Millets 
Total Cere 
No. of 
No. of 
51 
2872. 
S|ize 6.40 
169.00 
22. 
88. 
13. 
38. 
668. 
als728. 
0.00 
0.00 
Males 
F e n a l e s 
C a l o r i e s 
Av. Fam. 
Income 
R i c e 
Mi lk 
Meat 
Wheat 
M i l l e t s 
T o t a l Cer4 
No. of Ma 
No. of 
56 
2753. 
i z e 4 .90 
80 .00 
267 . 
9 . 
3. 
162. 
2 6 . 
a l s 5 U . 
es 2 .61 
S 2 .29 F e n a l e 
47 
2810 . 
6 .80 
105.00 
583 . 
26 . 
3 5 . 
27 . 
4 . 
6 1 4 . 
0 .00 
0 . 0 0 
52 
2882 . 
6 . 60 
115.00 
2 1 2 . 
59 . 
29 . 
7 4 . 
3 6 5 . 
652 . 
3 .24 
3 .06 
57 
2112 . 
5 . 10 
7 5 . 0 0 
4 4 5 . 
4 . 
9 . 
4 0 . 
2 3 8 . 
6 7 1 . 
2 . 7 7 
2 . 4 3 
48 
3105 . 
6 .40 
175.00 
2 8 . 
7 0 . 
5 . 
209 . 
4 3 3 . 
6 7 0 . 
0 .00 
0 .00 
53 
3180 . 
5.90 
" 2 5 4 . 7 0 
4 5 9 . 
8 0 . 
27 . 
224 . 
6 . 
689 . 
2 .95 
2 .95 
58 
2557 . 
4 . 9 0 
67 .00 
295. 
8 . 
6 . 
204. 
167. 
6 7 4 . 
2 . 1 5 
2 . 7 5 
49 
2986 . 
7.40 
165.00 
4 2 . 
87 . 
10 . 
125 . 
4 9 4 . 
6 6 1 . 
0 .00 
0 .00 
54 
2605. 
4 . 7 0 
9 1 . 3 6 
612 . 
6 . 
3. 
38 . 
4 0 . 
690 . 
2 .33 
2 .37 
19'• 
59 
2 5 9 7 . 
6 .20 
72 .00 
4 0 3 . 
3. 
1 4 . 
1 8 7 . 
4 5 . 
6 3 5 . 
3 .28 
2 .92 
50 
2 7 6 9 . 
5 .60 
15 0 .00 
1 5 . 
5 5 . 
22. 
2 4 . 
577 . 
6 1 6 . 
0 .00 
O.bO 
55 
2657. 
4 .60 
126.17 
374. 
6 . 
2 9 . 
2 3 0 . 
2 0 . 
624 . 
2 .7o 
1.64 
60 
2 7 7 1 . 
4 .90 
69.CO 
3 5 4 . 
9. 
6 . 
3 0 9 . 
17. 
6 8 0 . 
2.49 
2 . 4 1 
C a l o r i e s 
Av. Fam. 
Income 
Rice 
Milk 
Meat 
Wheat 
M i l l e t s 
To ta l Cer 
No. of Male 
No. of Female 
61 
2 7 7 1 . 
Size 5.40 
73 .00 
4 4 5 . 
2 0 . 
3. 
179 . 
6 2 . 
a l£686 . 
S 2.75 
S 2 .65 
66 
Calories 1926. 
Av. Fam. SfLze 5.20 
Income 131.00 
1U.CC: i • 
Milk 127. 
Meat 1. 
Wheat 72 7. 
Millets 10. 
Total Cereals 737. 
No. of Males 2.88 
No. of Females 2.32 
Calories 
Av. Fam. S]i 
Income 
Rice 
Milk 
Meat 
Wheat 
Millets 
Total Cere 
No. of Malle 
No. of Fenale 
71 
2216. 
ze D.50 
12 8.60 
5. 
83. 
7.' 
415. 
56. 
als*71. 
S 4.17 
S 2.33 
62 
2600. 
5.20 
70.0C 
368. 
7. 
7. 
180. 
93. 
641. 
2.67 
2.53 
67 
1845. 
7.00 
125.00 
1. 
62. 
3. 
522. 
216. 
739. 
3.75 
3.25 
72 
2916. 
5.80 
0.00 
7. 
118. 
5. 
354. 
277. 
631. 
3.23 
2.57 
63 
1922. 
6.30 
100.00 
4. 
105. 
1. 
207. 
472. 
679. 
3.02 
3.28 
68 
1754. 
5.60 
'106.00 
1. 
125. 
2. 
538. 
369. 
907. 
3.17 
2.43 
73 
24C0. 
5.60 
60.00 
408. 
79. 
37. 
102. 
30. 
540. 
3.09 
2.51 
64 
2360. 
6.00 
113.00 
5. 
173. 
2. 
213. 
253. 
466. 
3.29 
2.71 
69 
1925. 
6.50 
167.10 
2. 
239. 
3. 
209. 
383. 
692. 
3.68 
2.82 
195 
74 
1911. 
5.40 
50.00 
173. 
40. 
19. 
4. 
284. 
461. 
2.79 
2.61 
65 
1926. 
5.60 
109.c0 
3. 
U 7 . 
1. 
97. 
452. 
549. 
J.25 
2.25 
70 
1923. 
4.30 
177.9G 
2. 
72. 
3. 
25o. 
153. 
409. 
2.30 
2.00 
75 
2150. 
7.00 
65.00 
425. 
4b. 
23. 
6. 
71. 
502. 
3.21 
3.b9 
Calories 
Av. Fam. 
Income 
Rice 
Milk 
Meat 
Wheat 
Millets 
Total Cereals519. 
No. of Males 3.12 
No. of Females 2.66 
76 
2220. 
0ize 5.80 
69.00 
284. 
65. 
14. 
3. 
232. 
81 
2850. 
$ize 5.30 
95.00 
422. 
34. 
25. 
68. 
190. 
Calories 
Av. Fam. 
Income 
Rice 
Milk 
Meat 
Wheat 
Millets 
Total Cer4als680. 
No. of Ma:.es 2.77 
No. of Fenales 2.53 
Calories 
Av. Fam. 
Income 
Rice 
Milk 
Meat 
Wheat 
Millets 
Total Ce 
No. of Ma 
No. of 
re 
86 
2160. 
Size 4.30 
63.00 
450. 
40. 
7. 
5. 
45. 
als500. 
es 2.37 
s 1.93 FemaleJ 
77 
1895. 
6.8C 
47.00 
425. 
23. 
11. 
11. 
63. 
499. 
3.62 
3.18 
82 
2790. 
5.90 
73.00 
496. 
136. 
14. 
6. 
114. 
616. 
3.01 
2.89 
"87 
2165. 
5.00 
49.00 
460. 
56. 
6. 
9. 
65. 
533. 
1.95 
3.05 
78 
2820. 
5.60 
IOC.00 
539. 
57. 
23. 
14. 
51. 
604. 
2.69 
2.91 
83 
2120. 
4.80 
65.00 
482. 
18. 
" 9. 
6. 
48. 
536. 
1.70 
3.10 
88 
2200. 
6.90 
75.00 
471. 
74. 
12. 
3. 
28. 
544. 
3.87 
3.03 
79 
3225. 
4.50 
115.00 
437. 
20. 
99. 
6. 
3 54. 
797. 
2.19 
2.31 
84 
2165. 
5.70 
60.00 
459. 
57. 
6. 
9. 
55. 
520. 
2.84 
2.86 
190 
89 
2456. 
7.20 
150.00 
427. 
64. 
22. 
18. 
129. 
574. 
3.67 
3.53 
80 
32bO. 
6.30 
11O.0C 
hbb. 
125. 
2i. 
14. 
270. 
f*49. 
3.02 
3.28 
85 
21uU. 
4.50 
59.00 
454. 
15. 
9. 
3. 
35. 
492. 
2.84 
1.66 
90 
2535. 
5.10 
2UO.00 
44 7. 
91. 
17. 
6. 
28. 
544. 
3.25 
2.85 
Calories 
Av. Fam. 
Income 
Rice 
Milk 
Meat 
Wheat 
Millets 
Total Cere! 
No. of 
No. of 
91 
3020. 
3ize 6.00 
160.00 
695. 
24. 
9. 
13. 
59. 
als767. 
2.99 
3.01 
Males 
Fenales 
96 
Calories I 3147. 
|Av. Fam. S|ize 5.79 
130.00 
367. 
19. 
16. 
3. 
288. 
als 658. 
3S 2.93 
Inc ome 
Rice 
Milk 
Meat 
wheat 
Millets 
[Total Cere 
No. of Mai 
No. of Females 2.86 
alories 
^v. Fam. St 
Income 
Rice 
Milk 
Meat 
Wheat 
Millets 
Total Cereals 
No. of Males 
No. of Female 
101 
3162. 
ze 6.10 
159.00 
649. 
129. 
29. 
16. 
234. 
899. 
3.11 
. 2.99 
92 
2642. 
4. 50 
175.00 
107. 
17. 
11. 
12. 
499. 
618. 
2.31 
2.19 
97 
2140. 
5.70 
80.00 
575. 
92. 
37. 
31. 
165. 
771. 
2.87 
2.83 
102 
2830. 
6.20 
130.00 
568. 
202. 
14. 
3. 
5. 
576. 
3.23 
2.97 
93 
5065. 
6.40 
200.00 
449. 
30. 
36. 
10. 
212. 
626. 
3.19 
3.21 
98 
3217. 
5.70 
179.00 
430. 
146. 
38. 
9. 
450. 
889. 
2.82 
2.88 
103 
2438. 
6.80 
115.00 
524. 
165. 
22. 
2. 
4. 
530. 
3.55 
3.25 
94 
2746. 
6.10 
125.00 
296. 
12. 
11. 
5. 
404. 
705. 
3.08 
3.02 
YA 
99 
35C3. 
6.40 
175.00 
630. 
219. 
22. 
33. 
280. 
943. 
3.41 
2.99 
104 
2506. 
7.00 
109.00 
552. 
199. 
24. 
1. 
5. 
557. 
3.59 
3.41 
95 
2261. 
5.10 
97.00 
286. 
13. 
12. 
< + . 
268. 
55d. 
2.68 
2.42 
100 
378o. 
5. 90 
183.00 
961. 
60. 
18. 
10. 
41. 
1012. 
2.6o 
3.04 
105 
2830. 
7.00 
137.00 
514. 
186. 
10. 
5. 
37. 
606. 
3.87 
3.13 
198 
106 
a l o r i e s 
Av. Fam. 
Income 
:Uce 
Milk 
M e a t 
Alheat 
M i l l e t s 
T o t a l C e r e 
No. o f Mai 
No . o f Femja les 2 . 6 0 
2797. 
StLze 5 . 7 0 
1 2 " . 0 0 
6 1 5 . 
1 7 3 . 
1 2 . 
1. 
5 . 
a l s 6 2 1 . 
3S 3 . 1 0 
111 
a l o r i e s 
A v . F a m . Stlze 
I n c o m e 
Pules 
M i l k 
}Meat 
Whea t 
M i l l e t s 
T o t a l C e r e a l s 7 5 4 . 
'So. o f M a l e s 3 . 6 4 
Vo. o f F e m a l e s 2 . 3 6 
l l t> 
2270 . 
6 .00 
85 .00 
3 6 0 . 
1 4 . 
3 . 
4 . 
390. 
C a l o r i e s 
Av. Fam. 
i n c o m e 
R i c e 
M i l k 
Mea t 
Whea t 
f i l l e t s 
T o t a l C e r e k l s 7 8 0 . 
N o . o f Malfes 3 . 0 0 
^o. o f F e m a l e s 3 . 0 0 
2798. 
S i z e 6.00 
1 1 9 . 0 0 
4 2 4 . 
1 8 . 
2 . 
6. 
350 . 
107 
2 6 8 0 . 
6 . 14 
9 7 . 0 0 
5 5 5 . 
1 2 5 . 
1 6 . 
3 . 
1 9 . 
5 7 7 . 
3 . 1 9 
2 . 9 5 
112 
2669. 
7 . 0 0 
" 1 1 2 . 0 0 
4 1 0 . 
1 0 . 
5 . 
3 . 
3 6 5 . 
7 7 8 . 
3 . 5 3 
3 . 4 7 
10R 
1 0 0 7 . 
6 . 0 0 
1 0 7 . 0 0 
2 5 2 . 
0 . 
5 . 
2 . 
1 0 0 . 
3 5 4 . 
3 . 7 0 
2 . 3 0 
117 
2 5 0 4 . 
6 . 7 1 
I O C . 0 0 
4 2 9 . 
1 3 . 
3 . 
1 . 
2 2 7 . 
6 5 7 . 
3 . 4 1 
3 . 3 0 
113 
2 4 8 3 . 
6 . 0 0 
7 9 . 0 0 
4 5 4 . 
1 8 . 
2 . 
2 . 
2 1 5 . 
6 7 1 . 
3 . 0 2 
2 . 9 8 
118 
2 7 9 6 . 
6 , 15 
1 1 3 . 0 0 
4 8 1 . 
7 2 . 
1 3 . 
4 . 
1 9 6 . 
6 8 1 . 
3 . 1 4 
3 . 0 1 
109 
2 0 1 5 . 
7 . 0 0 
9 5 . 0 0 
4 5 9 . 
22. 
8 . 
5 . 
2 7 5 . 
7 3 9 . 
3 . 4 8 
3 . 5 2 
114 
2 7 1 5 . 
7 . 0 0 
1 1 5 . 0 0 
4 4 2 . 
1 7 . 
4 . 
5 . 
3 0 3 . 
7 5 0 . 
3 . 0 2 
3.98 
119 
1 4 4 9 . 
3 . 3 3 
4 8 . 0 0 
3 1 9 . 
2 7 . 
9 . 
3 . 
5 1 . 
3 7 3 . 
1 . 3 3 
1 . 9 7 
110 
2 3 1 3 . 
7 . 0 0 
9 9 . 0 0 
56 9 . 
2 0 . 
6 . 
8 . 
3 0 0 . 
8 7 7 . 
3 . 5 9 
3 . 4 1 
115 
3 7 6 d . 
7.w0 
147 .U0 
4 9 5 . 
1 9 . 
1 . 
8 . 
3 1 9 . 
B22. 
3 . 0 2 
3.98 
120 
1 5 3 5 . 
5 . 8 5 
7 8 . 0 0 
3 2 7 . 
2 5 . 
1 7 . 
2 . 
2 5 . 
3 5 4 . 
3 . 0 2 
2 . 8 3 
199 
121 
Size 
(Calories 
Av. Fam. 
inc ome 
pice 
Milk 
Meat 
Wheat 
Millets 
Total Cere 
Jo. of Males 
N*O. of Females 
1624, 
9 
120 
319 
43 
11 
3 
38 
fells 395. 
.25 
.00 
.00 
.25 
Calories 
Av. Fam. 
Income 
1U. \* v^  
Milk 
Meat 
Wheat 
M i l l e t s 
T o t a l Cere 
:\To. of 
: io . of 
126 
1 3 2 4 . 
Sjlze 3.30 
4 2 . 0 0 
190 . 
17 . 
6 . 
1 5 . 
1 4 3 . 
fells 3 4 8 . 
1.10 
2 .20 
Mal<3s 
F e m a l e s 
131 
alories I 2020 
fv. Fam. Size 4.70 
Income 60.00 
Rice 29^, 
Milk 21 
Meat 10c 
Wheat 7. 
fillets 225. 
{Total Cereals 518. 
No. of Males 2.20 
No. of Females 2.50 
122 
1584. 
5.75 
75.00 
303. 
20. 
7. 
7. 
30. 
348. 
2.50 
3.25 
127 
1885. 
6. 50 
50.00 
503. 
0. 
10. " 
27. 
170. 
500. 
3.00 
3.50 
132 
2090. 
8.20 
115.00 
"373. 
31. 
13. 
5. 
131. 
504. 
3.51 
4.69 
123 
1897. 
7.61 
125.00 
367. 
105. 
15. 
23. 
11. 
401. 
4. 15 
" 3.46 
128 
1520. 
3.90 
49.00 
312. 
1. 
" 14. 
4. 
36. 
352. 
2.38 
1.52 
133 
1750. 
7.50 
100.00 
342. 
58. 
15. 
8. 
53. 
403. 
3.00 
4.50 
\2< 
2242. 
6.00 
130,00 
389. 
76. 
7. 
6. 
120. 
515. 
2.63 
3.37 
129 
1610. 
5.20 
70.00 
311. 
23. 
9. "" 
80. 
106. 
497. 
2.76 
2.44 
134 
1570. 
7. 80 
107.CO 
352. 
31. 
14. 
4. 
4 . 
372. 
4. 36 
3.44 
125 
3101. 
5.43 
75.00 
540. 
o5. 
1. 
75. 
201. 
816. 
3.00 
2.43 
130 
1455. 
4.20 
37.00 
315. 
3. 
16. 
8. 
34. 
357. 
2.23 
1.97 
135 
2605. 
6.80 
120.00 
426. 
52. 
57. 
24. 
24. 
460. 
3.43 
3.37 
CORRELATION COEFFIC 
COVARIANC 
STANOA 
STANDA 
CORRELATION COEFFIC 
COVARIANC 
STANDA 
STANDA 
OF 1 AND 
D ERROR 0 
rtD ERROR Off 
# 6 2 . 5 9 1 
« 4 .92 (15 
6NT 1 AM' 2 H 
ENT 1 ANC 3 # 
OF 1 AND 
FJD ERROR OF 
FID ERROR 0 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 1 ANO 4 # Q . 0 6 1 1 2 
COVARIANCF OF 1 ANC» 4 # 8 2 0 0 . 2 
STANDARD ERROR OF 4 # 1 9 6 . 4 
STANDARD ERROR OF 1 # 6 8 3 . 2 
2 H 
2 # 
1 H 
3 # 
3 # 
1 # 
Q . 1 3 9 4 6 
1 4 4 . 9 
1.5 
6 8 3 . 2 
A # 2 2 0 5 . 9 5 7 0 
1 
A » 2 0 / 5 . 7 7 3 0 
( . 3 7 8 8 3 
3 5 8 5 . 3 
5 2 . 5 
6 8 3 . 2 
8 # 
CORRELATION COEFFIC 
COVARIANC 
STANDA 
STANDA 
CORRELATION COEFFIC 
COVARIANC 
STANDA 
STANDA 
0 . 2 1 2 4 
OF 1 AN r 
D ERROR OF 
RD ERROR 0 
2 . 8 2 M 1 
2 . 4 9 8 7 
ENT i ANC 5 # 
ENT 1 ANCi 6 # 
OF 1 ANO 
JiD ERROR 0 
RD ERROR Off 
A # 2 5 3 7 . 1 0 5 0 
5 n 
5 # 
1 # 
0 . 3 7 2 7 9 
2 9 3 7 . 1 
9 0 . 1 
6 8 3 . 2 
A # 2 3 4 7 . 1 4 7 0 
6 # 
6 # 
1 # 
A # 2 5 ^ 3 . 0 7 8 0 
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